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Abstract
We study embeddings of PSL2(p
a) into exceptional groups G(pb) for G = F4, E6,
2E6, E7, and p a
prime with a, b positive integers. With a few possible exceptions, we prove that any almost simple group
with socle PSL2(p
a), that is maximal inside an almost simple exceptional group of Lie type F4, E6,
2E6
and E7, is the fixed points under the Frobenius map of a corresponding maximal closed subgroup of type
A1 inside the algebraic group.
Together with a recent result of Burness and Testerman for p the Coxeter number plus one, this proves
that all maximal subgroups with socle PSL2(p
a) inside these finite almost simple groups are known, with
three possible exceptions (pa = 7, 8, 25 for E7).
In the three remaining cases we provide considerable information about a potential maximal subgroup.
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1 Introduction
Classifying the maximal subgroups of a finite group is one of the most fundamental problems in the field
of finite group theory. Michael Aschbacher and Leonard Scott [5] reduced the problem for all finite groups
to understanding the 1-cohomology groups H1(G,M) for all simple modules M for all finite almost simple
groups G, and classifying all maximal subgroups of almost simple groups.
This paper is a contribution towards the latter, ambitious goal. For alternating and classical groups
there is in some sense no complete answer, since the dimensions of the classical groups (and degrees of
the alternating groups) tend to infinity, although there is substantial work in this direction. However, for
sporadic and exceptional groups there is a possibility of a complete answer being known.
For sporadic groups, a complete answer is known for all groups but the Monster, and here we concentrate
on exceptional groups of Lie type. There is a classification of maximal subgroups for exceptional groups
G = G(q) for G not of type F4, E6,
2E6, E7 and E8 already (see [51] for example), and so we focus on the
remaining cases. What is known in the literature so far is summarized in Section 3, but broadly speaking, all
maximal subgroups are known for these groups apart possibly from various almost simple maximal subgroups,
and these are either a small list of simple groups that are not Lie type in defining characteristic, or if the
potential maximal is Lie type in defining characteristic then what is left are groups of small rank and small
field size, together with a large collection of possible subgroups PSL2(p
a), the focus of this paper.
The following general theorem is a summary of our results, although we have much more detail about a
putative maximal subgroup arising in (iv).
Theorem 1.1 Let p be a prime and a, b > 1 be integers. Let G be the simple group F4(p
b), E6(p
b), 2E6(p
b)
or E7(p
b), and let H be a simple group PSL2(p
a) contained in G. Write G¯ for an almost simple group with
socle G. If NG¯(H) is an almost simple, maximal subgroup of G¯, then one of the following holds:
(i) G = F4(p
b) for some p > 13, a = b, and NG¯(H) is unique up to conjugation;
(ii) G = E7(p
b) for some p > 17, a = b, and NG¯(H) is unique up to conjugation for p = 17, and there are
two classes for p > 19;
(iii) G = E7(p
b) for some p, a = 7b, and NG¯(H) is unique up to conjugation;
(iv) G = E7(p
b), pa is one of 7, 8, 25.
In (i) and (ii), the subgroup PSL2(p
a) arises from an A1 subgroup of the algebraic group F4 and E7. In (iii),
the subgroup PSL2(p
a) arises from an A71 subgroup of the algebraic group E7. There are no known examples
of maximal subgroups in (iv).
We now give more information about what we prove for each group G.
Theorem 1.2 Let p be a prime and a, b > 1 be integers. Let G be an almost simple group with socle F4(p
b),
and suppose that H is a subgroup of G with F ∗(H) = PSL2(p
a). If H is maximal in G then one of the
following holds:
(i) pa = 13, H = PSL2(13) and is a Serre embedding;
(ii) q = pa, p > 13, F ∗(H) = PSL2(q), and H is the normalizer in G of the fixed points X
σ of an algebraic
A1 subgroup of the algebraic group F4.
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The definition of a Serre embedding is given formally in Definition 6.6, but informally it is a copy of
PSL2(h + 1) where h is the Coxeter number of G and this subgroup contains a regular unipotent element.
(This subgroup is named after Serre as he constructed copies of PSL2(h + 1) (if h + 1 is a prime) over all
fields in [47].) In recent work of Timothy Burness and Donna Testerman [9], Serre embeddings have been
shown to come from algebraic A1s, and so (ii) is a subcase of (iii) above. Thus Theorem 1.2 implies Theorem
1.1 for G = F4(p
b). Kay Magaard [39] proved Theorem 1.2 for p > 5 in his Ph.D. thesis, in addition proving
that b = 1 in (ii).
For E6 we have a complete theorem, without relying on [9], as we show that the Serre embedding lies in
F4.
Theorem 1.3 Let p be a prime, a, b > 1 be integers, and let G be an almost simple group with socle either
E6(p
b) or 2E6(p
b). There does not exist a maximal subgroup H of G with F ∗(H) = PSL2(p
a).
Almost all of this theorem was obtained by Aschbacher [4] using geometric techniques, where only the
case pa = pb = 11 and H contains a semiregular unipotent element, from class E6(a1), is left open; here we
prove the whole result again, using representation theory, and remove this final case using the Lie algebra
structure of the adjoint module L(E6). Of course, Theorem 1.3 implies Theorem 1.1 for G isomorphic to
E6(p
b) and 2E6(p
b).
For E7, here we have some potential exceptions. The difficult cases are the Serre embedding p
a = 19 and
pa = 7, 8, 25.
Theorem 1.4 Let p be a prime and a, b > 1 be integers. Let G be an almost simple group with socle E7(p
b),
and suppose that H is a maximal subgroup of G with F ∗(H) = PSL2(p
a). One of the following holds:
(i) pa = 7, pa = 8 or pa = 25;
(ii) pa = 19, H = PSL2(p
a) and is a Serre embedding;
(iii) pa = pb, p > 17, and H is the normalizer in G of the fixed points Xσ of an algebraic A1 subgroup of
the algebraic group E7. (There is one class for p = 17, and two for p > 19.)
(iv) pa = p7b and H is the normalizer in G of the fixed points Xσ of an algebraic A71 subgroup of the
algebraic group E7.
Again, Burness and Testerman have showed that (ii) is a subcase of (iii), and (iv) is the fixed points of a
maximal-rank subgroup given in [27, Table 5.1]. In the case (i) where pa = 8, we can give the precise module
structure of H on the minimal module for E7. For p
a = 7, there are unresolved cases of potential copies of
PSL2(7) where the preimage of the subgroup in the simply connected version of E7 is both 2×PSL2(7) and
SL2(7). In both cases the module structures on both minimal and adjoint modules can be given precisely,
but it seems difficult to progress further using these techniques. In the case of pa = 25, this is a copy of
SL2(25) inside the simply connected version of E7 with the centre of the subgroup being equal to the centre
of E7, and we have complete information about the module structures on both the minimal and adjoint
modules. If it exists, then its normalizer is a maximal subgroup of E7(p
b) for the smallest b such that it
embeds in E7(p
b). Theorem 1.4 implies Theorem 1.1 for G isomorphic to E7(p
b).
We do not deal with maximal subgroups of E8 here, and only consider it for certain lemmas, which
will be useful in a later treatment of this case. For exceptional groups other than E8, the minimal module
has dimension much smaller than the dimension of the group (as an algebraic group) and we can use
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representation theory to analyse this module. We can still do things with the Lie algebra for E8, as we did
in [17], but these are postponed to avoid making this work even longer.
The strategy for the proofs of these theorems is given in Section 9, and relies heavily on computer
calculations in three ways:
(i) The first is to compute the traces of semisimple elements of large order on various modules for excep-
tional groups. Tables of these traces are available for elements of small order, but we need them for
very large orders, sometimes in the hundreds. For this we can use the program that Alastair Litterick
produced in his Ph.D. thesis [37, Chapter 7], or construct the normalizer of a torus explicitly in Magma
and take the conjugacy classes, then compute their eigenvalues. (Litterick has produced a much faster
algorithm for computing traces of elements on p-restricted modules, but we do not need this for our
cases.)
(ii) The second is to do large linear algebra problems. To find all sets of composition factors that could
arise as the composition factors of the restriction of a kG-module to a subgroup H involves checking
many possible combinations against the large lists of traces of semisimple elements. This is done to
reduce the possible module structures for the subgroup on the minimal and adjoint modules, and was
also used in [37].
(iii) The third is to construct explicit modules for finite groups, and show that certain module structures
cannot exist. This would be possible by hand, at least in some cases, but incredibly complicated and
prone to mistakes. In each case, a clear recipe is given for how to reproduce the module we construct
to ease verifiability. The Magma commands ProjectiveCover(M) and Ext(A,B) compute projective
modules and the space of extensions between two modules. If M is a module and N is a simple module,
then one can construct the maximal extension of N by M with the code
E,rho:=Ext(M,N);
Mnew:=MaximalExtension(M,N,E,rho);
This can be used to easily verify statements made in the paper about the structures of certain modules.
With these three uses of a computer in mind, the rest of the argument is done by hand, in Sections 10 to 14.
The structure of this article is as follows: in the next section we give notation and some preliminary
results. In Section 3 we give information about maximal subgroups of finite and algebraic exceptional groups.
Section 4 gives results about how to prove results about almost simple subgroups of algebraic groups, given
information about their simple socles. Section 5 proves results about ‘blueprints’, finite subgroups of an
algebraic group G that stabilize exactly the same subspaces of a (non-trivial) rational kG-module as some
infinite subgroup. We obtain upper bounds on the orders of semisimple elements that are not blueprints for
the minimal module for F4, E6 and E7. In Section 6 after, we give lots of information about unipotent and
semisimple elements of exceptional groups, together with information about sl2-subalgebras of exceptional
Lie algebras. Section 7 gives information about modules for SL2(p
a), and the section after gives some
constructions of PSL2s inside E6 in characteristic 3.
We then launch into the proof proper, with Section 9 giving an outline of the strategy of the proof,
Sections 10 and 11 proving the results for F4 and E6, and then the three sections after doing E7 first in
characteristic 2, and then E7 in odd characteristic, split into two sections according as the embedding into
the simply connected group is 2× PSL2(pa) or SL2(pa).
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The first appendix gives some widely known information about the composition factors of the reductive
and parabolic maximal subgroups of F4, E6 and E7 on the minimal and adjoint modules, information that
is well known but given here for ease of reference. The second gives the traces of semisimple elements of
small order on the mimimal and adjoint modules for the algberaic groups F4, E6 and E7.
Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank the referee for many detailed and helpful comments
that have greatly improved the exposition in the manuscript.
The author is a Royal Society University Research Fellow, and gratefully acknowledges the financial
support of the Society.
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2 Notation and preliminaries
In this section we give the notation that we need, both for groups and for modules, and give a few preliminary
results.
Throughout this paper, p > 2 is a prime number, q is a power of p, and G = G(q) denotes an exceptional
finite group of Lie type defined over Fq. More specifically, let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic
group of exceptional type over the algebraic closure k of Fp, equipped with a Frobenius endomorphism σ, and
set G = Gσ. The precise types of G that we are interested in are those exceptional groups whose maximal
subgroups are not yet known, i.e., F4(q), E6(q),
2E6(q), E7(q) and E8(q), although we do not do much in
the case of E8(q), and often will exclude it from consideration.
Notice that we consider the simply connected versions of G and G, so E7(q) possesses a centre when p
is odd, and E6(q) does for 3 | (q − 1). We want the simply connected versions in order to work with the
minimal module and the adjoint module simultaneously. Where this is particularly important we will remind
the reader, for example when considering PSL2(p
a) embedded in the simple group of type E7, where we can
embed either SL2(p
a) in E7 with the centres coinciding or 2×PSL2(pa) into E7 with the centres coinciding,
representing the two possible preimages of a copy of PSL2(p
a) in the simple group. If G possesses a graph
automorphism of order 2, denote this by τ ; we will remind the reader of this notation when we use it.
We let G¯ be an almost simple group with socle G/Z(G), which embeds into Aut(G). The maximal
subgroupsM of G¯ split into three categories: M∩(G/Z(G)) is a maximal subgroup of G/Z(G),M∩(G/Z(G))
is not a maximal subgroup of G/Z(G), and (G/Z(G)) 6 M . The third collection is easily computed, and
the first can be deduced from a list of maximal subgroups of G by taking normalizers. However, the second,
called novelty maximal subgroups, cannot easily be seen from the maximal subgroups of G. They arise in the
following manner: let H be a subgroup that is not maximal in a simple group X , but H is normalized by a
group of automorphisms A of X while every proper subgroup of X properly containing H is not normalized
by it. In this case, H.A is a maximal subgroup of X.A. However, it is of course very difficult to understand
these if one is simply given a list of maximal subgroups of X , so we will prove more than simply that a given
subgroup is not maximal in the simple group, but that it is contained in stabilizers of various subspaces of
a given module, enough that we can see that it cannot form a novelty maximal subgroup.
Let L(λ) denote the irreducible highest weight module of weight λ. The notation for the weight lattice
is ‘standard’, consistent with the main references in this work and can be found in for example [8, Chapter
VI]. The modules that we normally consider are the two smallest non-trivial ones. Write M(G) for one of
the minimal modules for G, namely L(λ4) for F4, either L(λ1) or L(λ6) for E6 and
2E6, L(λ7) for E7 and
not defined for E8. We write L(G) for the Lie algebra or adjoint module, which is L(λ1), L(λ2), L(λ1)
and L(λ1) respectively. If L(G) has a trivial composition factor so is not irreducible, which occurs in E7 in
characteristic 2 and E6 in characteristic 3, let L(G)
◦ denote the non-trivial composition factor, and in other
cases let L(G)◦ = L(G). These two modules have the following dimensions:
Group dim(M(G)) dim(L(G)◦)
F4 26− δp,3 52
E6 27 78− δp,3
E7 56 133− δp,2
E8 − 248
In characteristic 2, L(F4) has factors L(λ4) = M(F4) and L(λ1) = M(F4)
τ , where τ denotes the graph
automorphism of G (which does not extend ‘nicely’ to a morphism of G, see the definition of Aut+(G) in
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Section 3), so in this case we can consider L(λ1) and L(λ4) or L(F4). In all other cases, L(G)
◦ is irreducible.
We now introduce some notation for modules. All modules will be finite dimensional and are defined
over k. If H is a group, let Irr(H) denote the set of irreducible modules over the field, which is always k.
We also write k for the trivial module for any group over the field k, although we will also denote it by ‘1’.
As usual write ‘⊕’ and ‘⊗’ for the direct sum and tensor product of two modules. Let Λi and Si denote the
exterior and symmetric powers. Write soci(M) for the ith socle layer and radi(M) for the ith radical layer
of M . Write top(M) for the top of M , i.e., M/ rad(M), and cf(M) for the composition factors of M as a
multiset. Let H1(H,M) denote the 1-cohomology group ofM , and in general Ext1(M,M ′) denote the group
of extensions with submodule M ′ and quotient M . The projective cover of a module M will be denoted by
P (M). Let M∗ denote the dual of M .
We writeM ↓H for the restriction of M to H . Let H and G be groups, let M be a kG-module, and let N
be a set of simple kH-modules. Write N for the direct sum of all members of N . The set N is conspicuous
for M if, for every p-regular element x (i.e., order not divisible by p) of H , there is a p-regular element y of
G such that the eigenvalues of x on M coincide with the eigenvalues of y on N . Informally, this means that
N could be the composition factors of M ↓H , if H were a subgroup of G. Normally we use this by specifying
H to be a subgroup of G, but whose composition factors on M are unknown. We might not want to check
all p-regular elements of H , so we will say that N is conspicuous for elements of particular orders when we
do not check all elements.
If u is an element of a group H of p-power order, and M is a kH-module, then u acts on M as a sum of
Jordan blocks of various dimensions. If the dimensions are, say, 5, 5, and 1, we write that the structure is
52, 1. This is in keeping with the notation from [22], which is our main reference for the actions of unipotent
classes on M(G) and L(G). The element u acts projectively on M if all blocks of u on M have size o(u),
where o(u) denotes the order of u. This is equivalent to the restrictionM ↓〈u〉 being a projective k〈u〉-module.
We will often have to talk about the structures of modules, as in their socle layers. If M is a module
with socle A and second socle B then we can write
B
A
for this structure; however, this is often too space-consuming when we have many socle layers, and so we also
write B/A for this module. Generalizing this, we delineate between socle layers by ‘/’, so that A/B,C/D,E
is a module with socle D⊕E, second socle B⊕C, and third socle A. Because of the potential for confusion
with the quotient, we will always mention if we mean a quotient.
We also introduce the concepts of radical and residual. If I is a subset of Irr(H), then the I-radical of
M is the largest submodule of M whose composition factors lie in I, and the I-residual of M is the smallest
submodule such that every composition factor of the quotient lies in I. Write I ′ for Irr(H) \ I.
One lemma that we occasionally use, that can be quite powerful, relates the minimal and adjoint modules
for exceptional groups. We place it here because there seems no more appropriate place.
Lemma 2.1 Let G be one of F4, E6 and E7.
(i) Let G = F4. If p = 3 then L(F4) is a submodule of Λ
2(M(F4)). If p > 5 then L(F4) is a summand of
Λ2(M(F4)).
(ii) Let G = E6. If p = 2 then L(E6) is a submodule of M(E6) ⊗M(E6)∗. If p = 3 then the socle of
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M(E6)⊗M(E6)∗ is 1-dimensional, and quotienting out by this, L(E6)◦ is a submodule. If p > 5 then
L(E6) is a summand of M(E6)⊗M(E6)∗.
(iii) Let G = E7. If p = 2 then the socle of Λ
2(M(E7)) is 1-dimensional, and quotienting out by this,
L(E7)
◦ is a submodule. If p = 3 then L(E7) is a submodule of S
2(M(E7)). If p > 5 then L(E7) is a
summand of S2(M(E7)).
Proof: In characteristic 0, the highest weight modules in Λ2(M(F4)) are L(λ1) = L(F4) and L(λ3), of
dimension 273. If p > 5 these two modules remain irreducible, so the exterior square is the sum of these,
but L(λ3) has dimension 196 when p = 3, so that the exterior square of M(F4) – which has dimension 300
as M(F4) has dimension 25 – has three composition factors: two copies of L(λ1) and one of L(λ3). As the
exterior square is self-dual, either this module has the form 52/196/52 or there is a 52- or 196-dimensional
summand. However, the regular unipotent element of F4 acts on M(F4) with blocks 15, 9, 1 (see Table 6.1)
and thus on the exterior square with blocks 27, 212, 186, 152, 910, 3, all of which are divisible by 3, so there is
no simple summand of the exterior square. This proves (i).
For characteristic 0, M(E6) ⊗ M(E6)∗ = L(λ1) ⊗ L(λ6) has composition factors the highest weight
modules L(0), L(λ2) = L(E6) and L(λ1 + λ6) (of dimension 650). These again remain irreducible for p > 5,
so we obtain the result. In characteristic 2, L(λ1 + λ6) has dimension 572 and a copy of L(λ2) is the other
composition factor of the Weyl module W (λ1 + λ6). Thus we get L(0) ⊕ (L(λ2)/L(λ1 + λ6)/L(λ2)): the
trivial breaks off as a summand as the module is self-dual and has a trivial submodule, and the easiest way
to check that the second summand is indecomposable is to prove it for E6(2) with a computer, where we
indeed obtain
1⊕ (78/572/78).
In characteristic 3, the composition factors become L(0)3, L(λ2)
2, L(λ1 + λ6). Again, the easiest way to
deduce the structure is to test it for E6(3) using a computer, and note that it has form
1/77/1, 572/77/1,
hence must for any group of type E6 because it must be a refinement of this structure and remain self-dual.
For E7, in characteristic 0, S
2(M(E7)) has composition factors the highest weight modules L(λ1) = L(E7)
and L(2λ7) of dimension 1463. These both remain irreducible for p > 5, and so S
2(M(E7)) is the sum of
these. For p = 3, L(2λ7) has dimension 1330, and the structure is L(λ1)/L(2λ7)/L(λ1). Again, this is most
easily checked with a computer for E7(3). For p = 2 we take the exterior square, which has composition
factors of dimension 1, 1, 132, 132, 1274, and as with E6, the easiest way to check the structure is with a
computer for E7(2), where we get
L(0)/L(λ1)/L(λ6)/L(λ1)/L(0).
This completes the proof.
In many cases we want to prove that a module has a particular composition factor as a submodule or
quotient, often the trivial module, which we denote by k or 1. Thus we need a method of proving that a
particular composition factor is always a submodule or quotient in any module with those factors. This is
the idea of pressure.
Suppose that H is a finite group such that Op(H) = H , and such that for all simple modules M over a
field k, H1(H,M) = H1(H,M∗). The pressure of a module V for H is the quantity∑
M∈cf(V )
(dimH1(H,M)− δM,k),
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where δ is the Kronecker delta. Results on pressure have occurred in the literature before, with the most
general so-far being [17, Lemma 1.8]. Another generalization of this allows us to understand the situation
of forcing a module from a collection M of simple modules to be a submodule of a given module V . If M
is a collection of simple modules for a group H , with Ext1(M,M ′) = 0 for all M,M ′ ∈ M, and such that
Ext1(A,M) = Ext1(M,A) for all simple modules A and M with M ∈ M, then the M-pressure of a module
V is the quantity ∑
M ′∈cf(V )
∑
M∈M
(dimExt1(M,M ′)− δM,M ′).
The result [17, Lemma 1.8] directly generalizes toM-pressure, with the exact same proof, so we simply state
the result.
Lemma 2.2 Suppose that H is a finite group, and let M be a set of simple modules for H such that
Ext1(M,M ′) = 0 for all M,M ′ ∈M, and Ext1(M,A) = Ext1(A,M) for all M ∈ M and all simple modules
A. Let V be a module for H of M-pressure n.
(i) If n < 0 then Hom(M,V ) 6= 0 for some M ∈ M, i.e., V has a simple submodule isomorphic to some
M ∈ M. If n = 0 then either Hom(M,V ) 6= 0 or Hom(V,M) 6= 0, i.e., V has either a simple submodule
or quotient isomorphic to some member of M.
(ii) More generally, if a composition factor of V hasM-pressure greater than n, then either Hom(M,V ) 6= 0
or Hom(V,M) 6= 0 for some M ∈M.
(iii) If Hom(M,V ) = Hom(V,M) = 0 for all M ∈ M, then any subquotient W of V has M-pressure
between −n and n.
The concept of pressure can be used to prove that either M(G) or L(G) possesses a trivial submodule or
quotient when restricted toH . We therefore would like to know whether that is enough in some circumstances
to conclude that H is contained within a positive-dimensional subgroup of G. The next result is [17, Lemma
1.4].
Lemma 2.3 Let G be one of F4, E6,
2E6, E7 or E8. Let H 6 G. If one of the following holds, then H is
contained in a positive-dimensional subgroup of G:
(i) H stabilizes a 1-space or hyperplane of M(G) or L(G);
(ii) G = F4, E6,
2E6 or E7, and H stabilizes a 2-space or a space of codimension 2 in M(G);
(iii) G = E6 or
2E6, and H stabilizes a 3-space or a 24-space of M(E6).
In Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, we extend the statements about stabilizing a line of L(G)◦ or M(G), or
a 2-space of M(G), to include stability under outer automorphisms of the finite group G. This allows such
statements to be used to deduce the results in the introduction about maximal subgroups.
We end with giving the line stabilizers for the minimal modules for the finite groups E6(q) and E7(q).
These have appeared in the literature before, and we take these from [26, Lemmas 5.4 and 4.3].
Lemma 2.4 Let G = E6(q). There are three orbits of lines of the action of G onM(E6), with line stabilizers
as follows:
(i) F4(q) acting on M(E6) as L(λ4)⊕ L(0) (L(0)/L(λ4)/L(0) in characteristic 3);
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(ii) a D5-parabolic subgroup; q
16D5(q).(q − 1), acting uniserially as L(λ1)/L(λ4)/L(0);
(iii) a subgroup q16.B4(q).(q − 1) acting indecomposably as L(0), L(λ1)/L(λ4)/L(0).
Lemma 2.5 Let G = E7(q). There are five orbits of lines of the action of G on M(E7), with line stabilizers
as follows:
(i) E6(q).2 (the graph automorphism) acting semisimply with composition factors of dimensions 54, 1, 1;
(ii) 2E6(q).2 (the graph automorphism) acting semisimply with composition factors of dimensions 54, 1, 1;
(iii) an E6-parabolic subgroup q
27.E6(q).(q − 1) acting uniserially as L(0)/L(λ1)/L(λ6)/L(0);
(iv) a subgroup q1+32.B5(q).(q − 1) acting uniserially as L(0)/L(λ1)/L(λ5)/L(λ1)/L(0);
(v) a subgroup q26.F4(q).(q − 1) acting indecomposably as L(0), L(0)/L(λ4)/L(λ4)/L(0), L(0).
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3 Maximal subgroups
This section summarizes what is known about the maximal subgroups of the finite groups G¯, and also the
algebraic group G, about which complete information on positive-dimensional maximal subgroups is known.
The maximal subgroups of positive dimension inG are given in [33], and givenG we denote this collection
by X ; write X σ for the fixed points X = Xσ for X a σ-stable member of X . If Z(G) 6= 1, we also write
X σ for their images modulo the centre of G. If G¯ is almost simple, the set X σ shall be taken to mean the
normalizers in G¯ of the elements of X σ for F ∗(G¯). Because each definition applies to a different group (G,
G/Z(G) and G¯) no confusion should arise.
For technical reasons, we do not include in X σ the fixed points of G under a field, graph, or field-graph
automorphism of prime order (so, for example, 2E6(p
2) and E6(p) inside E6(p
2)). Such subgroups are said
to have the same type as G.
While the maximal subgroups of G are known, the maximal subgroups of G and G¯ are of course not.
We start with a broad characterization of the maximal subgroups of G¯, given in [7] and [29, Theorem 2].
Theorem 3.1 Let M be a maximal subgroup of G¯ not containing F ∗(G¯). One of the following holds:
(i) M is a member of X σ or M has the same type as G;
(ii) M is the normalizer of an elementary abelian r-group for some r 6= p (an exotic r-local subgroup);
(iii) F ∗(M) = Alt(5)×Alt(6) and G = E8 with p > 5;
(iv) M is an almost simple group whose socle is not a group of Lie type in characteristic p;
(v) M is an almost simple group whose socle is a group of Lie type in characteristic p, that does not appear
in (i).
The subgroups in (i) are known and are the fixed points of those in [33], together with the (normalizers
of) fixed points under field, graph, and field-graph automorphisms of G; the subgroups in (ii) are known and
given in [12]; the subgroup (iii) was discovered by Borovik [7] and is unique up to conjugacy. The potential
subgroups in (iv) have been steadily reduced over the last two decades. Here the list is fairly short and given
in [32], but note that a fair number of these have been eliminated in a variety of papers, too numerous to
list here, but we mention the papers [38] and [17] for all Lie type groups, and with F4 and E6 having almost
all possibilities for M removed by Magaard and Aschbacher in [39] and [4] respectively. The author has also
made progress on eliminating still more of this list and proving uniqueness of various maximal subgroups,
with details to appear elsewhere.
It is probable that (v) is empty. To express this another way, we introduce a definition here that will
be used throughout the text. As in [25, Section 2], define Aut+(G) to be the group generated by inner,
diagonal, graph and p-power field automorphisms of G. As seen in [10, Section 12.5] if G = Gσ then any
automorphism of G extends to an element of Aut+(G), but if p = 2 and G = B2, F4, and p = 3 and
G = G2 we must be more careful. In these cases there are ‘exceptional’ graph morphisms, which can be
included in Aut+(G) (see [10, Sections 12.3 and 12.4]). However, because the graph morphism powers to
a field automorphism (Out(F4(2
b)) is cyclic) we can only add a single graph morphism to Aut+(G) at a
time. Since the almost simple group G¯ can only induce one graph morphism on G, this restriction is merely
formal, and does not affect our conclusions. Unlike [25], we will include these in Aut+(G): the only case
where this will make a difference for us is in F4 for p = 2. Of course this means that Aut
+(G) depends on
the specific Frobenius morphism σ.
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Definition 3.2 A subgroup H of G that is not contained in any member of X , and is not of the same
type as G, is called Lie primitive, and otherwise Lie imprimitive. If σ is a Frobenius endomorphism on
G and H is contained in G = Gσ, then H is called strongly imprimitive if H is contained in a σ-stable,
NAut+(G)(H)-stable member of X .
The condition on σ-stability is just that H is contained in a member of X σ. It is not necessary as it is
subsumed under the second condition, but we include it for emphasis. The condition on automorphisms is
needed so that NG¯(H) is contained in a member of X
σ. Hence the statement that (v) is empty is equivalent
to the following.
Conjecture 3.3 Let H be a simple subgroup of G, and that H is a group of Lie type in characteristic p,
not of the same type as G. Then H is strongly imprimitive.
Such a statement is true for classical algebraic groups [43, Theorem 4], and for exceptional groups and
p > 113 in [46], in which the above conjecture was suggested. It also follows for the group G2 from the
classification of maximal subgroups of G2(q), given by Cooperstein [15] and Kleidman [21]. We will need the
fact that Conjecture 3.3 is true for classical groups and G2 later on, so we mention it now.
Proposition 3.4 If G is reductive, and is a product of classical algebraic groups and copies of G2, and
H ∼= PSL2(pa) is a G-irreducible subgroup, then H is contained in a G-irreducible A1 subgroup of G.
Later work reduced the possibilities for (v) still further: The rank of M can only be at most half the
rank of G by [28, 35]. Furthermore, for those groups we have the following possibilities by [31, 24]:
(i) M(pa) has semisimple rank at most half that of G, pa 6 9, and M(pa) is not one of PSL2(p
a), 2B2(p
a)
and 2G2(p
a);
(ii) PSL3(16) and PSU3(16);
(iii) PSL2(p
a), 2B2(p
a) and 2G2(p
a) for pa 6 gcd(2, p− 1) · t(G), where
t(G2) = 12, t(F4) = 68, t(E6) = 124, t(E7) = 388, t(E8) = 1312.
If H is a subgroup of G that is a group of Lie type in characteristic p, we therefore call H large rank,
medium rank, and small rank, according as the semisimple rank of H is more than half that of G, between
2 and half that of G, and 1 respectively. Thus there are no large-rank members of (v), the medium-rank
members of (v) are only over small fields (although the Suzuki and small Ree groups are also medium rank)
and the small-rank subgroups are PSL2(p
a), where pa can be quite large compared with medium-rank groups.
Theorem 1.1 states that Conjecture 3.3 is true for H ∼= PSL2(p
a) and G of types F4, E6 and E7, but with
potential counterexamples for G of type E7 and p
a = 7, 8, 25.
The constant t(G) is linked to the eigenvalues of semisimple elements of G on L(G), but to state it uses
the following definition. It appears in work of Liebeck and Seitz [31], but is not specifically defined there.
Definition 3.5 Let G be an infinite group and let V be a module for G. A finite subgroup H of G is a
blueprint for V if there exists an infinite subgroup X of G such that X and H stabilize the same subspaces
of V . An element x is a blueprint for V if 〈x〉 is.
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If H is a blueprint for V a simple kG-module, then one of two cases hold: H is irreducible on V , or
the intersection of the stabilizers of all H-stable subspaces of G is a proper, positive-dimensional subgroup
X of G containing H . If V is either M(G) or L(G)◦ then the subgroups of G acting irreducibly on V are
classified (but not up to conjugacy) in [34].
If one wants to prove that a finite subgroup H of G is strongly imprimitive, one may directly construct
an infinite subgroup containing it. An alternative is to use the following statement, which easily follows from
the definitions.
Lemma 3.6 Let H and K be finite subgroups of G, with H 6 K. If K is Lie imprimitive then so is H . If
K is both strongly imprimitive and NAut+(G)(H)-stable, then H is strongly imprimitive.
Fix G. Up to isomorphism, there are only finitely many candidates for simple subgroups of G that are
not strongly imprimitive: subgroups of the exotic r-local subgroups, the medium- and small-rank subgroups
above, and the almost simple groups that are not Lie type in characteristic p from [32]. Write P for this
set, and partially order it by inclusion.
Let H be a subgroup of G that is a maximal member of P. Suppose that H is not strongly imprimitive.
Suppose also that K is another finite subgroup of G containing H , and that K is NAut+(G)(H)-stable. By
Lemma 3.6, either K 6 NG(H) or K has the same type as G, because K cannot be strongly imprimitive,
but does not lie in P.
If we construct a subgroup K = 〈H,x〉 so that K stabilizes a proper, non-zero subspace W of either
M(G) or L(G)◦, then K cannot have the same type as G. Since Aut(H) is known, one may find the orders
of all of its elements, and if o(x) is not one of them, K 6 NG(H). If K stabilizes every subspace in the
NAut+(G)(H)-orbit ofW then K is NAut+(G)(H)-stable by Proposition 4.3 below. We have therefore derived
a contradiction, and so H must be strongly imprimitive.
Proposition 3.7 LetH be a maximal member of P, and suppose thatK is a finite subgroup ofG containing
H . If K 6 NG(H), and K stabilizes a non-zero, proper subspace of an irreducible kG-module, then H is
Lie imprimitive. If, moreover, K is NAut+(G)(H)-stable, then H is strongly imprimitive.
In order to use this argument, we need to know the maximal members of P. Those members of P that
are not Lie type in characteristic p rarely contain PSL2(p
a), so we wish to exclude some medium-rank groups
from P in order to force more A1 subgroups to be maximal in P.
We will prove this here, because this is the most natural place for it. However, it uses techniques and
results from Sections 4 to 6, and it would be better to read the proof after those sections.
Proposition 3.8 Let G be one of F4, E6 and E7.
(i) For p = 5, 7, any copy of H = PSp4(p) in G, or H = Sp4(p) in G = E7 with Z(H) = Z(G), is a
blueprint for M(G)⊕M(G)∗.
(ii) For p = 5, 7, any copy of H = PSL4(p) or PSU4(p) in G, or H = 2 · PSL4(p) or H = 2 · PSU4(p) in
G = E7 with Z(H) = Z(G), is a blueprint for M(G)⊕M(G)∗.
(iii) Let p be an odd prime and a > 1. Any copy of H = PSp6(p
a) in G, or H = Sp6(p
a) in G = E7 with
Z(H) = Z(G), is a blueprint for M(G)⊕M(G)∗.
(iv) Let p be an odd prime and a > 1. Any copy of H = Ω7(p
a) in G, or H = Spin7(p
a) in G = E7 with
Z(H) = Z(G), is a blueprint for M(G)⊕M(G)∗.
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Therefore if p = 5, 7 then PSL4(p), PSU4(p) and PSp4(p) do not appear in P, and for p
a = 3, 5, 7, 9,
PSp6(p
a) and Ω7(p
a) do not appear in P.
Proof: We first prove the conclusion. None of the groups in this result appears in [34, Tables 1.2 and 1.3],
so H cannot act irreducibly on M(G). Thus since H is a blueprint for M(G), H is strongly imprimitive by
Proposition 4.4.
We now prove the individual statements. Note that, unless M(G) 6∼= M(G)∗, taking the direct sum is
irrelevant for whether a subgroup is a blueprint. We will therefore prove the result for M(E7), and then use
the embeddings of F4 and E6 into E7 to descend to those groups.
We prove (i) and (ii) for p = 5 first. For (i), we compute the conspicuous sets of composition factors for
M(E7) ↓H . The simple modules for PSp4(5) of dimension at most 56 are 1, 5, 10, 13, 30, 351, 352 and 55.
The only conspicuous set of composition factors is 102, 56, 16, and since these composition factors have no
extensions with each other, M(E7) ↓H is semisimple. Let u denote an element of order 5 with the largest
centralizer. This acts onM(E7) with Jordan blocks 3
2, 216, 118, which is the generic class 2A1 (see Definition
6.4) by [22, Table 7]. By Lemma 6.5, u, and therefore H , is a blueprint for M(E7).
If H = Sp4(5) 6 E7(k) with centres coinciding, then the involutions in H act on faithful modules with
trace 0, which is not allowed since the trace of an involution in E7 is ±8 (see Appendix B). This proves (i).
As SL4(5) and SU4(5) contain Sp4(5), and the centres of SL4(5) and SU4(5) contain the centre of Sp4(5),
we have that PSp4(5) 6 PSL4(5),PSU4(5), and therefore (ii) holds as subgroups that contain blueprints are
themselves blueprints.
For p = 7 the exact same proof holds, except that the dimensions of the simple modules for PSp4(7) are
now 1, 5, 10, 14, 25, 351, 352 and 54.
We now prove (iii). For pa 6= 3, 5, the largest semisimple element of odd order has order 171 and 365
respectively. These are greater than 75, so these elements are blueprints for M(E7) by Theorem 5.9. Hence
H is a blueprint for M(E7) for p
a = 7, 9.
If H = PSp6(3) then there are only three simple modules of dimension at most 56, with dimensions 1, 14
and 21. The traces of elements of orders 5 and 7 are enough to prove that H does not embed in G = E7, and
hence not in F4 or E6. If H = Sp6(3) then the appropriate simple modules have dimensions 6, 14 and 50,
and traces of elements of order 5 are enough to prove that the only conspicuous set of composition factors
for M(E7) ↓H is 14, 67. There are no extensions between composition factors, so this is semisimple. The
action on M(E7) of u of order 3 with the largest centralizer in H is 2
12, 132. This is the generic class A1
by [22, Table 7]. We conclude from Lemma 6.5 that H is a blueprint for M(E7), and therefore so is any
subgroup containing H , as needed.
For p = 5 all of the same statements hold, except we only need traces of elements of order 3 to prove
that PSp6(5) does not embed, and for Sp6(5) elements of orders 2 and 3 suffice.
Finally, we consider (iv). Since the semisimple elements have the same orders in Ω7(p
a) as PSp6(p
a), we
again need only consider pa = 3, 5. For pa = 3, the simple modules for H = Ω7(3) of dimension at most
56 are 1, 7, 27 and 35. The traces of elements of orders 2 and 4 are enough to find the unique conspicuous
set of composition factors, 212, 72. and since there are no extensions between these modules M(E7) ↓H is
semisimple. An element u of order 3 with maximal centralizer size acts on this module with blocks 32, 216, 118,
which is the generic class 2A1 by [22, Table 7]. Hence u and H are blueprints for M(E7) by Lemma 6.5. In
the other case of H = Spin7(3), a non-central involution in H has trace 0 on all faithful modules, and so
since an involution in E7 has trace ±8 from Appendix B, we cannot get this case.
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The exact same proof works for p = 5 except we use traces of elements of orders 2 and 3 to eliminate all
but one set of composition factors.
Now that these medium-rank subgroups have been removed from P, we also need to remove PSL2(p
a)
for some large pa. This is performed by Theorem 5.10: let v(G) be defined by
v(G) =

18 G = F4, E6,75 G = E7.
If pa > v(G) · gcd(2, p− 1) then H = PSL2(p
a) does not lie in P.
Proposition 3.9 Let H = PSL2(p
a) for pa 6 v(G) · gcd(2, p− 1), and suppose that H lies in P. Then H
is a maximal member of P unless pa is one of the following:
(i) G = F4, p
a = 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11;
(ii) G = E6, p
a = 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 16, 25
(iii) G = E7, p
a = 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 16, 25, 27, 64, 81.
For pa = 25, if G = E6 then H is only contained in
2F4(2)
′ from P, and if G = E7 then H is only contained
in Ru from P. For pa = 27, H is only contained in a Ree group 2G2(27) from P.
Proof: The possible members of P are:
(i) PSL2(p
b) for pb 6 v(G) · gcd(2, p− 1);
(ii) medium-rank subgroups not eliminated in Proposition 3.8;
(iii) simple subgroups of exotic r-local subgroups;
(iv) simple groups not of Lie type in characteristic p, given in [32, Section 10].
Suppose that H is contained in another member K of P. If K comes from (i), then K = PSL2(p
b) for
b > 2a, and hence p2a > v(G) · gcd(2, p − 1). Thus pa = 4, 5 for G = F4, E6, and pa = 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 for
G = E7. Each of these appears in the proposition, so we may assume K does not occur in (i).
Suppose that K occurs in (ii). The groups PSL3(p
b), PSU3(p
b) and G2(p
b) only contain PSL2(p
b),
whence pa 6 9 if K is one of these groups. The Suzuki groups cannot contain H and so we can exclude
these groups. The Ree group 2G2(3
2n+1) contains PSL2(3
2n+1), so if K is one of these groups then H may
only be PSL2(27). Furthermore,
2G2(3
2n+1) contains a real semisimple element of order 32n+1 + 3n + 1. By
Theorem 5.9, this means that K lies in P for G = F4 unless n = 1, and for G = E7 unless n 6 3. For
G = E6, if K is not irreducible on M(E6) then n 6 1, and if K is irreducible on M(E6) then K is strongly
imprimitive by [34].
If p = 2 then the only case not on our list is PSL2(32) for G = E7, and this cannot be contained in any
medium-rank subgroup, so assume that p is odd.
If p = 3 then we need to consider PSL4(3
a) and PSU4(3
a) for a = 1, 2, as PSp4(3
a) is contained in
PSL4(3
a). These contain PSL2(3
a) and PSL2(3
2a), so we obtain 3a = 3, 9, 81. If this is less than 2 · v(G)
then it appears on our list.
Thus p = 5, 7, but now there are no more medium-rank subgroups to consider, so this deals with those
K in (ii).
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Suppose that K occurs in (iii). The exotic r-local subgroups for G 6= E8 have composition factors either
cyclic groups, or SL3(2) (G2 and above), SL3(3) (F4 and above) and SL3(5) (E6 and above); the first two
are minimal simple groups anyway, and the third contains only SL2(4), so we get p
a = 4 for E6, E7.
Suppose that K occurs in (iv). If K is alternating then K is either Alt(6) or Alt(7) by [17, Theorem 1].
These contain PSL2(p
a) for pa = 4, 5, 7, 9, and these appear on all three lists. If K = PSL2(r
b) then H must
be PSL2(4),PSL2(5), so this case is easily considered.
If K is Lie type but not PSL2 then very few may occur, and even fewer that contain a copy of PSL2(p
a)
that we have not already seen. We use [14] to find subgroups of these simple groups. The table lists the pa
such that K = K(rb) contains PSL2(p
a), r 6= p, and K exists in G one of F4, E6 and E7 in characteristic p.
Group Prime powers Group Prime powers
PSL3(3) - PΩ7(3) (p = 2) 4, 8
PSL3(4) 5, 7, 9 G2(3) (p = 2) 8
PSU3(3) 7
2B2(32) (p = 5) 5
PSU3(8) - M11 4, 5, 9, 11
PSU4(2) = PSp4(3) 5 M12 4, 5, 9, 11
PSp6(2) 5, 7, 9 J2 4, 5, 7, 9
Ω+8 (2) 5, 7, 9 M22 (p = 2, 5) 4, 5
3D4(2) 7 J1 (p = 11) 11
2F4(2)
′ 5, 9, 25 Ru (p = 5) 5, 25
PSL4(3) (p = 2) 4 HS (p = 5) 5
PSU4(3) (p = 2) 4 Fi22 (p = 2) 4, 8
From [32], we see that Ru only embeds in E7, and
2F4(2)
′ in E6 and E7. The result is complete, except
for why 2F4(2)
′ does not lie in P for G = E7. We see from [38, Table 6.231] that
2F4(2)
′ only embeds in
E7 with two trivial composition factors on M(E7), hence it has pressure 0 and therefore stabilizes a line on
M(E7) by Lemma 2.2. We now apply Proposition 4.6 to see that K is strongly imprimitive, and therefore
2F4(2)
′ does not lie in P for G = E7.
Propositions 3.7 and 3.9 together mean that we may prove that PSL2(p
a) is strongly imprimitive, at
least for certain pa, just by exhibiting a larger subgroup that stabilizes a proper subspace of an irreducible
module for G. This will come in useful for G = E7 in particular.
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4 Maximal subgroups and subspace stabilizers
The purpose of this section is to prove some sufficiency criteria for a subgroup to be strongly imprimitive,
essentially making upgrading ‘Lie imprimitive’ to ‘strongly imprimitive’ a formal process in many cases.
Lemma 2.3 stated that if a subgroup H stabilizes a line or hyperplane on M(G) or L(G)◦ then H is Lie
imprimitive. Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 generalize this to show that H is strongly imprimitive, but we have
to place some technical conditions on H that are always satisfied if H is a simple group that is a candidate
to be an almost simple maximal subgroup. We also show the same result if H stabilizes a 2-space on M(G)
in Proposition 4.7. If a subgroup H is a blueprint for a special class of module, usually including M(G) or
L(G)◦, then we again can use this to prove strong imprimitivity, see Proposition 4.4. The general criterion
is Proposition 4.3, which is reproduced from [38, Section 4.2], itself generalizing work of [31, Proposition
1.12].
These results will be used in Sections 10 to 14 to prove strong imprimitivity given information about
subgroups H of G.
We recall some definitions: a subgroup H of G is G-completely reducible if, whenever H is contained in
a parabolic subgroup of G, it is contained in the corresponding Levi subgroup; it is G-irreducible if H is not
contained in any parabolic subgroup of G; as we have seen before, it is Lie primitive if it is not contained
in any proper positive-dimensional subgroup of G.
The first result that we need is by Liebeck, Martin and Shalev [25, Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.4], and
this is translated into our notation.
Proposition 4.1 Let H be a finite subgroup of G such that H is not G-completely reducible and H 6Gσ.
There exists a proper parabolic subgroup P of the G such that H is contained in P and P is both σ-stable
and NAut+(G)(H)-stable. In particular, H is strongly imprimitive.
If R is an elementary abelian r-group such that NG(R) is an exotic r-local subgroup then of course R is
contained in the normalizer of a torus but NG(R) is Lie imprimitive, so that R is Lie imprimitive but not
strongly imprimitive. Thus one cannot prove that every Lie imprimitive subgroup is strongly imprimitive.
If one takes the non-toral 33 in F4(C) (which was constructed in [19], for example), then its normalizer
33 ⋊ SL3(3) is an exotic 3-local subgroup, and the subgroup 3
3 stabilizes a 2-space on M(F4). (The easiest
way to see this is to note that the 33 is the Sylow 3-subgroup of the Lie primitive PSL2(27), which acts
irreducibly on M(F4) (see [13] or [34] for example), and each 26-dimensional module for PSL2(27) restricts
to its Sylow 3-subgroup with composition factors of dimension 2.)
Thus one will not be able to prove a general statement that if H is a finite subgroup of F4 and stabilizes
a 2-space on M(F4) then H is strongly imprimitive, since it is not true. We therefore place some restrictions
on H . We are looking for subgroups H 6 Gσ such that NGσ(H) is almost simple modulo the centre of G
σ,
so in particular CGσ (H) = Z(G
σ). This latter condition is enough.
Proposition 4.2 Suppose that H is a finite subgroup of G = Gσ such that CG(H) = Z(G). If H is
G-reducible then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: Suppose that H is not strongly imprimitive, and that H is G-reducible. By Proposition 4.1, H is
G-completely reducible, so H is contained in a proper (σ-stable) Levi subgroup L. Since CG(L) contains a
torus T of G, Y = CG(H)
◦ 6= 1. Note that Y is σ-stable and NAut+(G)(H)-stable, since H is, and the same
holds for CG(Y). This latter subgroup contains H , so if it is infinite then H is strongly imprimitive.
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If Y is abelian then Y 6 CG(Y), so we may assume that Y is not a torus. However, then Y
σ 6= 1 (if
Yσ = 1 then Y is a torus and p = 2), and hence CG(H) 6= 1. Since CG(H) = 1 by assumption, Y is a torus,
and therefore H is strongly imprimitive, as needed.
Thus if H is a subgroup of Gσ such that NG¯(H) is almost simple, H is G-irreducible.
The next result comes entirely from [38, Chapter 4], particularly [38, Corollary 4.5], and is a direct
generalization of the methods of [31, Proposition 1.12]. If W is a subspace of a G-module V , write GW for
the stabilizer ofW in G, and ifW is a collection of subspaces of V , write GW for the intersection of the GW
for W ∈ W . Note that this also applies for G = F4 and p = 2, where the ‘graph morphism’ interchanges λi
and λ5−i.
Proposition 4.3 Let G be a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field, and let V be a
semisimple module such that the highest weights of the composition factors are stable under graph morphisms
of G. Let H be a finite subgroup of G.
If φ ∈ NAut+(G)(H) then φ permutes the H-invariant subspaces of V . Hence if W is an orbit of H-
invariant subspaces of V , then H 6 GW and GW is φ-stable.
If W is one of
(i) all H-invariant subspaces of V ,
(ii) all H-invariant subspaces of V whose dimension lies in some subset I ⊆ N,
(iii) all simple H-invariant subspaces of V ,
(iv) all simple H-invariant subspaces of V whose dimension lies in some subset I ⊆ N,
then W is a union of orbits of H-invariant subspaces of V . In particular, GW is a subgroup of G containing
H and stable under every element of NAut+(G)(H).
Hence if GW is positive dimensional for one of these sets W of subspaces, not stabilized by G itself, then
H is strongly imprimitive.
This also gives us the following result, applying the statement to blueprints.
Proposition 4.4 Suppose that H is a finite subgroup of G, and let V be a semisimple module that is
NAut+(G)(H)-stable, i.e., V is a sum of highest-weight modules whose weights form orbits under the action
of graph morphisms in NAut+(G)(H). If H is a blueprint for V , then either H is strongly imprimitive or H
acts irreducibly on every composition factor of V .
In particular, if H is either PSL2(p
a) or SL2(p
a) in G = E7 with Z(H) = Z(G), and H is a blueprint on
either M(G) or L(G)◦, then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: The first part is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.3. The second statement follows from the
first if H cannot act irreducibly on either M(G) or L(G)◦. But this follows from [34].
We now prove results about stabilizing lines on L(G) and M(G), and 2-spaces on M(G).
Proposition 4.5 If H is a finite subgroup of G = Gσ such that CG(H) = Z(G), and H stabilizes a line on
L(G)◦, then H is strongly imprimitive.
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Proof: Suppose that the fixed-point subspace of H on L(G) is W 6= 0, and we consider G to be of adjoint
type, so that L(G) cannot have a trivial submodule [33, Lemma 2.1.1]. By [44, (1.3)], if W contains
a nilpotent element then H is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup, hence by Proposition 4.2 H is
strongly imprimitive.
Thus W consists of semisimple elements. Indeed, since W is the space of fixed points of H on L(G), it
is a subalgebra of L(G). This means that W is contained in a maximal torus of L(G), hence (as in [44,
(1.3)]) C = CG(W ) contains a maximal torus of G. Since H 6 C, this means that C is a maximal-rank
subgroup of G, and is σ-stable since W is. To show invariance under NG¯(H), we now apply Proposition
4.3, since C is the intersection of the stabilizers of all H-invariant 1-spaces of L(G). This shows that C is
NAut+(G)(H)-stable, so H is strongly imprimitive.
We now do the same thing with M(G) in place of L(G). We add a small condition on H that is
certainly satisfied for simple groups. This can probably be removed, at the expense of making the proof
more complicated.
Proposition 4.6 If H is a finite subgroup of G = Gσ such that CG(H) = Z(G), H has no subgroup of
index 2, and H stabilizes a line on M(G), then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: Suppose that the fixed-point subspace M(G)H of H on M(G) is non-zero. If G = F4 and p = 2
then asM(F4) is a submodule of L(F4), we get the result in this case by Proposition 4.5. If p is odd, then H
is contained in a line stabilizer of M(F4), which from [35, Lemma 2.2(iii)] are contained in either a maximal
parabolic or B4. In the first case, we apply Proposition 4.2 to obtain the result, so H is contained in B4.
If M(G)H has dimension 1 or 2 then the centralizer of M(G)H is positive dimensional, and hence we
may apply Proposition 4.3 to obtain the result, as in the previous proposition. Thus M(G)H has dimension
at least 3, and so centralizes a 2-space on the sum of the natural and spin modules for B4. Note that H
cannot lie in a parabolic subgroup of B4 since it does not lie in a parabolic subgroup of F4, and hence H
cannot lie in a B3 subgroup of B4, which is the 2-space centralizer on the natural module. On the other
hand, since the spin module for B4 appears in both M(F4) and L(F4), if H stabilizes a line on the spin
module then H stabilizes a line on L(F4), and we apply Proposition 4.5.
If G = E6 then from Lemma 2.4 the line stabilizers are F4 or subgroups contained in parabolic subgroups,
so H 6 F4. If H stabilizes a point on M(F4) then we apply the previous paragraph, and if H does not then
H stabilizes a unique line on M(E6), whence we apply Proposition 4.3 again.
If G = E7 then from Lemma 2.5, we may assume that H only stabilizes lines whose stabilizers are of the
form E6.2, as all others are contained in maximal parabolic subgroups and we again apply Proposition 4.2.
However, since H has no subgroup of index 2, this means that H is contained in an E6-Levi subgroup, and
again we apply Proposition 4.2. This completes the proof.
We also will have cause to use 2-space stabilizers on M(G) for G = F4, E6, E7. By dimension counting
(see Lemma 2.3) we see that the stabilizer of such a space is positive dimensional so H is imprimitive, but
we need to show that H is strongly imprimitive. Because the proof of this goes case by case, we only prove
the precise cases that we need, rather than produce a general method. Even with this restriction, the proof
is long and technical.
Proposition 4.7 If H = SL2(p
a) is a subgroup of G for G = F4, E6, E7 and p = 2, or G = E7 and
pa = 5, 7, 9, 25, 27, 49, and H stabilizes a 2-space on M(G), then H is strongly imprimitive.
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Proof: If p is odd then any group that normalizes H centralizes Z(H), so either lies in the centralizer
of an involution – hence H is strongly imprimitive – of Z(H) = Z(G). Thus for p odd we assume that
Z(H) = Z(G). In addition, if H is G-reducible then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.2, so we
may assume that H is G-irreducible. By Lemma 2.3, H is not Lie primitive.
Let X be a minimal G-irreducible subgroup of G containing H , so that H is Lie primitive in X. If X is
a product of groups then the projections along each must also be Lie primitive, else we could replace X with
a smaller subgroup. There are no Lie primitive subgroups SL2(p
a) in classical groups or G2 by Proposition
3.4, so if X has a classical or G2 component then this is A1. Thus X can only have components A1, F4 and
E6. Furthermore, since there are no Lie primitive copies of H in a product of A1s, there is at most one A1
component in X. Note that, of course, X is not necessarily σ-stable, never mind NAut+(G)(H)-stable.
If G = F4 (and hence p = 2) then X is an A1 subgroup. If X 6 B4 then X and hence H stabilizes a
line on M(F4), whence H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.6. However, X 6 B4 by [50, Table 5],
completing the proof for F4.
If G = E6 (and again p = 2), then instead of this analysis, which would also work, we use the tables of
Cohen–Cooperstein [11] to determine the possibilities for the 2-space W being stabilized, and see that in all
cases CG(W ) must have a unipotent radical, hence H lies in a parabolic, hence is strongly imprimitive by
Proposition 4.2.
For G = E7 and all primes p, then as X 6= G, either X = A1, or it involves F4 or E6. If X involves E6
then X = E6 is a Levi subgroup, and if X = F4 then X 6 E6, so again H is not G-irreducible. Thus X is
either F4A1 or A1.
If X = F4A1 then the projection of H along F4 must be Lie primitive in F4, else X is contained in a
proper positive-dimensional subgroup of F4A1, and these are all classical, so X = A1. In this case, the best
way to proceed is to use Theorem 1.2, which we prove in Section 10, which states that there are no Lie
primitive copies of PSL2(p
a) in F4. The proof is valid, since we will not need to use this result for E7 until
Section 14, by which time Theorem 1.2 will have been proved.
Thus for the rest of the proof, X is an irreducible A1 subgroup of E7. If p = 2 then X 6 D6A1 by [50,
Table 7], so since D6A1 stabilizes a line on L(E7)
◦, H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.5. Thus p is
odd.
The information given in [50, Tables 7 and 12] is significant, but does not include the (non-trivial)
unipotent class intersecting X, and we also need the module action of H on M(E7) in certain cases.
The conditions on the embeddings of the A1s in [50] are important, as if those conditions are not satisfied
then the subgroup is not G-irreducible. If H is contained in a diagonal A1 subgroup of a product of A1s,
then H is contained in other diagonal A1s, obtained by twisting the representations of the projections along
the various A1s. Every one of the diagonal A1s containing H must be G-irreducible.
The effect of this is, for each class of A1 in the tables, we require that the conditions are satisfied for
integers lying between 0 and a− 1, else we may replace one, say i, by i− a, and yield another A1 subgroup
containing H . The consequence is that a needs to be large enough so that the conditions can still hold.
For example, if p = 3 then from [50, Table 7] we see that A1 subgroups with labels 3, 10, 11 and 12
exist. For subgroup 11, the centre of it does not coincide with the centre of G, so this can be excluded for
all primes. Subgroup 3 requires a > 3 for the conditions to be satisfied, subgroup 10 requires a > 2, and
subgroup 12 cannot occur for a 6 3.
In what follows, we use the notation for simple modules for SL2 from Section 7, because it is much
easier to understand the dimensions of the composition factors than using the notation L(λ). We will show
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that the simultaneous stabilizer of all 2-dimensional submodules of M(E7) ↓H is positive dimensional, and
therefore apply Proposition 4.3, as we did in Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, to prove thatH is strongly imprimitive,
completing the proof of the result. Note that if H stabilizes a unique 2-space on M(E7) then the stabilizer
is positive dimensional by Lemma 2.3, so we are done in this case.
We first set p = 3, and so a = 2, 3. The subgroup X must be either subgroup 3 or subgroup 10 from [49,
Table 7], both lying inside A1D6. For subgroup 3 we require a = 3, and may assume that the action of H
along M(D6) is L(1) ⊗ L(1)[1] ⊗ L(2)[2] (where [i] denotes i field twists, so L(1)[1] = L(3)), and the action
along A1 is L(1)
[i] for i = 0, 1, 2. Thus in the notation of [50], r = 0, 1, 2, u, t = 0, 1 (both possibilities are
allowed), s = 2, and in our notation from Section 7 the two modules are 121,2,3 and 2i for i = 1, 2, 3.
Since X lies in A1D6, X acts on M(E7) as the sum of (the restrictions to X of) (M(A1),M(D6)) and
(L(0), L(λ5)). The three possibilities for the action of H on (M(A1),M(D6)) are
62,3 ⊕ 182,1,3, 61,3 ⊕ 181,2,3, 8/22, 62,1/8.
The other summand of M(E7) ↓H does not depend on i, but does depend on which of u and t is 0 and 1.
From [50, Table 12] we can read off the factors of M(E7) ↓X and hence of M(E7) ↓H . These are
182,1,3, 8, 2
2
2, 23 and 181,2,3, 63,1, 2
2
1, 22, 23
according as t = 0 and t = 1 respectively. The (non-trivial) unipotent element in H belongs to class 2A2+A1
by [23, 4.10], which acts on M(E7) with Jordan blocks 3
18, 12 by [22, Table 7]. In particular, since there are
no blocks of size 2, there are no 2-dimensional summands of M(E7) ↓H , and since 22 and 21 respectively are
the only composition factors to appear more than once, they must lie in the socle and top of M(E7) ↓H . In
particular, H stabilizes a unique 2-space, so we are done.
For subgroup 10, we can have either pa = 9 or pa = 27. If pa = 9, then the parameters of X from
[50] are s = 0, t = 1, and r, u = 0, 1, up to field automorphism. The unipotent class of E7 to which a
non-trivial unipotent element of H belongs is again 2A2+A1, so again there are no 2-dimensional summands
of M(E7) ↓H . The restriction of (M(A1),M(D6)) to H is the sum of the modules 2r ⊗ 9 and 2r+1 ⊗ 3u+1.
The first of these is the projective cover of a 6-dimensional module, and the second of these contains a 2-
dimensional submodule if and only if r = u, in which case it is of the form 2u+1/2u+2/2u+1. The restriction
of (L(0), L(λ5)) to H has the form
(4/1, 1, 31, 32/4)⊗ 2u+1.
The submodule 1, 1, 31, 32/4 is uniquely defined, and its product with 2u+1 has a single 2u+2 in the socle
and no 2u+1. The top of this tensor product is 4 ⊗ 2u+1 = 2u+2 ⊕ 6u+2,u+1, but the 2u+2 cannot become
a submodule for then it would be a summand, and there are no 2-dimensional summands. Thus the 2-
dimensional factors of the socle of M(E7) ↓H are 2u+2 if r 6= u, and 2u+1 ⊕ 2u+2 if r = u.
In the former case H stabilizes a unique 2-space on M(E7) so we are done, so assume the latter holds.
Notice that the irreducible A1 subgroup X with the parameters above also stabilizes the 2u+1 and the 2u+2,
so the simultaneous stabilizer of both contains X and we are done.
For pa = 27, we need s < t, and so s = 0, t = 1 or s = 0, t = 2 up to field automorphism, with
0 6 u, r 6 2. Suppose first that s = 0 and t = 1; this is very similar to the case for pa = 9. The restriction
of (M(A1),M(D6)) to H contains the modules 2r ⊗ 3s ⊗ 3t and 2r ⊗ 3u, and the only way to get a 2-
dimensional submodule is if r = u, in which case we get the summand 2u+1/2u+2/2u+1. For the contribution
from (L(0), L(λ5)), the structure is
(41,2/1, 32, 41,3/41,2)⊗ 2u+1.
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This tensor product has at most one copy of a 2-dimensional module in the socle, and the subgroup X
stabilizes each of these potential 2-dimensional submodules if they exist, and we are done.
If s = 0 and t = 2 instead then the same statements for (M(A1),M(D6)) hold. The structure of
(L(0), L(λ5)) also very similar, being
(41,3/1, 31, 42,3/41,3)⊗ 2u+1.
The same statements about 2-dimensional submodules hold as well, proving the result in this case.
We now set p = 5. For pa = 5, we see from [50, Table 7] that there are no G-irreducible subgroups H .
For pa = 25, we can satisfy the conditions for subgroups 8, 9, 10 and 19 from Thomas’s list. The first three
lie in A1D6, the last in A1A1.
The first case is subgroup 8: here s 6= t and u 6 v. By field automorphism we may assume that s = 0
and t = 1, and u, v = 1, 2. The action of H on the module (M(A1),M(D6)) is
2r+1 ⊗ (51 ⊕ 32 ⊕ 2u+1 ⊗ 2v+1).
Any 2-dimensional submodule of this is stabilized by X, so we consider the restriction of (L(0), L(λ5)) to X
and H . This is
41 ⊗ 22 ⊗ (2u+1 ⊕ 2v+1),
and this yields 2-dimensional submodules if u = 1 or v = 1, again stabilized by X as well. Hence H and X
stabilize the same 2-dimensional subspaces of M(E7), so we are done.
For subgroup 9, we may take s = 0, t = u = 1, and r = 1, 2. The composition factors of the restriction
of (L(0), L(λ5)) to H are 10
2
2,1, 6
2
2,1, so we may concentrate on (M(A1),M(D6)). The action of both H and
X on this is
2r+1 ⊗ (51 ⊕ 31 ⊕ 2
⊗2
2 ).
Both the H-action and X-action have two 2-dimensional composition factors in the socle for either r = 1 or
r = 2, so again the intersection of the stabilizers of all 2-dimensional submodules of M(E7) ↓H is positive
dimensional.
For subgroup 10, here we may take s = 0, t = 1 and r, u = 1, 2. We have four composition factors of
M(E7) ↓X, and the restrictions to H of these are:
• 2r+1 ⊗ 31 ⊗ 32, which is (2r+1 ⊕ 4r+1)⊗ 3r+2;
• 2r+1 ⊗ 3u+1, which is 6u+1,r+1 if u 6= r and 2u+1 ⊕ 4u+1 if u = r;
• 41 ⊗ 22 ⊗ 2u+1 and 42 ⊗ 21 ⊗ 2u+1, and these two are (3u+1 ⊕ 5u+1)⊗ 2u+2 and (1 ⊕ 3u+1)⊗ 4u+2.
We see that there is a unique 2-dimensional submodule if u = r, and none otherwise, and so we are done.
If the subgroup is 19, then the action of SL2(5) on M(E7) is
P (4)⊕4 ⊕ (2/2, 4)⊕ (2, 4/2),
and one of the 2-dimensional submodules is distinguishable as being contained in a module 2/2. Thus either
H stabilizes a unique 2-space, and we are done by Proposition 4.3, or it stabilizes the same number of
subspaces as the copy of L = SL2(5) inside it, in which case it stabilizes the subspace that must lie in a
singleton orbit, and again we are done.
The final case is p = 7. In this case, we simply consider all subgroups from Thomas’s list that occur for
p = 7, and tabulate their restrictions to H = SL2(7).
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Group Number Unipotent class Action on M(E7)
1, 2, 6, 16, 19 E7(a5) P (6)
⊕2 ⊕ P (4)⊕ 6⊕ 4⊕2
3, 8, 9, 10 A3 +A2 +A1 6
⊕3 ⊕ 4⊕7 ⊕ 2⊕5
7 D5(a1) +A1 P (6)
⊕3 ⊕ 4⊕ 2⊕5
12 A2 + 3A1 4
⊕7 ⊕ 2⊕14
15, 17 A6 P (6)⊕ P (4)⊕2 ⊕ P (2)
We exclude those with class E7(a5) as H does not stabilize a 2-space in this case. If the unipotent elements
of H come from class A6 then H stabilizes a unique 2-space on M(E7), and we are done. From [50, Table 7]
we see that subgroup 7 is G-reducible unless a > 3, so this case cannot occur. The remaining two unipotent
classes, A3 +A2 +A1 and A2 +3A1, are generic for M(E7) in the sense of Definition 6.4 below. Lemma 6.5
states that subgroups containing generic unipotent elements for M(E7) are strongly imprimitive, and this
completes the proof of the result.
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5 Blueprint theorems for semisimple elements acting on the min-
imal module
In this section, we will consider analogues of the bounds given in [31] for a semisimple element x of an
exceptional algebraic group G to be a blueprint for L(G), by producing bounds for x to be a blueprint
for M(G), or M(G) ⊕M(G)τ if a graph automorphism τ lies in Aut+(G) and M(G) is not τ -stable, as
in Proposition 4.3. In particular, we can take M(G) if G = E7 or p is odd and G = F4, we can take
M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ if G = E6, and we take M(F4) ⊕ M(F4)τ if G = F4 and p = 2, where τ is a graph
automorphism. (The last module in this list is L(λ1) ⊕ L(λ4), which has the same composition factors as
L(F4).) Write M(G) for M(G) if M(G) is stable under graph morphisms of G, and M(G) ⊕M(G)τ for
the two cases given above.
Thus let G be a simply connected, simple algebraic group of type G2, F4, E6, or E7. In [31], the constant
t(G) is introduced, and [24] produces a set T (G) of positive integers with t(G) = max(T (G)). The set T (G)
is split into odd and even integers, and is defined to be
T (G) =


{1, 3, . . . , 9} ∪ {2, 4 . . . , 12} G = G2,
{1, 3, . . . , 57} ∪ {2, 4 . . . , 68} G = F4,
{1, 3, . . . , 105} ∪ {2, 4 . . . , 120, 124} G = E6,
{1, 3, . . . , 317} ∪ {2, 4 . . . , 364, 370, 372, 388} G = E7.
We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 (Liebeck–Seitz, Lawther) Suppose that x is a semisimple element of G, and that the
order of x does not lie in T (G). There exists a positive-dimensional subgroup X of G, containing x, such
that X and x stabilize the same subspaces of L(G), i.e., x is a blueprint for L(G).
We show in Section 5.1 the easy result that if V is any rational kG-module then there is an analogous
finite set XV of integers such that if x is a semisimple element of order not in XV , then x is a blueprint for
V .
The section afterwards computes XV , or at least gives bounds on it, for V =M(G), which are independent
of the underlying characteristic of the groupG. However, for applications to maximal subgroups, sinceM(G)
is not always stable under graph automorphisms of G, we replace M(G) by M(G), the direct sum of M(G)
and its image under the graph automorphism (if there is a graph automorphism). This module satisfies the
hypothesis of Proposition 4.4, so if x is a blueprint for M(G) and H is a finite subgroup of G containing x,
then either H is strongly imprimitive in G or H acts irreducibly on both M(G) and M(G)τ . (This is no
extra condition if G = E6, as clearly H acts irreducibly on M(E6)
∗ whenever it acts irreducibly on M(E6),
but it is an extra condition if G = F4 in characteristic 2.)
The final part of this section applies these results to produce Theorem 5.10, which gives new, smaller,
bounds on pa such that PSL2(p
a) lies in the set P from Section 3. In almost all cases, the proof is a formal
generalization of the proof given by Liebeck and Seitz in [31] for the original bounds from Section 3, that if
H = PSL2(p
a) and pa > t(G) · gcd(2, p− 1) then H is strongly imprimitive.
5.1 Preliminary results
Let V be a kG-module of dimension d, and fix a basis e1, . . . , ed of V . Let T denote a maximal torus in G,
and assume that T acts diagonally on V with respect to the basis e1, . . . , ed. Let x be a semisimple element
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of order n in T, and let ζ denote a primitive nth root of unity. For each i, the ζi-eigenspace of the action of
x on V is a subspace of V spanned by some subset of the ei, since x acts diagonally.
If y is another element of G that stabilizes every subspace of V that x stabilizes, then in particular
each ei is an eigenvector for y, so y acts diagonally on V , and therefore y ∈ T. Thus if x is contained in
some subgroup X stabilizing the same subspaces of V as x, then X 6 T. Thus it makes sense to focus our
attention on subgroups of T.
Proposition 5.2 Let V be a kG-module. There exists a finite set of integers XV such that if n /∈ XV then
for any semisimple element x ∈ T of order n there exists an infinite subgroup Y of T such that x and Y
stabilize the same subspaces of V , and conversely, if n ∈ XV then there exists a choice of x of order n such
that there is no infinite subgroup Y stabilizing the same subspaces of V as x.
Proof: Let e1, . . . , ed denote a basis of V with respect to which T acts diagonally. Let ∼ be the equivalence
relation on T given by y ∼ y′ if and only if y and y′ have the same eigenspaces in their actions on V . Note
that this is equivalent to y and y′ stabilizing the same subspaces of V .
Since there are only finitely many possible invariant subspaces (as they are spanned by subsets of the ei)
there are only finitely many options for the eigenspaces of x ∈ T. In this case there are only finitely many
equivalence classes A1, . . . , As for ∼. Let Yi denote the subgroup generated by Ai; then this stabilizes the
same subspaces as any element of Ai, and is equal to the intersection of the subspace stabilizers
Sx =
⋂
{GW |W 6 V, W stabilized by x}
for any x ∈ Ai. Let XV denote the set of orders of elements of those Yi that are finite.
If n 6∈ XV then any x ∈ T of order n must lie in an equivalence class Ai whose corresponding subgroup
Yi is infinite, so take Y = Yi. Now suppose that n ∈ XV , and let x be an element of order n such that
x lies in a finite Yi. Note that a priori x need not lie in Ai, but this does not matter for our proof. The
subspaces that are stabilized by y ∈ Ai are also stabilized by x, so Sx 6 Yi and Sx is therefore also finite.
This completes the proof.
What we see from the proposition is that, although there are many subgroups of T, only finitely many
of them appear as the stabilizers of the set of subspaces that are stabilized by an element of T. Theorem 5.1
states that XL(G) = T (G). We will use M(G) rather than L(G) in an attempt to obtain better bounds, at
the expense of having to use more effort. However, much of the effort of millions of calculations in abelian
groups is done via computer.
We introduce a few pieces of notation and some definitions to help our discussion later. We start with
an omnibus definition, containing many of the basic ideas we need.
Definition 5.3 Let e1, . . . , ed be a basis for a module V such that T acts diagonally on the ei. A block
system B is a set partition of {1, . . . , d}, whose constituent sets are called blocks, and the stabilizer of B is
the subgroup of T consisting all of elements x such that, whenever i and j lie in the same block of B, ei and
ej are eigenvectors for the action of x with the same eigenvalue, i.e., those elements x that act as a scalar on
every subspace of V spanned by the ei for i in a block of B. The dimension of a block system B, denoted
dim(B), is the dimension of its stabilizer as an algebraic group.
If B and B′ are block systems then B′ is a coarsening of B if any block of B is a subset of a block of B′,
in other words, if the blocks of B′ are obtained by amalgamating blocks of B.
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If x is an element of T, then the block system associated to x is the block system where i and j lie in the
same set if and only if ei and ej are eigenvectors with the same eigenvalue under the action of x.
If B is a block system then the closure of B is the block system B′ such that the stabilizers of B and B′
are the same and if B′′ is any coarsening of B such that B and B′′ have the same stabilizer, then B′′ is a
coarsening of B′. In other words, the closure of B is the coarsest block system with the same stabilizer as
B.
We see that x is contained in an infinite subgroup Y of T such that x and Y stabilize the same subspaces
of V if and only if the block system associated to x has positive dimension.
For a given module V , we therefore wish to construct all block systems with finite stabilizers and compute
the exponents of such groups. (Since the stabilizers are abelian, we only need the exponents as a finite abelian
group contains an element of order m if and only if m divides the exponent of the group.)
In order to construct finite stabilizers for the module M(G), we need some representation for torus
elements acting on the minimal module. While this is easy for classical groups, for exceptional groups it is
not necessarily so easy to obtain a representation of a maximal torus acting on M(G).
Our solution to this is to choose a maximal-rank subgroup H of an exceptional algebraic group that is a
product of classical groups, and then use the maximal torus from that, which we understand. One downside
to this is that the subgroup that we have, for example A2A2A2 inside E6, is not really SL
×3
3 but a central
product of SL3s. This just means that we have to be a bit more careful with the elements; we will discuss
this more in Section 5.2.
5.2 Determination of the bounds for M(G)
In this section we compute XM(G) for G an exceptional algebraic group (other than E8); we do so for
G = G2 by hand. For the larger groups, the computations are too cumbersome to do by hand, and we use
a computer. The files and outputs of these are available on the author’s website, and the algorithm used
will be described here. As an independent check of our algorithm we also compute T (G), i.e., XL(G) for
G = G2, F4, and we obtain the same answer as at the start of the section.
5.2.1 G2
We start with G2, where we let H be the maximal-rank A2 subgroup. The representation of the A2 subgroup
on M(G2) has composition factors the highest weight modules L(01), L(10) and L(00), i.e., the trivial, the
natural and its dual. (If p = 2 then the L(00) does not occur, but this does not affect the rest of the proof.)
Let x be an element of order n in A2, with eigenvalues ζ
a, ζb, ζ−a−b on L(01), where ζ is a primitive nth
root of unity. The eigenvalues of x on M(G2) are therefore
ζa, ζb, ζ−a−b, ζ−a, ζ−b, ζa+b, 1.
(We label the basis elements e1 to e7 in the order above.) The block system associated to x is, generically,
the singleton partition of {1, . . . , 7}, and of course has dimension 2. By considering just the exponents of
the eigenvalues we obtain the list
a, b, (−a− b),−a,−b, (a+ b), 0,
and equalities between these yield systems of linear equations. (Note that these should be taken modulo n.)
Up to the Sym(3) automorphism group acting on the torus of H, we may assume that in any non-trivial
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block system B the first element does not lie in a singleton set, and still be able to swap b and (−a− b). We
conclude that a equals one of b, −a, −b or 0.
Suppose first that a = 0. The eigenvalue exponents are therefore 0, b,−b, 0, b,−b, 0, but the dimension of
the block system {
{1, 4, 7}, {2, 5}, {3, 6}
}
is still 1, so we need to make more eigenvalues equal. This means that b is equal to either −b or 0, yielding
o(x) = 1, 2. Hence 1, 2 ∈ XM(G2).
We may therefore assume that the 1-eigenspace of x is 1-dimensional, i.e., none of a, b, a+ b is equal to
0, so {7} is a set in the block system. We will remove the 1-eigenspace from our lists from now on to remind
us that it has been eliminated.
We still have that a is equal to another eigenvalue exponent, say b. In this case the eigenvalue exponents
are
a, a,−2a,−a,−a, 2a,
and the corresponding block system {{1, 2}, {4, 5}, {3}, {6}, {7}} has dimension 1 again. Setting two of ±a
and ±2a equal to one another yields αa = 0 for some α = 1, 2, 3, 4, so o(x) = 1, 2, 3, 4. Hence {1, 2, 3, 4} ⊆
XM(G2).
We may therefore assume that no two of a, b and −a− b are equal to each other, by applying the Sym(3)
automorphism group. This means that a must be equal, via the automorphisms, to either −a or −b.
If a = −b then ζa+b = 1, which is not allowed since we already assume that the 1-eigenspace is 1-
dimensional. Thus a = −a, so ζa = −1 (as ζa 6= 1), and therefore the eigenvalues are
−1, ζb,−ζb,−1, ζ−b,−ζ−b, 1.
In particular, p is odd, since else the 1-eigenspace is at least 3-dimensional. Setting ζb equal to −1 gives
o(x) = 2, to −ζb is impossible as p is odd, to ζ−b gives o(x) = 2, and to −ζ−b gives ζb = ±i, so that o(x) = 4.
We therefore have proved the following proposition, valid for all primes.
Proposition 5.4 If G = G2 and V =M(G2) = L(10) then XV = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Comparing this set with T (G2) = {1, . . . , 10}∪ {12}, we see it offers a significant reduction in the set, so
we will move on to larger exceptional groups.
5.2.2 F4
Let G = F4 and let V =M(F4). Since every semisimple element x of F4 lies in D4, 1 is always an eigenvalue
of any semisimple element. Since D4 has 24 dimensions of non-trivial composition factors on M(F4), the
1-eigenspace of x on M(F4) has dimension at least 2 for p 6= 3, and at least 1 for p = 3, since then
dim(M(F4)) = 25. As for G2, the precise dimension of the 1-eigenspace is irrelevant to the calculations, so
p = 3 will follow the general pattern, but with the 1-eigenspace dimension being one smaller.
As with G2, we choose a maximal-rank subgroup H in which we can easily represent a torus. In this
case we choose two different subgroups: A2A˜2 and A
4
1. In the finite version of these groups, for example
the group of the form 3 · (PSL3(q) × PSL3(q)) · 3 in the first case, one cannot guarantee that a semisimple
element x in this subgroup lies in the SL3(q) ◦ SL3(q) subgroup, only x3. However, for the algebraic group
this is not an issue. (One way to see this is to note that T has no subgroups of index 3.)
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Thus we may work in H rather than G. Note that there is a kernel of the map SL3× SL3 → H, of
order 3, which will mean that our calculations will need to be modified to become exact. We will solve this
problem when we get to it.
We let H = A41 first: the representation of this on V is the sum of two trivials and all six possible ways
of tensoring two natural modules and two trivial modules for the four A1 factors.
(The nicest way to see this is to take the A71 inside E7, which acts on the natural module for E7 as the
sum of seven modules, each a tensor product of three naturals distributed according to the Fano plane [34,
Proof of Lemma 2.1], and then centralize one of the summands. On the other hand, the easiest way to see
this is to take the maximal-rank A41 inside D4, and note that D4 acts on V as two trivials and the sum of
the three non-isomorphic simple 8-dimensional modules.)
Letting x ∈ H have order some integer n, and writing ζ for a primitive nth root of unity, if x has
eigenvalues ζ±ai on the natural module for the ith copy of A1, then the exponents for the eigenvalues of x
are
{±ai ± aj : 1 6 i < j 6 4} ∪ {0},
with 0 appearing twice, although this is not important for considering coincidences of eigenvalues. The
symmetry group we apply here is Sym(4) acting in the obvious way on the A1 factors.
We use a computer to analyse this situation, finding all coarsenings of the block system of dimension 4
consisting of singletons, taking their closures, working up to automorphism, and continuing until we only
have block systems of dimension 0, finding 1264 distinct block systems, with the following dimensions:
42, 311, 2113, 1538, 0600.
The exponents of the six-hundred torsion subgroups (i.e., stabilizers of block systems of dimension 0) are
the set of even numbers {2, . . . , 36}.
This means that XV is a subset of {2, . . . , 18}∪ {20, 22, 24, . . . , 36}. To obtain the actual set, we need to
deal with the kernel of the map from SL2(k)
4 to H, which is a little bit tricky. In practice, we construct the
abelian group as generated by four elements, the ai, subject to the relations imposed by making sums of the
ai equal to other sums of the ai.
Let g1, . . . , gn be a basis for the abelian group, and write
ai =
∑
αi,jgj.
If gj has order nj , let ζj be a primitive njth root of unity. The matrix corresponding to gj should be diagonal,
with coefficients ζ
αi,j
j . Now take the group generated by these matrices. This will be a finite subgroup of
T, thought of as 4× 4 diagonal matrices. We quotient out by the scalar matrix −1, and this is the image of
our abelian subgroup in H.
Doing this reduces the exponents of the abelian groups to the set {1, . . . , 18}.
We will confirm this by choosing a different subgroup and getting the same answer. For H = A2A˜2,
the representation of H on V is as the sum of three modules: the tensor product of the two naturals, the
tensor product of the two duals, and the trivial for the A2 by the adjoint representation L(11) for the A˜2
[36, Lemma 11.11]. We can more easily write down the exponents of the eigenvalues in terms of six variables
{ai + aj : 1 6 i 6 3, 4 6 j 6 6} ∪ {ai + aj : 1 6 i 6 3, 4 6 j 6 6} ∪ {ai − aj : 4 6 i 6= j 6 6} ∪ {0},
where a1 + a2 + a3 = 0 and a4 + a5 + a6 = 0. This time we have Sym(3)× Sym(3) acting by permuting the
ai for {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5, 6}.
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We again use a computer to analyse this in the same way as before, finding 9278 distinct block systems
up to automorphism, with the following dimensions:
4, 317, 2255, 12123, 06882.
The exponents of the nearly seven thousand torsion subgroups are all multiples of 3 between 3 and 54, but
again we must remove the subgroup of order 3 that forms the kernel of the map from SL3× SL3 to H.
A similar approach works: this time we have 6 × 6 matrices (placing T inside SL3× SL3 6 SL6, i.e., a
torus of rank 6), and we obtain the abelian group as a group of diagonal matrices. The kernel is now not
a scalar matrix, but a block scalar matrix with two blocks of size 3, each with coefficient a (different) cube
root of unity.
Quotienting out by this yields exponents all integers between 1 and 18, agreeing with the previous
calculation. We have therefore proved the following result, twice.
Proposition 5.5 If G = F4 and V =M(F4) = L(λ1) then XV = {1, . . . , 18}.
5.2.3 E6
Let G = E6 be simply connected and let V = M(E6). If x is a real semisimple element then x lies inside
F4 by Proposition 6.9, and the eigenspaces of x on V are the same as for the minimal module of F4, except
the 1-eigenspace has dimension one greater than for F4. Changing the multiplicity of 1 as an eigenvalue (as
long as it is not changed to 0) does not affect the calculations of the previous subsection. Hence if x is E6
is real semisimple and has order at least 19, then x is a blueprint for V . The same holds for V = V ⊕ V ∗:
since x is real, the eigenvalues of x on V and V ∗ are the same.
We will also produce a result that works for non-real elements as well. As with F4, we consider two
maximal-rank subgroups H to confirm our results, settling on A5A1 and A2A2A2 because their tori are
simpler to write down.
We start with A5A1. The action of this subgroup on V is as two composition factors, (L(λ4), L(0)) and
(L(λ1), L(1)), where L(λ1) is the natural module and L(λ4) the exterior square of its dual [36, Table 11.3].
As with F4, we label the eigenvalue exponents for the A5 factor by a1, . . . , a6 such that
∑6
i=1 ai = 0, and
the other A1 as ±a7. The eigenvalue exponents of A5A1 on V therefore become
{−(ai + aj) : 1 6 i < j 6 6} ∪ {ai ± a7 : 1 6 i 6 6}.
Now we have Sym(6) acting by permuting the ai for {1, . . . , 6}.
We again use a computer to analyse this, finding 33365 distinct block systems up to automorphism, with
the following dimensions:
6, 57, 468, 3630, 24154, 112488, 016017.
When considering the exponents of the finite such groups, we need to consider the centre of G, which of
course will appear in every one of these subgroups, as well as the kernel of the map from SL6× SL2 to H.
First, the exponents of the finite stabilizers are all multiples of 6 from 6 to 156. Removing the kernel using
the same method as above (it acts as the scalar −1 in this case) yields abelian groups with exponent all
multiples of 3 from 3 to 78. Hence XV consists of all divisors of 3i for 1 6 i 6 26, i.e.,
{1, . . . , 27} ∪ {30, 33, 36, . . . , 78}.
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However, we are also interested in elements of that do not power to a non-identity central element: checking
this is also easy inside the 16017 groups, simply by quotienting out by the centre. Doing so yields groups of
exponent between 1 and 27, so if o(x) > 27 and 〈x〉 ∩ Z(G) = 1, then x is a blueprint for V .
Now we turn to H = A2A2A2. The action of this subgroup on V is as three composition factors,
(10, 01, 00), (00, 10, 01) and (01, 00, 10), where L(10) is the natural module and L(01) is its dual [30, Propo-
sition 2.3]. We label the eigenvalue exponents by ai for i = 1, . . . , 9, such that the sums a1 + a2 + a3,
a4 + a5 + a6 and a7 + a8 + a9 are all zero. The eigenvalue exponents of x on V are therefore
{ai − aj : 1 6 i 6 3, 4 6 j 6 6} ∪ {ai − aj : 4 6 i 6 6, 7 6 j 6 9} ∪ {ai − aj : 7 6 i 6 9, 1 6 j 6 3}.
In this case, Sym(3) ≀ Sym(3) 6 Sym(9) acts by preserving the set partition {{1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6}, {7, 8, 9}}.
The computer now finds 26498 distinct block systems, with the following dimensions:
6, 54, 451, 3565, 24002, 112162, 09713.
The exponents of the torsion groups are all multiples of 3 between 3 and 81. Again there is a kernel, and
the centre. The kernel is generated by a scalar matrix that is a root of unity, and the centre is given by a
block scalar matrix, with each block of size 3 one of the three cube roots of unity. Quotienting out by the
kernel and taking exponents again yields the set
{1, . . . , 27} ∪ {30, 33, 36, . . . , 78}.
Again, quotienting out by the centre and taking exponents yields the set {1, . . . , 27}. Thus we again have
two proofs of the following proposition. This particular case does not appear in Theorem 5.9 later since we
need to consider V rather than V .
Proposition 5.6 If G = E6 and V =M(E6) = L(λ1) then
XV = {1, . . . , 27} ∪ {30, 33, 36, . . . , 78}.
Furthermore, if x ∈ G is semisimple, and |〈x〉 · Z(G)/Z(G)| > 27, then x is a blueprint for V .
Since V is a submodule of the restriction of the minimal module for E7 to the E6 Levi subgroup, we will
be able to use our results in the following subsection to get bounds on XV .
5.2.4 E7
Let G = E7 be simply connected, and let V =M(E7). Since V has dimension 56 and the torus has rank 7,
one expects the number of block systems to be much higher, and for the programs to take much longer to
run, which is true. It also means that there are too many block systems to store them all efficiently, and so
we have to alter our algorithm for computing these slightly.
We let H be the maximal-rank A7 subgroup. The representation of this on V has composition factors
L(λ2) and L(λ6), i.e., the exterior square of the natural and its dual [36, Lemma 11.8]. The exact form
of the finite groups H(q) is 4 · PSL8(q) · 2 if q ≡ 1 mod 8 [27, Table 5.1]. By restricting our attention to
odd-order elements x, we avoid questions about whether the element x powers to the central involution of
G if the characteristic p is odd, and also do not have to consider the kernel of the map from SL8 to H.
Let x be an element of order n in H, with eigenvalues on the natural module for H being ζai for
i = 1, . . . , 8 with
∑
ai = 0, where ζ is a primitive nth root of unity. The eigenvalues of x on V are therefore
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{ζ±(ai+aj) | 1 6 i < j 6 8}. We again use a computer to analyse this situation, although we stop when we
reach the block systems of dimension 2, yielding
7, 65, 547, 4626, 39781, 2116170.
We obviously do not want to try to store the likely million block systems of dimension 1, so for each block
system of dimension 2 we find all coarsenings, and repeat the process until we reach block systems of
dimension 0. This of course introduces computational repetition but reduces the space requirement.
Doing this produces the set of exponents of the finite subgroups of all multiples of 8 up to 264, and all
a ≡ 4 mod 8 up to 300. In particular, the odd divisors of these numbers are all (odd) integers up to 75, and
this means that we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 5.7 If G = E7 and V =M(E7) = L(λ1), then the odd elements of XV are {1, 3, . . . , 75}.
A much simpler calculation is to find XV when V is the restriction of M(E7) to the A4 Levi subgroup,
which we will need for the proof of Proposition 6.10 later.
The restriction of M(E7) to H = A4 has composition factors (with various multiplicities) L(0000),
L(1000), L(0100), L(0010) and L(0001). Since multiplicities are not important when computing the set XV ,
we may assume that V is the sum of a single copy of each of these modules.
Thus in this case x is an element of order n in H, with eigenvalues on M(A4) being ζ
ai for i = 1, . . . , 5
with
∑
ai = 0, where ζ is a primitive nth root of unity. The eigenvalues of x on V are therefore
{1} ∪ {ζ±ai | 1 6 i 6 5} ∪ {ζ±(ai+aj) | 1 6 i < j 6 5}.
In this case, Sym(5) acts on the ai. As usual, we use a computer to find 886 distinct block systems, with
the following dimensions:
4, 38, 261, 1305, 0511.
The exponents of the 511 finite abelian groups are easily found, and we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.8 If G = A4 and V is the sum of the modules L(1000), L(0100), L(0010), L(0001), and
L(0000), then
XV = {1, . . . , 28} ∪ {30}.
We amalgamate the results of the whole section.
Theorem 5.9 Suppose that G is an algebraic group of type F4, E6, E7 in characteristic p, and that V =
M(G), with V =M(G)⊕M(G)τ where τ is the graph automorphism of G if such an automorphism exists.
Let x be a semisimple element of G.
(i) If G = F4 and p is odd, then x is a blueprint for V if o(x) > 18.
(ii) If G = F4 and p = 2, then x is a blueprint for V if o(x) > 57.
(iii) If G = E6 and x is real, then x is a blueprint for V if o(x) > 18.
(iv) If G = E6 and x is non-real, then x is a blueprint for V if o(x) > 75 and o(x) is odd.
(v) If G = E7, then x is a blueprint for V if o(x) > 75 and o(x) is odd.
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Proof: (i), (iii) and (v) are proved directly in Section 5.2. For (ii), note that V has the same composition
factors as L(G), so XV = XL(G) = T (G). As o(x) is odd (as x is semisimple) we obtain the result.
For (iv), if o(x) > 75 and o(x) is odd, then by placing x inside E7 via the E6-Levi subgroup, we see that
x is a blueprint for the minimal module for E7, which restricts to E6 as L(0)
⊕2 ⊕ V . We need to check that
if X is a positive-dimensional subgroup stabilizing the same subspaces of V as x then X 6 E6, and then we
are done.
To see this, note that X must act trivially on the 2-dimensional subspace L(0)⊕2 in the restriction of the
minimal module to E6. By Lemma 2.5, we see that X lies inside the subgroup E6.2 where the 2 is the graph
automorphism. Since the graph automorphism acts non-trivially on this 2-space and X acts trivially on it,
X must lie inside E6, as claimed.
5.3 Consequences for maximal subgroups
In this short section we apply the results about semisimple elements being blueprints for M(G) to obtain
better bounds on when H = PSL2(p
a) is strongly imprimitive in G than pa > gcd(2, p− 1) · t(G), which we
saw in Section 3.
The set of potential maximal subgroups that are irreducible on M(G) is given in [34], and for G =
F4, E6, E7 there are no irreducible subgroups PSL2(p
a), but there is a copy of PSL2(128).7 acting irre-
ducibly on M(E7). Since the PSL2(128) subgroup still acts reducibly, this is no barrier to proving strong
imprimitivity.
Theorem 5.10 Let v(G) be given by
v(G) =

18 G = F4, E6,75 G = E7.
If H is a subgroup of G such that H ·Z(G)/Z(G) ∼= PSL2(p
a) for some pa > gcd(2, p− 1) · v(G), then H is
strongly imprimitive.
Proof: Let H be as described in the result, and note that H cannot act irreducibly on either M(G) or
L(G)◦ by [34]. Suppose first that p is odd, and note that H contains a real semisimple element x of order
(pa − 1)/2 and y of order (pa + 1)/2.
The next three statements all follow from Theorem 5.9:
(i) If G = F4 then y, and hence H , are blueprints for M(F4).
(ii) If G = E6 then y, and hence H , are blueprints for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗.
(iii) If G = E7 then one of x and y have odd order so it, and hence H , are blueprints for M(E7).
In all three cases, H is a blueprint for a module satisfying the hypothesis for Proposition 4.4, and so H is
strongly imprimitive.
Thus suppose p = 2, and note that H contains an element of order 2a+1. IfG = E6 then H is a blueprint
for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗, and if G = E7 then H is a blueprint for E7, again by Theorem 5.9, and again strongly
imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. Thus G = F4. If a > 6 then H contains an element of order 65, whence H is
a blueprint for M(F4)⊕M(F4)τ by Theorem 5.9 and so strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. For a = 5
then we do not know that H is a blueprint for M(F4)⊕M(F4)τ (where τ is the graph automorphism), but
we do know from Proposition 5.5 that H is a blueprint for M(F4).
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Let G¯ be an almost simple group with socle G = F4(2
b). If G¯ does not induce a graph automorphism
on G then M(F4) is stable under AutG¯(G), so we may apply Proposition 4.4 to see that H is strongly
imprimitive. On the other hand, if G¯ does induce a graph automorphism on G, let G0 denote the (unique)
subgroup of index 2 in G¯, so that G0 only induces field (and inner) automorphisms on G.
If NG¯(H) lies inside G0 then we replace G¯ by G0 and get that H is strongly imprimitive in G. Since
|Out(H)| = 5, if NG¯(H) 6 G0 then an element of G¯ \ G0 centralizes H . But the centralizer of a graph
morphism on F4(2
b) is simply a group 2F4(2
c) for some c 6 b. One may proceed by replacing the Frobenius
automorphism σ by one whose fixed points are 2F4(2
c), but the easier way is to simply use the list of
maximal subgroups of the almost simple Ree groups, and particularly [40, Proposition 2.7]. This shows that
the normalizer of any copy of SL2(32) lies in a subgroup
2A2 (either simply connected or adjoint type). This
completes the proof.
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6 Unipotent and semisimple elements
This section collects together a variety of facts about unipotent and semisimple elements in groups of Lie
type. We consider criteria for unipotent and semisimple elements to be blueprints. We then move on to
considering modules for SL2, and how the weight spaces of the module and the eigenvalues of elements of
SL2 interact, with the aim of finding blueprint elements and blueprint subgroups PSL2(p
b).
6.1 Actions of unipotent elements
Let G be a simple algebraic group in characteristic p. The Bala–Carter–Pommerening labelling system for
the unipotent classes, as used in a slightly modified form (to deal with interpolation of extra classes in certain
bad characteristics) in our main reference [22] for unipotent classes of exceptional groups, gives us a way to
discuss unipotent classes that is independent of the characteristic p of G. We may therefore compare the
action of a unipotent class on a fixed simple module for different primes.
As is well known, any matrix of order a power of a prime p defined over a field of characteristic p can be
written in Jordan normal form, with the conjugacy class in the general linear group being determined by the
sizes of the Jordan blocks. Thus, if u is a unipotent element of G then for every module for G of dimension
n we can associate a partition of n, the sizes of the various Jordan blocks in the action of u on the module.
We use the notation for this, and unipotent classes, from [22], which determines the Jordan block structure
of the action of all unipotent classes of exceptional groups on the minimal and adjoint modules.
The only cases we will need that are not covered in [22] are when L(G) 6= L(G)◦ and M(F4) for p = 3.
The next lemma gives the actions of the unipotent classes on the 25-dimensional simple module M(F4), on
the 26-dimensional Weyl module 25/1, and on the 27-dimensional minimal module M(E6) for E6, which has
structure 1/25/1 when restricted to F4.
Lemma 6.1 Let u be a unipotent element in F4(3
n). The Jordan blocks of the action of u on the 25-
dimensional minimal module M(F4), together with the extension 25/1 and the minimal module M(E6) for
E6 is one of those given in Table 6.1.
Proof: The Jordan blocks of the actions of the unipotent elements on the 26-dimensional module are given
in [22, Table 3], and using a computer, a representative of each of the classes was constructed in F4(3). The
Jordan blocks of their actions on the 25-dimensional composition factor were then computed, and are as
above. The classes on the 25/1 are exactly those in [22, Table 3], and the corresponding classes for E6 are
in [22, Table 5].
Using a computer and constructing classes manually is the method by which we prove the next two
lemmas, which we include for completeness.
Lemma 6.2 Let u be a unipotent element in E6(3
n). The Jordan blocks of the action of u on the 77-
dimensional Lie algebra module L(E6)
◦ are obtained from the action on L(E6) by removing a Jordan block
of size 1, except in the cases listed in Table 6.2.
Lemma 6.3 Let u be a unipotent element in E7(2
n). The Jordan blocks of the action of u on the 132-
dimensional Lie algebra module L(E7)
◦ are obtained from the action on L(E7) by removing a Jordan block
of size 1, for every unipotent class.
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Class in F4 Action on M(F4) Action on 25/1 Action on M(E6) = 1/25/1
A1 2
6, 113 26, 114 26, 115
A˜1 3, 2
8, 16 3, 28, 17 3, 28, 18
A1 + A˜1 3
3, 26, 14 33, 26, 15 33, 26, 16
A2 3
6, 17 36, 18 36, 19
A2 + A˜1 3
7, 22 37, 22, 1 37, 22, 12
A˜2, A˜2 +A1 3
8, 1 38, 2 39
B2 5, 4
4, 14 5, 44, 15 5, 44, 16
C3(a1) 5
2, 42, 3, 22 52, 42, 3, 22, 1 52, 42, 3, 22, 12
F4(a3) 5
3, 33, 1 53, 33, 12 53, 33, 13
B3 7
3, 14 73, 15 73, 16
C3, F4(a2) 9, 6
2, 3, 1 9, 62, 3, 2 9, 62, 32
F4(a1) 9
2, 7 92, 7, 1 92, 7, 12
F4 15, 9, 1 15, 9, 2 15, 9, 3
Table 6.1: Actions of unipotent elements on M(F4) and its extensions for F4 in characteristic 3
Class in E6 Action on L(E6)
◦ Action on L(E6)
2A2 3
23, 18 323, 2, 17
2A2 +A1 3
24, 22, 1 324, 23
A5 9
3, 82, 64, 32, 14 93, 82, 64, 32, 2, 13
E6(a3) 9
4, 7, 64, 33, 1 94, 7, 64, 33, 2
E6(a1) 9
8, 5 98, 6
E6 19, 15
2, 93, 1 19, 152, 93, 2
Table 6.2: Actions of unipotent elements on L(E6)
◦ and L(E6) for E6 in characteristic 3, where one does
not obtain the former from the latter by removing a trivial Jordan block
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We can see from the tables in [22] that for every unipotent class there is a set of primes P such that, for
any prime p 6∈ P the partition describing the Jordan block structure on a fixed module V is the same.
Definition 6.4 Let G be an algebraic group and let V be a highest weight module for G. Let u be a
unipotent element of G. If the Jordan block structure of u on V is the same as for cofinitely many primes,
then u is said to be generic on V .
Thus, informally, the non-generic classes are those where the prime is in the set P described above, where
the partition differs from the ‘usual’ one.
The reason that generic unipotent classes are interesting is that we can find ‘nice’ A1 subgroups containing
them, at least if the class has elements of order p. In [17, Lemma 1.2] we show that such unipotent elements
are blueprints for M(G) and, indeed, M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗ if G = E6.
Lemma 6.5 ([17, Lemma 1.2]) Suppose that G = F4, E6, E7 with p odd for G = F4. Let H be a finite
subgroup of G such that H contains a non-trivial unipotent element whose action on a module V , one of
M(G), M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗ if G = E6, or L(G)◦ is generic. Then u and H are blueprints for V . In particular,
H is either strongly imprimitive or irreducible on V .
(The consequence follows from Proposition 4.4.)
Thus, if any subgroup H of an exceptional algebraic group G contains a unipotent element of order p
that is generic for either the minimal or adjoint module, then H is either strongly imprimitive or H acts
irreducibly on this module. However, such subgroups are listed in [34], so if H does not appear on the list
in [34] then H is strongly imprimitive.
For large primes, we will sometimes prove that H stabilizes a unique 3-dimensional submodule of L(G),
which must then be a subalgebra of the Lie algebra. If this 3-dimensional submodule of L(G) ↓H is a
summand then we may apply Proposition 6.17 below and show that it is a copy of sl2, but if the 3-dimensional
submodule is not a summand then we cannot easily prove that it is an sl2, as it need not be simple. There
is one case in particular where this occurs, which we refer to as a Serre embedding. These are embeddings
of PSL2(h+ 1) into an algebraic group in characteristic h+ 1, where h is the Coxeter number of the group.
Definition 6.6 Let G be an exceptional algebraic group with Coxeter number h, and let p = h + 1. A
subgroup H = PSL2(p) is a Serre embedding if the following conditions hold:
(i) on L(G), H stabilizes a unique 3-dimensional subspace;
(ii) H contains a regular unipotent element.
The 3-dimensional subspace is in fact a subalgebra: the exterior square of a 3-dimensional kH-submodule
W is W ∗ ∼= W , and HomkH(Λ2(W ), L(E8)) is 1-dimensional. From [42, Lemma 1], W is a Lie subalgebra
of L(E8). Since this subspace need not (in fact, will not be) a summand of L(E8) ↓H , we cannot directly
apply Proposition 6.17 below.
6.2 Blueprints and element orders
The first result states that whether a semisimple class contains blueprints for a fixed Weyl module is inde-
pendent of the characteristic of the underlying field. To prove this requires some of the theory of semisimple
elements, for example [38, Section 3.1.6]. It also looks quite technical, but that is merely because we have
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to set up some bijection between characteristic 0 and characteristic p, and also need to worry about the fact
that the eigenvalues of a semisimple element on a Weyl module do not always determine the conjugacy class
uniquely.
Proposition 6.7 Let Gp and G0 be simple, simply connected algebraic groups of the same type in char-
acteristics p and 0 respectively. Let Vp and V0 denote the Weyl modules of a fixed weight for Gp and G0
respectively.
Let a1, . . . , ad be integers. Let n be a positive integer prime to p, and let θn and ζn be primitive nth roots
of unity in k and C respectively. Let Xp and X0 denote the set of elements of Gp and G0 with eigenvalues
{θain | 1 6 i 6 d} and {ζ
ai
n | 1 6 i 6 d}
on Vp and V0 respectively. The set Xp consists solely of blueprints for Vp if and only if the set X0 consists
solely of blueprints for V0.
Proof: Being a blueprint for a module is an invariant of the semisimple class, so we may assume that our
elements lie in maximal tori Tp and T0 of Gp and G0 respectively. Choose bases of Vp and V0 so that Tp
and T0 act diagonally. From the theory in [38, Section 3.1.6], there is a bijection f between Xp ∩ Tp and
X0∩T0, and a bijection between elements of Tp of order an for a > 1 powering to x ∈ Xp∩Tp and elements
of T0 of order an powering to f(x). Furthermore, this bijection preserves Brauer characters on Vp and V0,
i.e., preserves eigenvalues under the assignment θ 7→ ζ.
Suppose that Xp consists of blueprints for Vp. Thus for each x ∈ Xp ∩ Tp, there exist elements of
arbitrarily large order in Tp powering to x and with the same number of distinct eigenvalues on Vp. Taking
the corresponding elements of T0, we find elements of arbitrarily large order an for a > 1 in T0 powering to
f(x). Hence each f(x) is a blueprint for V0.
The same argument would work as a converse if we could always choose a to be prime to p. This is the
case: if x0 = f(x) lies in T0 and the set of all elements of T0 that stabilize all of the same subspaces of V0 as
x0 forms a group of diagonal matrices, hence is a direct product of a torus and a finite abelian group by [20,
Theorem 16.2]. As a torus in characteristic 0 contains a product of groups Q¯×, and Q¯× contains elements
of all orders, the result holds.
We can also push being a blueprint for the minimal module of F4 up into E6 and E7.
Lemma 6.8 Let G be E6 or E7, and let x be a semisimple element of G that lies in F4. If x is a blueprint
for M(F4), then x is a blueprint for M(E6), M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗ and M(E7).
Proof: The restrictions of the modules in question to F4 have composition factors copies of M(F4) and
trivial modules. Since 1 is always an eigenvalue of any semisimple element of F4 on M(F4), any element of
F4 with the same eigenspaces on M(F4) as x also has the same eigenspaces on M(E6), M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗
and M(E7). This completes the proof.
The semisimple elements of E6 that lie in F4 are the real elements. Although the author has looked for
a reference for this, beyond [13, Theorem 3.1], which shows this only for order at most 7, it does not appear
to be easy to find explicitly. It follows almost immediately from results of Moody and Patera [41].
Proposition 6.9 Let G be the simply connected form of E6. If x is a real semisimple element of G then x
is conjugate to an element of F4.
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Proof: We use the results and notation of [41, Section 4]: if x ∈ F4 is semisimple and its class corresponds to
the Kac co-ordinates (s0, . . . , s4), then the corresponding Kac co-ordinates in E6 are (s0, s1, s2, s3, s2, s1, s4).
By [41, Proposition 5.3], a conjugacy class in E6 is real if and only if its Kac co-ordinates have exactly this
form, and hence all real semisimple classes of E6 intersect F4 non-trivially, as desired.
If G = E7 then v(G) = 75 is fairly large, and in certain circumstances we can bring this down. Here is
one such circumstance.
Proposition 6.10 Let G be the simply connected form of E7, and let x be a semisimple element of G. If
the 1-eigenspace of x on M(E7) has dimension at least 6 then x lies inside a conjugate of either an F4 or A4
subgroup. If in addition o(x) > 30 then x is a blueprint for M(E7).
Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 5.7, we first place x into the subgroup A7. If x centralizes a point on
Λ2(M(A7)), then this requires one eigenvalue of x on M(A7) to be the inverse of another. (In the notation
of the proof of Proposition 5.7, a1 = −a2.) This places x into A1A5. However, by Lemma 2.5, x must lie in
E6 or B5 (as if x lies in a parabolic it lies in a Levi), whence x lies in E6. Since x centralizes a 4-space on
M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗, it must centralize a 2-space W on M(E6) (as it acts semisimply).
If x lies in F4 6 E6 then we are done, so suppose not. From Lemma 2.4, this means that x cannot
centralize an F4-point, or a B4-point, since B4 6 F4. In the notation of [11], this means that W is a purely
white 2-space. By [11, (P.3)], W is unique up to action of E6, and the stabilizer is an A1A4-parabolic of E6,
so the centralizer is an A4-parabolic. Thus x lies in A4, as claimed.
If x ∈ F4 and o(x) > 30 then x is a blueprint for M(F4) by Proposition 5.5, and hence a blueprint for
M(E7) by Lemma 6.8. On the other hand, if x ∈ A4 then one uses Proposition 5.8. (The composition factors
of A4 on M(E7) are
L(1000)3, L(0100), L(0010), L(0001)3, L(0000)6
by [50, Table 21], so the result may be used.)
Suppose we want to find the eigenvalues onM(E7) of semisimple elements of order 63 inside E7, which we
will need to do when considering SL2(64). There are too many to construct and store them all effectively, but
we can take an element x of order 21 and consider all 37 = 2187 elements xˆ that cube to x in a torus. Since
we have the eigenvalues of all elements of order 21, given a potential multiset of eigenvalues for an element
x of order 63 in E7, we take the eigenvalues of x
3, find all semisimple classes of elements of order 21 with
those eigenvalues, then consider all preimages of representatives of each of those classes. The eigenvalues of
x are valid for coming from E7 if and only if one of those elements of order 21 has a preimage with those
values.
This idea to find the eigenvalues of elements of large composite order will be called the preimage trick in
the rest of this paper.
6.3 Blueprints inside A1s
We now prove that certain semisimple elements, and subgroups of the form SL2(p
a) and PSL2(p
a) of ex-
ceptional groups, are blueprints for a given module by examining the constituents of the restriction of the
module to an A1 subgroup containing the element or subgroup.
The first lemma deals with modules for the algebraic group SL2, and when the eigenspaces of semisimple
elements match the weight spaces. Generalizing the idea of pa-restricted, a highest weight module for SL2
is n-restricted for some n ∈ N if its highest weight is λ for λ < n.
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Lemma 6.11 LetM be a module for SL2 with composition factors highest weight modules L(λ1), . . . , L(λr),
arranged so that λi 6 λi+1. Let T be a maximal torus of SL2, and let x ∈ T be a semisimple element of
order n. If λr < n/2 then the eigenvalues of x on M are the same as the weight spaces of T. In particular,
x is a blueprint for M .
Proof: Since all maximal tori are conjugate, we may assume that x is the matrix(
ζ 0
0 ζ−1
)
,
where ζ is a primitive nth root of 1. The eigenvalues of x on L(1) are ζ, ζ−1, and the eigenvalues of x on
L(λi) are roots of unity ζ
±j for 0 6 j 6 λi. If λi < n/2 for all i then the eigenspaces of x are simply the
weight spaces of the L(λi), and so x and T stabilize the same subspaces of M , thus x is a blueprint for M .
We will apply this lemma to A1 subgroups of algebraic groups. We often will end up with composition
factors that do not precisely satisfy the hypotheses of this lemma though: if one composition factor has
slightly larger highest weight, then although the eigenspaces do not correspond to weight spaces, with some
weight spaces being merged, these all take place within one composition factor of the module, and so the
finite subgroup A1(q) of the A1 is still a blueprint for the module in question, even if the element of order n
is not.
Lemma 6.12 Let G be the simply connected form of an exceptional algebraic group, and let X be a
positive-dimensional subgroup of G of type A1. Let x be a semisimple element of X of order n. Let M be
a module for G.
(i) If the composition factors of X on M are n/2-restricted then x and a maximal torus T containing x
stabilize the same subspaces of M , so that x is a blueprint for M .
(ii) Suppose that the highest weights of X on M are λ1, . . . , λr, with λi 6 λi+1, and let H = A1(q) be a
finite subgroup of X containing x. If λr−1 + λr < n then H and X stabilize the same subspaces of M ,
so that H is a blueprint for M .
Proof: The first part follows immediately from Lemma 6.11, so we concentrate on the second statement.
Letting T be a maximal torus of X containing x, if λ and µ are two weights of T on M that are equal when
taken modulo n (i.e., yield the same eigenvalue for the action of x), then λ and µ differ by a multiple of n.
By assumption on the λi, since λ− µ > n, both λ and µ must be weights for the composition factor L(λr),
since if λ is a weight for one of the other L(λi) then it lies between −λi and +λi, and cannot differ by n
from any other weight for any other λj .
Let N be any kH-submodule of M . If N does not contain the factor L(λr) then the eigenvectors of x on
N all come from weight vectors for T, by the previous paragraph, and so T stabilizes N . If N contains L(λr),
then T also stabilizes N by taking duals: T stabilizes the submodule Ann(N) of M∗, which is isomorphic
to (M/N)∗. Thus T stabilizes every H-submodule of M , and so 〈T, H〉 = X and H stabilize the same
subspaces of M , as claimed.
6.4 Traces for modules of PGL2(p
a)
For this subsection p is odd. Here we produce a technical result about extending simple modules for PSL2(p
a)
to PGL2(p
a), and the traces and eigenvalues of the elements on such an extension.
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There are two extensions of any simple module from PSL2(p
a) to PGL2(p
a). We will give a way of telling
these apart if the dimension of the simple module is odd, which is all that we need in what follows.
If L(i) is a simple module for PSL2(p
a) of odd dimension, then of the two extensions of L(i) to PGL2(p
a),
for one all defining matrices have determinant 1 and for the other half have determinant −1: to see this,
note that all elements in PSL2(p
a) act with determinant 1, and the non-trivial 1-dimensional representation
acts like −1 for elements outside of PSL2(pa), so a given extension and its product with this 1-dimensional
representation give us the two cases. Write L(i)+ for the module for PGL2(p
a) for which all matrices have
determinant +1, and L(i)− for the other extension. This notation will be used in the proof of the next
lemma.
Lemma 6.13 Let p be an odd prime and a > 1 an integer. Let M be a simple module for H = PGL2(p
a)
with Brauer character φ, and let g be an element of order pa ± 1 in H . Let t be an involution in PSL2(pa),
and let h be the involution in 〈g〉.
(i) There are two conjugacy classes of involutions in H . If o(g) is twice an odd number then t and h are
representatives of these two classes, and otherwise t and h are conjugate.
(ii) If dim(M) is even then φ(t) = φ(h) = 0.
(iii) If dim(M) is odd, then the dimensions of the (+1)-eigenspace and (−1)-eigenspace of the action of g
differ by 1.
(iv) If dim(M) is odd, then φ(t) = ±φ(h). Furthermore, if +1 is not an eigenvalue of g on M , then
φ(t) = φ(h) if and only if t and h are conjugate. If −1 is not an eigenvalue of g onM then φ(t) = φ(h).
Proof: (i) That H has two classes of involutions is well known, and one is a class of complements, the
other is in PSL2(p
a). Thus the second statement follows easily.
(ii) We use Steinberg’s tensor product theorem, lifting all modules to GL2(p
a): M has even dimension if
and only if, as a tensor product, at least one of the factors has even dimension, and the Brauer character
is 0 for a given element if and only if one of the factors has Brauer character 0 for the same element.
Thus we need to check this for the symmetric powers of the natural module Si(M ′) for 0 6 i 6 p− 1
(where M ′ is the natural module for GL2), where it is trivial to see that the trace of an involution is
0 on even-dimensional modules and ±1 on modules of odd dimension.
(iii) Since dim(M) is odd and M is self-dual, of course one of ±1 is an eigenvalue for the action of g on
M , and the dimensions of the (+1)- and (−1)-eigenspaces must differ by an odd number. It is an easy
exercise to compute the eigenvalues of g on the Steinberg module L(pa − 1)± for PGL2(p
a), and we
see that these are all distinct if g has order pa + 1, and if g has order pa − 1 then ±1 appears twice
and ∓1 appears once.
For other modules, from the definition of the Steinberg module as a tensor product of twists of the
p-restricted module L(p− 1)±, and the fact that the eigenvalues of g on L(i)± all appear in L(p− 1)±,
we see that the eigenvalues of g on any simple module appear in the eigenvalues of g on the Steinberg.
Thus the result holds since the sum of the dimensions of the (+1)- and (−1)-eigenspaces must be odd.
(iv) Return to PGL2(p
a), and suppose that t and h are not conjugate, so that g has twice odd order. As
we saw above, for a p-restricted module L(i)± for 0 6 i 6 p− 1 an even integer, the Brauer character
values of L(i)+ on t and h have the same sign, and the Brauer character values of L(i)− on t and h
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have opposite signs. Notice that +1 is an eigenvalue of M if and only if there are an even number
of minus-type modules in the tensor decomposition, and this happens if and only if φ(t) = φ(h), as
needed.
Using this, the following result is now clear.
Corollary 6.14 Let p be an odd prime and a > 1 an integer. Let G be the simply connected form of E7,
and let H be a copy of SL2(p
a) in G with Z(G) = Z(H). Suppose that g is an element of G such that
o(g) = pa ± 1 is twice an odd number, and −1 is not an eigenvalue for the action of g on L(E7). Then the
group H¯ = 〈H, g〉 does not satisfy H¯/Z(H) = PGL2(pa).
Proof: Suppose that H¯/Z(H) = PGL2(p
a). Let t be an element of H that is an involution in H/Z(H), so
o(t) = 4. The trace of t on L(E7) is −7 or 25, depending on the class of t in G. The involution h in 〈g〉 has
trace 5 on L(E7), since it is an involution in G rather than G/Z(G). We now show that h and t must in fact
have the same trace, which is a contradiction. By Lemma 6.13, any even-dimensional composition factors
of L(E7) ↓H yield trace 0 for both t and h, and they have the same trace on odd-dimensional composition
factors since −1 is not an eigenvalue of g on L(E7). Thus the trace of t and h on L(E7) is the same, but
this is a contradiction.
This is how we will use Corollary 6.14: suppose that H ∼= SL2(pa) lies inside the simply connected form
G of E7 with Z(G) = Z(H). We find some element x ∈ G such that x and H both stabilize some proper
subspaceW of eitherM(E7) or L(E7), so that 〈H,x〉 is not of the same type asG. If −1 is not an eigenvalue
of x on L(E7) then 〈H,x〉, modulo Z(G), is not PGL2(pa) either. If the composition factors of L(E7) ↓H
are not invariant under a field automorphism of H , then x cannot induce a field automorphism on H , and
therefore 〈H,x〉 is not almost simple modulo Z(G) either. If, in addition, H is a maximal member of P,
then we apply Proposition 3.7 to see that H is Lie imprimitive. Furthermore, if we chose W so that it is
stable under NAut+(G)(H), or our element x stabilizes all submodules in the NAut+(G)(H)-orbit of W , then
H is also strongly imprimitive.
6.5 The graph automorphism of F4
In this short section we describe how semisimple elements of odd order in F4 react to the graph automorphism
in characteristic 2. Since the graph automorphism τ does not stabilize the minimal moduleM(F4), and L(F4)
has composition factorsM(F4) and M(F4)
τ , we can see the effect of the graph automorphism on semisimple
classes by taking the eigenvalues of an element x on L(F4) and removing those from M(F4).
Since the graph automorphism squares to a field automorphism, however, it is slightly more complicated
to understand those classes that are left invariant under a graph automorphism, since we need to check
whether the eigenvalues of xτ and xi match for some i, rather than whether the eigenvalues of x and xτ
match. This is still not difficult using a computer, however; we give two special cases, where a conjugacy
class is stable under the graph automorphism (up to powers) and where the classes have integral traces.
Lemma 6.15 Let k be a field of characteristic 2. Let x be a semisimple element in G = F4(k) such that x
τ
is conjugate to a power of x. If x has order at most 9, then a power of x has trace on M(F4) given below.
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o(x) Possible traces on M(F4)
3 −1
5 1
7 4(ζ7 + ζ
−1
7 ) + 3(ζ
2
7 + ζ
−2
7 ) + 5, −(ζ7 + ζ
−1
7 )
9 2− 3(ζ9 + ζ
−1
9 )
Lemma 6.16 Let k be a field of characteristic 2. Let x be a semisimple element in G = F4(k) such that
the trace of both x and xτ is an integer, and x and xτ are not conjugate. If x has order at most 9, then the
traces of x and xτ are as below, where we give x up to graph automorphism.
o(x) Trace of x on M(F4) Trace of x
τ on M(F4)
3 8 −1
5 None None
7 −2 5
9 −1 (x3 has trace −1) 2 (x3 has trace −1)
6.6 sl2-subalgebras of L(G)
In this section we consider subalgebras of L(G), specifically sl2-subalgebras. The stabilizers of sl2-subalgebras
will be shown to be positive dimensional if p is not too small. Thus if a subgroup H of G stabilizes a unique
3-space on L(G), and this is an sl2-subalgebra, then H is Lie imprimitive, and must be strongly imprimitive
via Proposition 4.3, since the subspace is unique.
To begin with, we prove a proposition that gives us a criterion for a subgroup H to stabilize an sl2-
subalgebra in the first place. This proposition is a restatement of results of Alexander Ryba from [42],
particularly Lemma 10 from that paper.
Proposition 6.17 Let V be a 3-dimensional subspace of L(G), and let H be a subgroup of G such that
HZ(G)/Z(G) = PSL2(p
a) for some p > 5. If V is H-stable and a complement for V is also H-stable (i.e.,
V is a summand of L(G) ↓H), and HomkH(V, L(G)) is 1-dimensional (i.e., there are no other submodules
of L(G) ↓H isomorphic to a quotient of V ) then V is a subalgebra of L(G) isomorphic to sl2.
Proof: As HomkH(V, L(G)) is 1-dimensional, V is a non-trivial module, and therefore V is isomorphic to
the module 3i for some i for H/Z(H). In particular, it is self-dual.
Suppose that L(G) ↓H has a unique submodule isomorphic to V , and that this is a summand, so that the
quotient L(G) ↓H /V has no quotient isomorphic to V
∗ ∼= V . By [42, Lemma 6], we have that V possesses
a non-singular trace form, and then we apply Block’s theorem [6] to see that V is a simple Lie algebra of
type sl2.
In order to use this proposition, we need to know something about sl2-subalgebras of the Lie algebras
of exceptional groups. The following is a theorem of David Stewart and Adam Thomas [48, Theorem 1.2],
specialized to the case of G = E6, E7, E8, for use in this paper and a later one on SL2-subgroups of E8.
Theorem 6.18 Let G = E6 and p > 7, or G = E7, E8 and p > 11. The classes of sl2-subalgebras of
L(G) are in one-to-one correspondence with the nilpotent orbits of L(G), with a bijection being realized by
sending an sl2-subalgebra to the nilpotent orbit of largest dimension intersecting it non-trivially.
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Class p = 5 p = 7 p = 11
D4 3A1
A5 A3
D5(a1) A2 +A1
E6(a3) A3 +A1
D5 A3 A3 +A1
E6(a1) 2A2 +A1 A5
E6 A2 + 2A1 2A2 +A1 A5
Table 6.3: Second nilpotent class intersecting a non-restricted sl2-subalgebra of L(E6) for p > 5
To prove [48, Theorem 1.2], representatives for sl2-triples (e, h, f) for each class of sl2-subalgebra were
constructed using a computer and the ‘Tools’ referred to in [48, Proof of Theorem 1.2]. David Stewart
has kindly shared this computer file, and so it was possible to compute the Jordan block structures of the
nilpotent elements f in each triple. If e[p] = 0 then e and f lie in the same orbit, but if e[p] 6= 0 then the
orbits of e and f are different, f [p] = 0, and the precise orbit of f for p > 5 is given in Tables 6.3, 6.4 and
6.5. This yields the following corollary.
Corollary 6.19 Let G = E6 and p > 7, or G = E7, E8 and p > 11. Let H ∼= PSL2(pa) be a subgroup of
G/Z(G). If H stabilizes an sl2-subalgebra h of L(G), then h is restricted and H is Lie imprimitive. If, in
addition, H stabilizes a unique 3-space on L(G) then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: Since there is a unique conjugacy class of subgroups PSL2(p
a) inside PSL2, we see that because the
standard PSL2(p
a) inside PSL2 swaps e and f in an sl2-triple (e, h, f) for h, thus H must swap the two
nilpotent orbits of h. From the discussion above this result, if h is not restricted then e and f lie in different
nilpotent orbits of L(G), so h must be restricted.
Now we argue exactly as in [48, Proof of Theorem 1.6], using [45, Proposition 4.1] to find X a good A1
in G that stabilizes h. Hence 〈H,X〉 is positive dimensional and stabilizes h, so H is Lie imprimitive. If H
stabilizes a unique 3-space on L(G) then Proposition 4.3 shows that X is NAut+(G)(H)-stable, and therefore
H is strongly imprimitive.
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Class p = 5 p = 7 p = 11 p = 13 p = 17
D4 (3A1)
′
(A5)
′′ A3
D4 +A1 4A1
D5(a1) A2 +A1
(A5)
′ A3
A5 +A1 (A3 +A1)
′
D5(a1) +A1 A2 + 2A1
D6(a2) D4(a1) +A1
E6(a3) (A3 +A1)
′
D5 A3 (A3 +A1)
′
E7(a5) A3 +A2
A6 A2 + 2A1
D5 +A1 (A3 +A1)
′ A3 + 2A1
D6(a1) A3 + 2A1 D4(a1) +A1
E7(a4) D4(a1) +A1 A3 +A2
D6 A3 A3 + 2A1
E6(a1) 2A2 +A1 (A5)
′
E6 A2 + 2A1 2A2 +A1 (A5)
′
E7(a3) (A3 +A1)
′ D4(a1) +A1
E7(a2) 2A2 +A1 A3 + 2A1 D6(a2)
E7(a1) A2 + 2A1 (A5)
′ D6 D6(a1)
E7 A4 +A2 A6 A5 +A1 D5 +A1 D6
Table 6.4: Second nilpotent class intersecting a non-restricted sl2-subalgebra of L(E7) for p > 5
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Class p = 5 p = 7 p = 11 p = 13 p = 17 p = 19 p = 23 p = 29
D4 3A1
A5 A3
D4 + A2 A2 + 3A1
E6(a3) A3 + A1
D5 A3 A3 + A1
A5 + A1 A3 + A1
D5(a1) +A2 2A2 +A1
E6(a3) + A1 A3 + 2A1
D5 + A1 A3 + A1 A3 + 2A1
E8(a7) A4 + A3
A6 + A1 A2 + 3A1
E6(a1) 2A2 +A1 A5
D5 + A2 A3 + A2 A3 + A2 + A1
E6 A2 + 2A1 2A2 +A1 A5
D7(a2) 2A3 A4 + A1
A7 2A2 +A1 A5
E6(a1) + A1 2A2 + 2A1 A5 + A1
E7(a3) A3 + A1 D4(a1) + A1
E8(b6) D4(a1) + A1 E7(a5)
D7(a1) A3 + 2A1 A3 + A2
E6 + A1 A2 + 3A1 2A2 + 2A1 A5 +A1
E8(a6) 2A3 A4 + 2A1
D7 A2 + 3A1 A5 D5 + A1
E8(b5) 2A2 + 2A1 D4(a1) + A1 E7(a5)
E7(a1) A2 + 2A1 A5 D6 D6(a1)
E8(a5) 2A2 +A1 E6(a3) + A1 E7(a4)
E8(b4) A2 + 3A1 A5 + A1 E7(a3) E7(a4)
E8(a4) A4 + A3 A5 D6(a2) E7(a3)
E8(a3) A4 + A2 + A1 A6 + A1 E6(a3) +A1 D6(a1) E7(a3)
E8(a2) 2A3 A4 + A3 A5 +A1 D7 E7(a1) E7(a2)
E8(a1) 2A2 + 2A1 A4 + A2 + A1 D5(a1) + A2 A7 D7 E7 E7(a1)
E8 A3 + A2 + A1 A3 + A2 + A1 A4 +A3 A6 + A1 A7 E6 + A1 D7 E7
Table 6.5: Second nilpotent class intersecting a non-restricted sl2-subalgebra of L(E8) for p > 5. (Missing
classes, D4+A1, D5(a1), D5(a1) +A1, D6(a2), E7(a5), A6, D6(a1), E7(a4), D6, E7(a2) and E7, are exactly
as in Table 6.4)
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7 Modules for SL2(p
a)
The purpose of this section is to describe everything we need to know about the simple modules and extensions
between them for the groups SL2(p
a) for p a prime and a > 1.
7.1 Modules for SL2(2
a)
We construct certain modules for H = SL2(2
a) for some a 6 10, and prove that various configurations of
module do not exist. (The reason we choose a 6 10 is so that these results may be used in work for E8, for
which v(E8) = t(E8) = 1312.) The main motivation for this is to achieve better bounds on the number of
occurrences of certain composition factors that are needed to prevent a particular simple module appearing
in the socle of a given module M .
We begin with some notation. Let u be an element of order 2 in H . Denote by 1 the trivial module. By
21 we denote the natural module for H , and define 2i by the equation
2⊗2i−1 = 1/2i/1,
i.e., 2i is the twist under the field automorphism of 2i−1. Given this, if I is a subset of {1, . . . , a}, of
cardinality b, we define,
2bI =
⊗
i∈I
2i,
for example, 41,2 = 21⊗22; the modules 2bI for all I ⊆ {1, . . . , a} furnish us with a complete set of irreducible
modules for H , by Steinberg’s tensor product theorem.
We first recall a result of Alperin [1, Theorem 3], that determines Ext1(A,B) for A,B simple modules
for H .
Lemma 7.1 Let A and B be simple H-modules, corresponding to the subsets I and J of {1, . . . , a}. The
dimension of Ext1(A,B) is always 0, unless
(i) |I ∩ J |+ 1 = |I ∪ J | < a, and
(ii) if i ∈ I ∪ J and i− 1 /∈ I ∩ J , then i− 1 /∈ I ∪ J ,
and in this case the dimension is 1.
In particular, if Ext1(A,B) 6= 0 then the dimension of A is either half or double that of B.
Using Lemma 2.2, we see that if a kH-moduleM has no trivial submodule or quotient, thenM either has
no trivial composition factors, or requires at least one more 2-dimensional composition factor than trivial
factor. We can do better than this in some circumstances.
If a module has pressure 1, then we can still say something about the module. This is important for F4
and E6 because there are no involutions acting projectively on M(F4) or M(E6) (but there are involutions
of E7 acting projectively on M(E7)). The next lemma is a special case of Lemma 7.3 below, but we provide
a full proof in this simple case for the benefit of the reader.
Lemma 7.2 Let M be a kH-module that has at least one trivial composition factor but no trivial submod-
ules or quotients. If M has pressure 1, then an involution in H acts projectively on M if dim(M) is even
and with a single Jordan block of size 1 if dim(M) is odd.
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Proof: Note that, since M has pressure 1, it cannot have 2i⊕2j or 1⊕2 as a subquotient without stabilizing
a line or hyperplane by Lemma 2.2. We proceed by induction on dim(M), starting with the even-dimensional
case. If dim(M) < 6 then M cannot satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, so our induction starts. We may
assume that soc(M) = 2i for some i: first there are no composition factors of soc(M) of dimension greater
than 2 because the quotient by one would still satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, and 2i ⊕ 2j cannot be
in the socle by the note above.
The quotient module M/ soc(M) has pressure 0, so H must stabilize a line or hyperplane by Lemma 2.2,
but cannot stabilize a hyperplane by assumption, so M/ soc(M) has a trivial submodule, and it must be
unique by the note at the start of this proof. Quotient out by any possible factors of dimension at least 4 in
the socle of M/ soc(M) to obtain a module N of pressure 0 and with soc(N) = 1. (If there is a 2i in soc(N)
then we find a submodule of pressure 2, which is not allowed.)
The socle of the quotient module N/ soc(N) must be 2j for some j, since 2j ⊕ 2l cannot be a subquotient
and 1 only has extensions with simple modules of dimension 2. Now N/ soc2(N) again has pressure 0, so
by Lemma 2.2 has a trivial submodule as it cannot have a trivial quotient (it is a quotient of M), and we
have constructed a submodule 1/2j/1 inside N . Letting L be the quotient of N by this submodule, we have
removed 2i, 2j, 1
2 from M , and possibly some other modules, and so an involution acts projectively on L by
induction, but it also acts projectively on the kernel of the map N → L, namely 1/2j/1, and on the kernel
of the map M → N since that has no trivial factors at all, so an involution acts projectively on all of M , as
needed.
For odd-dimensional modules, we now simply find any submodule N with a single trivial composition
factor and such that 1 is a quotient of N . The quotient module M/N must have even dimension and has no
trivial submodule as otherwise M would have 1⊕ 1 as a subquotient. Also, N has pressure 0 since otherwise
N with the 1 removed from the top has pressure 2, contradicting Lemma 2.2. Hence M/N has pressure 1:
thus an involution acts projectively on M/N and with a single 1 on N , as needed.
We can generalize this result to modules of larger pressure, but for our proof of this we need a computation
about modules for SL2(2
a), which we have only checked in the range 2 6 a 6 7. It is certainly true for all
a, but the author cannot see a purely theoretical proof.
Lemma 7.3 Let 2 6 a 6 7 and let H = SL2(2
a). Let M be a kH-module that has at least one trivial
composition factor but no trivial submodule or quotient. If M has pressure n then an involution in H acts
on M with at most n Jordan blocks of size 1.
Proof: As with the previous lemma, we proceed by induction on dim(M), and note that if dim(M) 6 4
then M cannot satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. If M is a minimal counterexample to the lemma, the
socle and top of M consist solely of 2-dimensional composition factors. Notice that, by choice of minimal
counterexample, there cannot exist a submodule N such that N has no trivial quotients and the quotient
module M/N has no trivial submodules, since otherwise one of N andM/N would also be a counterexample
to the lemma, by a pressure argument using Lemma 2.2.
Let I denote the set of all simple kH-modules of dimension at least 4. LetN1 denote the {2i}-radical ofM
(so the socle), N2 denote the preimage in M of the I-radical of the quotient M/N1, N3 denote the preimage
in M of the {2i}-radical of the quotient M/N2, and let N denote the preimage in M of the {1}-radical of
the quotient M/N3.
We claim that all trivial composition factors of N lie in the second socle layer. The proof of this claim
uses a computer calculation in P (21), which has been checked for 2 6 a 6 7. Build up a submodule Vi of
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P (2i) by taking the socle, adding all copies of modules in I on top of it, and then all 2-dimensional factors
on top of that, and finally all trivial factors on top of that. There is a single trivial composition factor of
Vi, which lies in the second socle layer of Vi (i.e., comes from a 1/2i submodule). Applying this statement
to the situation above, we see that N is a submodule of a sum of Vi for various i, and therefore all trivial
composition factors of N lie in the second socle layer of N .
Suppose that not all 2-dimensional composition factors of N lie in the socle, and let N¯ denote a minimal
submodule of N subject to having a 2-dimensional factor not in the socle and such that the quotient N/N¯
has no trivial submodule. Such a module N¯ has a single trivial composition factor and pressure 1, hence
the quotient M/N¯ has pressure n− 1 and no trivial submodule or quotient. Notice that therefore the action
of u on M/N¯ has at most n− 1 Jordan blocks of size 1, and therefore u acts on M with at most n Jordan
blocks of size 1, as needed.
Thus we may assume that we are in the following situation: all 2-dimensional factors of N lie in its socle,
all trivial composition factors of N lie in its second socle layer, all composition factors of soc(M/N) have
dimension 2 by Lemma 7.1.
This means that there is a 2-dimensional submodule of M/N , so let L denote its preimage in M , which
therefore has a quotient 2i/1 for some i. If the quotientM/L has no trivial submodules then L is a submodule
such that both L and M/L have no trivial submodules or quotients, contradicting the first paragraph of
this proof. Therefore M/L has a trivial submodule, and the preimage L1 of this in M must have a quotient
1/2i/1. Thus M/L1 has no trivial submodules or quotients, and u acts projectively on L1. By induction
M/L1 satisfies the conclusion of the result, and since u acts projectively on L1 it has the same action on
(M/L1)⊕ L1 as M , so M satisfies the conclusion of the result.
Lemma 7.4 Let a = 3. If M is an even-dimensional module with 2n > 0 trivial composition factors and no
trivial submodule or quotient, then it has at least 3n composition factors of dimension 2.
Proof: If dim(M) 6 6 then M cannot satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, so our induction starts. Note
that if M = M1 ⊕M2 with the Mi both even-dimensional, then by induction M satisfies the conclusion of
the lemma: thus M is either indecomposable or the sum of two odd-dimensional indecomposable modules.
The projective cover of 21 is
21/1, 41,3/21, 22, 23/1, 1, 42,3/21, 22, 23/1, 41,3/21.
Remove any 4-dimensional factors from the top and socle of M , so that M is a submodule of a sum of copies
of projectives P (2i). If M has seven socle layers then it must have a submodule P (2i) for some i. This
must be a summand, since projective submodules are always summands. Thus M = P (2i) and we are done.
Hence M has at most five socle layers. The number of 2-dimensional factors in the first and third socle
layers must be at least as many as the number of 1s in the second layer, and there are at least as many 2s
in the third and fifth socle layers as 1s in the fourth layer. We therefore must have that there are at least
3n composition factors of dimension 2 in M , as claimed.
Lemma 2.3 shows that if a subgroup H of G stabilizes a 1- or 2-space onM(G) for F4, E6 and E7 then H
is not Lie primitive. By Lemma 7.1 we see that 2-dimensional modules have non-split extensions only with
modules of dimension 1 and 4, so we would like a similar result to the previous one, counting the number
of 4-dimensional factors in a module M that has 2-dimensional composition factors but no 2-dimensional
submodules or quotients. We start with the easier case, where there are no trivial composition factors in M
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at all. Notice that we can use M-pressure here as well, but we can do a bit better using the structure of
modules for SL2(2
a).
(We do not need to consider a > 6 here as these lemmas do not appear to be of use for E8: the stabilizers
of 2-spaces of L(E8) are not obviously positive dimensional.)
Lemma 7.5 Let H = SL2(2
a) for 4 6 a 6 6. The largest submodule of P (4i,j) whose composition factors
have dimension 2 and 4 is as follows: for j = i± 1, we have a 10-dimensional module
4i−1,i+1/2i+1/4i,i+1;
for a = 4 we have a 28-dimensional module
41,3, 41,3/21, 23/41,4, 42,3/21, 23/41,3;
for j = i± 2 and a > 4 we have a 32-dimensional module
4i,i+2, 4i,i+2/2i, 2i+2/4i+1,i+2, 4i,i+3, 4i−1,i+2/2i, 2i+2/4i,i+2,
with 4i−1,i+2 as a quotient. In all other cases, we have the module
4i,j , 4i,j/2i, 2j/4i,j−1, 4i,j+1, 4i+1,j , 4i−1,j/2i, 2j/4i,j,
with 4i,j−1 and 4i−1,j as quotients.
Consequently, if M is a module with no trivial or 8-dimensional composition factors, with c > 0 composi-
tion factors of dimension 2, and no 2-dimensional submodule or quotient, then M has at least c composition
factors of dimension 4.
Proof: The statements for individual a are verified by computer, so we concentrate on the consequence.
If M has no 8-dimensional composition factors, then M splits as the direct sum of two modules, one with
composition factors of dimensions 1, 2 and 4, (although there are no trivial factors in M) and one of
dimensions 16 and above, which we can ignore. Thus M can be assumed to only have factors of dimensions
2 and 4. As M has no 2-dimensional submodules by hypothesis, it is a submodule of a sum of modules of
the above form.
We cannot produce a module 4/2, 2/4/2, 2/4 since the 4s in the middle of the modules above do not have
extensions with both 2s by Lemma 7.1. Thus we have at least 4/2, 2/4, 4/2, 2/4, and so we need as many 4s
as 2s.
Of course, unlike the 2i, the 4i,j are not all the same up to field automorphism. Thus for specific choices
of composition factors, it is possible to achieve better bounds than the previous lemma.
The next lemma considers the case where we want to know how many 1s and 2s we can stack on top of
a given simple module of dimension 4. This lemma gives that answer, and hence how many 4s one needs to
‘hide’ all 1 and 2s inside the middle of the module.
Lemma 7.6 Let H = SL2(2
a) for some 2 6 a 6 6. The largest submodule of P (41,2) whose composition
factors modulo the socle have dimensions 1 or 2 is
22/1/23/1/22/41,2,
and an involution acts projectively on this module.
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For a = 4 and a > 5 we have
22, 24/1/21, 23/41,3, and 22/1/21, 23/41,3
respectively. For a = 6 and i = 4, 5 we have 1/21, 2i/41,i.
In particular, if M is a module for H with no trivial or 2-dimensional submodules or quotients, and it
has 2n trivial composition factors for some n > 0, then it has n′ > n+1 factors of dimension 4, and between
2n+ 1 and 4(n′ − 1) composition factors of dimension 2.
Proof: The facts about the largest submodule of P (4i,j) can easily be checked with a computer. For the
conclusion, we proceed by induction, with the result holding vacuously if dim(M) < 14, since no module can
satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. By removing submodules and quotients of dimension 8 and above, we
may assume that the socle and top of M consist entirely of 4-dimensional modules.
Let M1 = soc(M) and M2 be the preimage in M of the {4i,j}′-radical of the quotient module M/M1.
There are no composition factors of dimension 4 in the quotientM2/M1, and there are no extensions between
simple modules of dimensions at most 2 and at least 8 by Lemma 7.1. Hence M2/M1 is the direct sum of its
{1, 2i}-radical and {1, 2i, 4i,j}′-radical. LetM ′2 denote the preimage inM of the {1, 2i}-radical ofM2/M1, so
that the quotient M ′2/M1 only has composition factors of dimension 1 and 2, and M1 only has composition
factors of dimension 4.
The module M ′2 is therefore a submodule of a sum of modules as in the first part of the lemma. Thus
if M2 has 2m trivial modules then M1 has at least m copies of 4-dimensional modules to support the 2m
trivials, and from the structure of the modules in the lemma the number of 2-dimensionals is at most 4m.
Thus our result holds for M ′2, and hence for M2 as the number of factors of dimensions 1, 2 and 4 are the
same in M ′2 and M2.
Notice that the quotient M/M2 also has no trivial or 2-dimensional submodules or quotients, so satisfies
the conclusion of the lemma by induction. Thus there are at least n + 1 different 4-dimensional factors in
M and at most 4n′− 1 factors of dimension 2; there are at least 2n+1 factors of dimension 2 since M must
have positive pressure, by Lemma 2.2.
7.2 Modules for SL2(3
a)
In this section we describe the simple modules for H = SL2(3
a) for 1 6 a 6 7, describe various extensions
between some of the simple modules, and prove the existence or non-existence of various indecomposable
modules.
Let L = SL2(3) 6 H . The simple modules for L have dimension 1, 2 and 3, with only the 2-dimensional
being faithful. Therefore, the non-trivial simple modules for H are tensor products of modules of dimension
2 and 3, with a module of dimension 2m3n being faithful if and only if m is odd.
Writing 2i for the image of 2 under i iterations of the Frobenius map, and similarly for 3i, the simple
modules for H can be labelled by 2m3nr1,...,rm+n , where m,n > 0 are integers, {r1, . . . , rm+n} ⊂ {1, . . . , a}
with the ri distinct, with
2m3nr1,...,rm+n =
(
m⊗
i=1
2ri
)
⊗

 m+n⊗
j=m+1
3ri

 .
Hence for example 122,3,1 = 22 ⊗ 23 ⊗ 31 is a simple module for PSL2(3a) for any a > 3.
We need to understand the restrictions of these simple modules to L, in order to understand which ones
we can have in the restrictions of minimal modules for G = F4, E6, E7.
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Lemma 7.7 Let H = PSL2(3
a), a > 1, and let M be a simple module of dimension at most 56. The
restriction of M to PSL2(3) is as below.
Module Restriction Composition factors of restriction
1 1 1
3 3 3
4 = 2⊗ 2 3⊕ 1 3, 1
9 = 3⊗ 3 3⊕2 ⊕ P (1) 32, 13
12 = 2⊗ 2⊗ 3 3⊕3 ⊕ P (1) 33, 13
16 = 2⊗ 2⊗ 2⊗ 2 3⊕4 ⊕ P (1)⊕ 1 34, 14
27 = 3⊗ 3⊗ 3 3⊕7 ⊕ P (1)2 37, 16
48 = 2⊗ 2⊗ 2⊗ 2⊗ 3 3⊕12 ⊕ P (1)⊕4 312, 112
We now move on to extensions. With the labelling above, we have the following easy lemma, which can
be found for example in [3, Corollary 3.9].
Lemma 7.8 For any a > 1, a simple module M has non-trivial 1-cohomology if and only if M = 4i,i+1 for
some 1 6 i 6 a, and
dim(Ext1(1, 4i,i+1)) =

1 a > 3,2 a = 2.
We will need more detailed information about extensions between low-dimensional modules for H , and
we summarize that which we need now, taken from [3, Corollary 4.5]. . We restrict to the case when a 6= 2,
because in this case things are slightly different, with that pesky 2-dimensional 1-cohomology group, and
second because we describe the full projectives for this group after the lemma anyway.
Lemma 7.9 Let H = PSL2(3
a) for 3 6 a 6 7. The following extension groups have dimension 1, for all
1 6 i, j 6 a:
(4i,i+1, 1), (1, 4i,i+1), (3i, 4i−1,i), (4i−1,i, 3i), (4i,j , 4i±1,j), (4i,j , 4i,j±1),
If A and B are simple modules for H of dimension at most 9 then Ext1(A,B) = 0 unless (A,B) is on the
list above.
We now consider certain modules. For a = 2, the structures of the projective indecomposable modules
are as follows:
1
4 4
1 1 1 31 32
4 4
1
3i
4
1 33−i
4
3i
4
1 1 31 32
4 4 4
1 1 31 32
4
We see that if a module M has five socle layers then it has a projective summand. More generally, if M
has trivial composition factors, then we can use these to prove that M must have more 4s than pressure
arguments suggest.
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Lemma 7.10 Let H = PSL2(9). If M is a kH-module with no trivial submodules or quotients, and there
are 2n− 1 or 2n trivial composition factors in M , then the number of 4-dimensional factors in M is at least
2n.
Furthermore, the only submodules of P (4) consisting of 4s and 1s are submodules of a self-dual module
4/1, 1/4. In particular, there is no uniserial module of the form 4/1/4.
Proof: Let M be a kH-module, which we may assume is indecomposable. If M is the 9-dimensional
projective simple then the claim is true. If M has any 3-dimensional submodules or quotients then we may
remove them without affecting the claim, and so we may assume that M is a submodule of copies of P (4).
If M is projective then the result holds, so M is not projective, in which case it has at most four socle
layers. Since the fourth socle layer consists solely of copies of 1 and 3i, M must actually have three socle
layers. In particular, the trivials are all in the second socle layer, so if there are 2n− 1 or 2n of them, there
must be at least n copies of the 4-dimensional module in the socle, and similarly in the top. This completes
the proof of the first claim.
The second is easy to see by a computer proof that 4/1, 1/4 is the largest such module. Since it is
self-dual, we cannot construct a 4/1/4 inside it, yielding the second statement.
Lemma 7.11 Let H = PSL2(3
a) for some 2 6 a 6 7. There does not exist a uniserial module with structure
4i,j/1/4m,n, where 4i,j and 4m,n are simple modules of dimension 4.
As a consequence, if a 6= 2 and M is a module with 2i − α composition factors of dimension 4 and i of
dimension 1, for some i > 0 and α > 0, then M has a trivial submodule or quotient.
Proof: For the first part, we may assume that a > 3 by Lemma 7.10. By Lemma 7.8 the only modules
with non-trivial 1-cohomology are 4i,i+1 = 2i ⊗ 2i+1, and the module 1/4i,i+1 is unique for 3 6 a 6 7,
so by applying a field automorphism we may assume that the socle of our uniserial module is 41,2. To
prove that there is no module 4j,j+1/1/4i,i+1 we simply use a computer to compare Ext
1(4j,j+1, 1/41,2) and
Ext1(4j,j+1, 41,2) for each j, and note that they coincide for all 4-dimensional modules 4j,j+1. This proves
the result because it shows that every module that is an extension of 4j,j+1 by 1/41,2 arises as a module
1, 4j,j+1/41,2, and hence is not a uniserial module. (This can be checked directly by simply constructing the
maximal extension.)
For the second statement, we use induction. If i = 1 then there are at most two 4-dimensional factors,
and so M has a trivial submodule or quotient as there is no uniserial module 4i,j/1/4m,n. Let M be a
minimal counterexample.
Since M has no trivial submodules, soc(M) is a sum of 4-dimensional modules, say n of them. As
Ext1(1, 4i,j) has dimension at most 1, there are at most n trivial submodules of the quotient M/ soc(M).
Let N be the preimage in M of the {1}-radical of the quotient M/ soc(M). Notice that the quotient module
M/N has 2i − α − n composition factors of dimension 4 and at least i − n of dimension 1. Since M has
no trivial quotient as it is a quotient of M , and has no trivial submodules by construction, M by induction
cannot satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. This is only possible if M/N has no trivial composition factors,
so N contains all trivial factors of M .
As all trivial composition factors must lie in the second socle layer of M from the above, by Lemma 2.2,
there must be at least i modules of dimension 4 in soc(M) and at least i modules of dimension 4 in top(M),
but there are at most 2i composition factors of dimension 4 in total. Thus n = i, α = 0, and there are
exactly i composition factors in each of the three socle layers. By the first part, we know that i > 2.
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We claim that no such module M can exist, because there is no module 4j,j+1/1/4l,l+1. To see this,
proceed by induction on dim(M), or equivalently on i. The quotient by any 4-dimensional submodule must
have a fixed point by Lemma 2.2, because the image of soc2(M) in the quotient has pressure −1. Thus we
may quotient out by a submodule N of the form 1/4j,j+1. Consider the dual (M/N)
∗ of the quotient module
M/N . This has i composition factors of dimension 4 in the socle but only i− 1 trivial factors in the second
socle layer. Thus there exists a particular 4-dimensional submodule that one may quotient out by and still
have no trivial composition factors. This quotient has 2(i−1) factors of dimension 4 and i−1 trivial factors,
but still has no trivial submodule or quotient. This is a contradiction to our induction hypothesis, so M
cannot exist, completing the proof.
We end with a small lemma, needed at one point in the text.
Lemma 7.12 Let pa = 27. The projective cover of 41,2 is
41,2
1 32 42,3 41,3 122,3,1
1 31 33 42,3 41,3 41,2 41,2 41,2 9 1,3 121,3,2
1 1 32 32 42,3 42,3 41,3 41,3 41,2 121,2,3 122,3,1 122,3,1
1 31 33 42,3 41,3 41,2 41,2 41,2 91,3 121,3,2
1 32 42,3 41,3 122,3,1
41,2
Consequently, if M is a self-dual module of pressure 1 with at least five trivial composition factors then H
stabilizes a line or hyperplane of M .
Proof: The description of the projective is produced by a Magma calculation.
To see the consequence, let M be a minimal counterexample to the statement. By removing all sub-
modules and quotients not of dimension 4 from M , we may assume that M is a submodule of P (41,2) (up
to field automorphism). Since M has pressure 1 it cannot be the whole of P (41,2), so in particular M is a
submodule of rad(P (41,2)). As the top of M must be 41,2, this means that M cannot have 1, 32, 42,3, 41,3
or 122,3,1 as a quotient either, so M is a submodule of soc
5(P (41,2)). This has five trivial factors, but one is
a quotient, so also needs to be removed, and M has only four trivial factors, which is a contradiction.
7.3 Modules for SL2(p)
Let p > 5. Since H = SL2(p) has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, there are only finitely many indecomposable
modules for it over a field of characteristic p. In this section we describe how to construct all indecomposable
modules for H in characteristic p, using the projective indecomposable modules as a starting point.
There are three blocks for kH : one consists of all faithful modules, one of all non-faithful modules other
than the Steinberg, and one is simply the Steinberg module (see, for example, [3, p.47]). We understand the
block containing the Steinberg module, and so we will concentrate on the other blocks.
The Green correspondence [2, Theorem 11.1] shows that the number of non-projective indecomposable
modules of dimension congruent to i modulo p for H is the same as that of the normalizer NH(P ) of a
Sylow p-subgroup P of H , a soluble group of order p(p − 1) with a centre of order 2. However, for this
group, it is easy to construct the indecomposable modules: the projective modules are all of dimension p,
and look like truncated polynomial rings k[X ]/(Xp− 1), hence are uniserial. (There is a fixed 1-dimensional
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module N such that the ith socle layer of the projective cover of the trivial is N⊗i−1 for 1 6 i 6 p, where
we take N⊗0 to be the trivial module. All other projectives are found by tensoring this projective by the
various 1-dimensional modules.) Every indecomposable module is a quotient of such a module, and as every
simple module for NH(P ) is 1-dimensional, we see that there are exactly p− 1 indecomposable modules of
dimension i for each 1 6 i 6 p, with half of these faithful modules for SL2(p) and half modules for PSL2(p).
In particular, we see that once we have constructed p(p − 1) indecomposable modules for H other than
the Steinberg module then we must have found them all. Thus we start with the simple and projective
modules for H , which may be found in [2, pp. 75–79]. Letting M = L(1) be the natural module for H , we
construct all simple modules using symmetric powers
L(i) = Si(M) 0 6 i 6 p− 1,
with L(i) being of dimension i+1. As with the case of SL2(2
a), we will normally write the single number i to
refer to the simple module of dimension i, and so a module 3/5 for SL2(7), for example, is an 8-dimensional
module with 5-dimensional socle L(4) and 3-dimensional top L(2). The odd-dimensional simple modules are
modules for PSL2(p), and the even-dimensional ones are faithful modules for SL2(p).
Having defined the simple modules, we consider the projectives: the Steinberg module L(p − 1) of
dimension p is already projective and is being ignored, and for each simple module i with 1 6 i 6 p− 1, the
projective module P (i) has structure
i/((p+ 1− i) , (p− 1− i))/i,
except when i = 1, in which case p + 1 − i would have dimension p, and we have 1/(p − 2)/1, and when
i = p− 1, so p− 1− i would have dimension 0, and we have (p− 1)/2/(p− 1).
We represent these in diagrams, with lines linking two composition factors A and B if there is a non-split
extension A/B as a subquotient of the module. For example, here are P (3) and P (5) for PSL2(11).
3
7 9
3
5
5 7
5
Using these we construct indecomposable modules as follows: we have modules of the form i/(p+ 1− i)
and i/(p− 1− i), and also two modules of the form i/(p− 1 − i), (p+ 1− i) and (i+ 2)/(p− 1− i). These
two indecomposables can be summed together, then quotiented by a diagonal submodule p− 1− i to make a
new module with four composition factors. We can do that same with the modules i/(p− 1− i), (p+ 1− i)
and (i + 2)/(p− 3− i), (p− 1− i) to obtain a module with five composition factors.
It is easier to visualize using diagrams. In the example above, we can remove the socles of the two
projectives to obtain modules 3/7, 9 and 5/5, 7, take their direct sum, and then quotient out by a diagonal
7.
5
5 7
⊕
3
7 9
→
5
5 7
3
9
This process certainly produces a module, with quotients both of our original summands, and so this module
must be indecomposable. Note that if one tries to do this with say two copies of 3/7, 9 then the fact that
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Ext1(3, 7) is 1-dimensional means that this module splits, so one needs the modules at the top (in this case
3 and 5) to be different.
One can continue this process until one constructs an indecomposable moduleM with all (non-projective)
simple modules appearing in the top and the socle of M exactly once. As an example, the diagrams of the
two such modules for p = 11 (one for PSL2(11), one for the faithful modules of SL2(11)) are as follows:
9 7 5 3 1
1 3 5 7 9
2 4 6 8 10
10 8 6 4 2
We can take subquotients of these modules and construct new indecomposable modules, and we claim that
this constructs all non-projective, indecomposable modules for SL2(p), other than the Steinberg module.
First, the non-simple indecomposable subquotients of the module M are in one-to-one correspondence
with connected subdiagrams of the diagram with at least one edge, since one notes that no two distinct
subdiagrams of the diagram above have the same first and second rows. In the case of simple modules, of
course each appears twice as a subdiagram.
The number of connected subdiagrams of each diagram with at least one edge is (p − 1)(p − 2)/2 (i.e.,
we choose the start and end points), and add in the p − 1 simple modules (other than the Steinberg), and
the p− 1 non-simple projective modules, to obtain
(p− 1)(p− 2) + 2(p− 1) = p(p− 1).
This is the number of indecomposable modules for the normalizer, and so we must have constructed all
indecomposable modules for SL2(p).
It is clear from this ‘zigzag’ structure, that for any indecomposable module, if A and B lie in the socle so
does any module with dimension between dim(A) and dim(B). We have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 7.13 Let H = SL2(p), and let M be an indecomposable module for H .
(i) If M has one socle layer then M is simple, and there are p such modules, one of each dimension.
(ii) If M has three socle layers then M = P (i) for some 1 6 i 6 p− 1.
(iii) If M has two socle layers then the socle of M consists of modules of dimension i, i + 2, . . . , j (i 6 j),
and the top consists of modules p − j + ǫ, p − j + ǫ + 2, . . . , p − i + δ, where ǫ, δ = ±1. There are
(p− 1)(p− 2) such modules.
The indecomposable modules for PSL2(7) other than the Steinberg are below, ordered so that the modules
in column i have dimension congruent to i modulo 7.
1 3, 5/3, 5 3 1, 3, 5/1, 3, 5 5 3/3 P (1)
3/5 1, 3/5 1, 3, 5/3, 5 3/3, 5 1, 3/3, 5 1/5 P (3)
5/3 5/1, 3 3, 5/1, 3, 5 3, 5/3 3, 5/1, 3 5/1 P (5)
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As another example, the indecomposable modules for PSL2(5) are the Steinberg module, together with the
following:
1, 3, 1/3, 3/1, P (1), P (3), 3, 1/3, 3/1, 3, 3/3, 1, 3/1, 3.
Each of these modules M is in Green correspondence with an indecomposable module V of dimension at
most p − 1. Also, Green correspondence means that the restriction of M to NH(P ) is a sum of V and
projective modules. These two facts yield the first part of the following result.
Lemma 7.14 Let H = SL2(p) and let M be an indecomposable kH-module. Let u ∈ H have order p.
(i) u acts on M with at most one block of size different from p.
(ii) All blocks have size p if and only if M is projective.
(iii) u acts on M with no blocks of size p if and only if u is simple, but not the Steinberg module, or u has
dimension p− 1.
Proof: The first part follows from what was said above. The second part simply states that a module is
projective if and only if its restriction to a Sylow p-subgroup is projective, which is [2, Theorem 5.6 and
Corollary 9.3]. For (iii), the dimension of any such module must be less than p by (i). From the description
of the indecomposable modules, we see that if M is not simple then M is the extension of a module of
dimension i by one of dimension p− 1− i, whence the result holds.
The next lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 7.14.
Lemma 7.15 Let H = PSL2(p), and let M be a module for H over a field of characteristic p. Let u ∈ H
have order p. If ni denotes the number of Jordan blocks of size i in the action of u on M , then
np >
∑
16i<(p−1)/2
n2i.
Proof: If the inequality holds forM1 andM2 then it holds forM1⊕M2, so assume thatM is indecomposable.
If M has dimension at most p then M is simple or 1/(p− 2)/1, so u acts on M with a single block of odd
size, or is i/(p− 1 − i), so u acts with a single block of size p− 1. Therefore if there is a block of even size
i < p− 1 then it must come from an indecomposable module of dimension greater than p, and so we obtain
at least one block of size p, as needed.
For G = E7 we must also consider H = SL2(p) with Z(H) = Z(G). In this case we want a similar result
to the above but for faithful modules.
Lemma 7.16 Let H = SL2(p), and let M be a module for H over a field of characteristic p on which the
central involution z of H acts as the scalar −1. Let u ∈ H have order p. If ni denotes the number of Jordan
blocks of size i in the action of u on M , then
np >
∑
16i<(p−1)/2
n2i−1.
Proof: Similar to Lemma 7.15, and omitted.
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We often want to understand self-dual modules for H , since the minimal module M(G) is self-dual for F4
and E7, and the simple adjoint module L(G)
◦ is always self-dual. Using the statements above, if ni is odd,
where again ni is the number of blocks of size i in the action of u, there must be a self-dual indecomposable
summand of dimension congruent to i modulo p.
The next lemma follows from Proposition 7.13 and classifies self-dual indecomposable modules for SL2(p).
From our zigzag diagrams above, it is clear which the self-dual modules are: choose the same simple module
as the start and end points of the subdiagram.
Lemma 7.17 Let H = SL2(p), and let M be a self-dual indecomposable module for H . If M is not simple
or projective, then M has socle (and top) consisting of pairwise non-isomorphic modules N1, N2, . . . , Nr,
where dim(Ni)− dim(Ni−1) = 2 and dim(N1) +dim(Nr) = p± 1. In particular, there are exactly p− 1 non-
projective, indecomposable self-dual modules for PSL2(p), and exactly p− 1 non-projective, indecomposable
and faithful self-dual modules for SL2(p).
Therefore, if p ≡ 1 mod 4, then there is a unique self-dual indecomposable module for PSL2(p) of dimen-
sion congruent to 2i+1 for each 0 6 i 6 (p−1)/2 modulo p, and none congruent to 2i, and there is a unique
faithful, self-dual indecomposable module for SL2(p) of dimension congruent to 2i for each 0 6 i 6 (p− 1)/2
modulo p, and none congruent to 2i+ 1.
On the other hand, if p ≡ 3 mod 4, then there is a unique self-dual indecomposable module for PSL2(p)
of dimension congruent to 2i for each 0 6 i 6 (p− 1)/2 modulo p, and none congruent to 2i+ 1, and there
is a unique faithful, self-dual indecomposable module for SL2(p) of dimension congruent to 2i + 1 for each
0 6 i 6 (p− 1)/2 modulo p, and none congruent to 2i.
We can use this to obtain a better handle on which possible Jordan block structures a given unipotent
element u can have, given that it lies inside a copy of PSL2(p) for p ≡ 1 mod 4. We split the result into two
corollaries depending on whether one has modules for PSL2(p) or SL2(p).
Corollary 7.18 Let H = PSL2(p) with p ≡ 1 mod 4, and let M be a self-dual module for H . Let u be an
element of order p in H . The action of u has an even number of blocks of a given even size i, and there are
at least as many blocks of size p as there are blocks of size all even numbers less than p− 1.
Proof: The second statement comes from Lemma 7.16. That all blocks of even size come in pairs follows
from the fact that u acts on any self-dual indecomposable module with only odd blocks by Lemma 7.17.
Thus if u has a block of even size it must come from a summand M1 that is not self-dual, and then M
∗
1 is
another summand contributing another block of the same size.
Corollary 7.19 Let H = SL2(p) with p ≡ 1 mod 4, and let M be a self-dual module for H on which the
central involution z acts as the scalar −1. Let u be an element of order p in H . The action of u has an even
number of blocks of a given odd size i, and there are at least as many blocks of size p as there are blocks of
size all odd numbers less than p.
We now turn to tensor products. By Steinberg’s tensor product theorem, simple modules for SL2(p
a) are
tensor products of Frobenius twists of p-restricted modules, i.e., L(i) for i 6 p− 1. These restrict to SL2(p)
as tensor products of simple modules, so it will come in handy to understand the tensor products of simple
modules for SL2(p).
The next result gives the tensor product of any two simple modules for SL2(p), and will be of great use
when computing the restriction of simple SL2(p
a)-modules to SL2(p).
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Proposition 7.20 Let H = SL2(p). If 0 6 µ 6 λ 6 p− 1 then L(λ)⊗L(µ) is given by one of the following:
(i) If λ+ µ < p then
L(λ)⊗ L(µ) = L(λ− µ)⊕ L(λ− µ+ 2)⊕ · · · ⊕ L(λ+ µ− 2)⊕ L(λ+ µ).
(ii) If λ+ µ > p and λ < p− 1 then
L(λ)⊗ L(µ) = L(λ− µ)⊕ L(λ− µ+ 2)⊕ · · · ⊕ L(a)
⊕

P (λ+ µ)⊕ P (λ+ µ− 2)⊕ · · · ⊕ P (p+ 1)⊕ L(p− 1) µ evenP (λ+ µ)⊕ P (λ+ µ− 2)⊕ · · · ⊕ P (p) µ odd
where a = 2p− (λ+ µ+ 4).
(iii) L(p− 1)⊗ L(p− 1) = P (1)⊕ P (3)⊕ · · · ⊕ P (p− 1).
This result can be found, for example, in [18] and explicitly in [16, Lemma 3.1].
7.4 Modules for SL2(p
a) for p > 5 and a > 1
As with modules for SL2(3
a) we need a notation system for the simple modules, and as in that section, we
let 21 denote the natural module L(1), i1 = S
i−1(21) = L(i) for 2 6 i < p be the symmetric powers (the
p-restricted modules) and let ij+1 denote the application of a single Frobenius morphism to ij , i.e., i
[1]
j . We
then write, for a module of dimension n formed as the tensor product of m twisted p-restricted modules,
na1,...,am , in order of increasing dimension of factor; for example, the module 21 ⊗ 32 will be denoted 61,2,
and 31⊗ 32⊗ 23 will be denoted 183,1,2. If the integer n has a unique decomposition as a product of exactly
m integers greater than 1 such that the module would be for the correct group (i.e., PSL2(p
a) or SL2(p
a))
then we simply write that, so that 61 and 61,2 for SL2(49) are unambiguous. Sometimes there are modules
that could be either for SL2 or PSL2, such as 121,2 for p > 7, which is either 21 ⊗ 62 or 31 ⊗ 42, but context
will tell us which. When there genuinely is ambiguity, for example, 181,2 when p > 11, as it could be 21⊗ 92
or 31 ⊗ 62, we label them with subscripts 18
(1)
1,2 and 18
(2)
1,2 according to the lexicographic ordering on the
partitions of 18, but in these rare cases we remind the reader which is which.
We start with some information about extensions of simple kH-modules. These are completely deter-
mined in [3, Corollary 4.5], where a general formula in terms of the p-adic expansion of the highest weights
is given. We extract a few special cases which are of use to us.
Of particular interest is which modules have non-trivial 1-cohomology, since we will often want to prove
that we stabilize a line. The next lemma gives this completely.
Lemma 7.21 Let p be a prime, a > 1 be an integer, and let M be a simple module for H = SL2(p
a) with
non-trivial 1-cohomology. One of the following holds.
(i) pa = 2, M is the trivial module, with dim(H1(H,M)) = 1.
(ii) p is odd and a = 1, dim(M) = p− 2, with dim(H1(H,M)) = 1.
(iii) pa = 9, dim(M) = 4, with dim(H1(H,M)) = 2.
(iv) pa 6= 9 with a > 2, M is up to application of a Frobenius map L(p − 2)⊗ L(1)[1], where (−)[1] is the
Frobenius twist (so that dim(M) = 2(p− 1) and M = 2(p− 1)2,1), with dim(H1(H,M)) = 1.
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Just knowing that modules have 1-cohomology is not going to be enough information. We need more
specific information about extensions between simple modules of low dimension, for p = 5, 7 and a > 1. The
next two lemmas of this section furnish us with this information.
Lemma 7.22 Let H = PSL2(5
a) for a = 2, 3. The extensions between simple modules of dimension at most
8 are:
(i) 1 with 8i,i−1;
(ii) 3i with 4i,i+1, 8i,i−1;
(iii) 4i,i+1 with 3i, 8i+1,i−1 (the latter only for a = 3);
(iv) 5i with nothing;
(v) for a = 2, 8i,i+1 with 3i;
(vi) for a = 3, 8i,i+1 with 4i−1,i;
(vii) for a = 3, 8i,i−1 with 1, 3i.
Lemma 7.23 Let H = PSL2(49). The extensions between simple modules of dimension at most 9 are:
(i) 1 with nothing;
(ii) 3i with 8i+1,i;
(iii) 41,2 with 51, 52;
(iv) 5i with 41,2;
(v) 7i with nothing;
(vi) 8i,i+1 with 3i+1, 91,2;
(vii) 91,2 with 81,2, 82,1.
We also require some restrictions of simple PSL2(p
a)-modules to PSL2(p). This is needed because we
often understand the action of PSL2(p) on the minimal or adjoint modules completely, and want to extend
a module for PSL2(p) to a module for PSL2(p
a). We consider modules of dimension at most 56 to include
the minimal modules of F4, E6 and E7. We use Proposition 7.20 to compute the restrictions of modules for
SL2(p
a) to SL2(p). We list restrictions for p
a 6 150 and dimension up to 56, as this is all we will need.
Lemma 7.24 Let H = PSL2(5
a) for a = 2, 3, and let M be a simple module of dimension at most 56. The
restriction of M to L = PSL2(5) is as in Table 7.1. Consequently, if V is a module for H of dimension at
most 56 such that V ↓L has more trivial than 3-dimensional composition factors, then H stabilizes a line on
V .
Proof: We prove the last statement: from the table above we see that only the trivial has more 1s than
3s in its restriction to L. Suppose that the composition factors of V ↓L are 5i, 3j, 1k, with k > j. Lemma
7.21 states that the only simple modules with non-trivial 1-cohomology for H are of dimension 8. Let α
and β be the number of trivial and 8-dimensional composition factors of V respectively. We have that
α > k − (j − β) > β, so V has negative pressure, and hence H stabilizes a line on V by Lemma 2.2, as
needed.
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Module Restriction Composition factors of restriction
1 1 1
3 3 3
4 = 2⊗ 2 3⊕ 1 3, 1
5 5 5
8 = 2⊗ 4 5⊕ 3 5, 3
9 = 3⊗ 3 1⊕ 3⊕ 5 5, 3, 1
12 = 2⊗ 2⊗ 3 5⊕ 3⊕2 ⊕ 1 5, 32, 1
15 = 3⊗ 5 5⊕ P (3) 5, 33, 1
16 = 4⊗ 4 5⊕ P (3)⊕ 1 5, 33, 12
20 = 2⊗ 2⊗ 5 5⊕2 ⊕ P (3) 52, 33, 1
24 = 2⊗ 4⊗ 3 5⊕2 ⊕ P (3)⊕ 3⊕ 1 52, 34, 12
25 = 5⊗ 5 5⊕2 ⊕ P (3)⊕ P (1) 52, 34, 13
27 = 3⊗ 3⊗ 3 5⊕2 ⊕ P (3)⊕ 3⊕2 ⊕ 1 52, 35, 12
40 = 2⊗ 4⊗ 5 5⊕3 ⊕ P (3)⊕2 ⊕ P (1) 53, 37, 14
45 = 3⊗ 3⊗ 5 5⊕4 ⊕ P (3)⊕2 ⊕ P (1) 54, 37, 14
48 = 4⊗ 4⊗ 3 5⊕4 ⊕ P (3)⊕2 ⊕ P (1)⊕ 3 54, 38, 14
Table 7.1: Tensor products of modules for PSL2(5)
For PSL2(25), we will need the eigenvalues of an element of order 12 on the simple modules, so we list
them here. These are of course easy to compute.
Lemma 7.25 Let H = PSL2(25), and let x be a semisimple element of order 12 in H . Let ξ denote a
primitive 12th root of unity. Choosing ξ so that x acts on the symmetric square of the natural module for
SL2(25) with eigenvalues 1, ξ
±1, the eigenvalues of x on the various simple modules for H are as follows.
Dimension Eigenvalues
1 1
3 1, (ξ, ξ11)/(ξ5, ξ7)
4 (ξ2, ξ10), (ξ3, ξ9)
5 1, (ξ2, ξ10), (ξ, ξ11)/(ξ5, ξ7)
8 (ξ2, ξ10), (ξ3, ξ9), (ξ4, ξ8), (ξ, ξ11)/(ξ5, ξ7)
9 1, (−1)2, (ξ, ξ11), (ξ4, ξ8), (ξ5, ξ7)
15 1, (−1)2, (ξ, ξ11), (ξ2, ξ10), (ξ3, ξ9), (ξ4, ξ8), (ξ5, ξ7), (ξ, ξ11)/(ξ5, ξ7)
16 (−1)2, (ξ, ξ11), (ξ2, ξ10), (ξ3, ξ9)2, (ξ4, ξ8)2, (ξ5, ξ7)
25 13, (−1)2, (ξ, ξ11)2, (ξ2, ξ10)2, (ξ3, ξ9)2, (ξ4, ξ8)2, (ξ5, ξ7)2
Here, (ξ, ξ11)/(ξ5, ξ7) means either (ξ, ξ11) or (ξ5, ξ7), depending on the isomorphism type of the module.
We now give the analogue of Lemma 7.24 for p = 7. Again, we consider the range pa 6 150, so just 49
in this case.
Lemma 7.26 LetH = PSL2(p
2), and letM be a simple module forH . The restriction ofM to L = PSL2(p)
is as in Table 7.2 for p = 7 and Table 7.3 for p = 11.
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Module Restriction Composition factors of restriction
1 1 1
3 3 3
4 = 2⊗ 2 3⊕ 1 3, 1
5 5 5
7 7 7
8 = 2⊗ 4 5⊕ 3 5, 3
9 = 3⊗ 3 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 5, 3, 1
12 = 2⊗ 6 7⊕ 5 7, 5
15 = 3⊗ 5 7⊕ 5⊕ 3 7, 5, 3
16 = 4⊗ 4 7⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 7, 5, 3, 1
21 = 3⊗ 7 7⊕ P (5) 7, 52, 3, 1
24 = 4⊗ 6 7⊕ P (5)⊕ 3 7, 52, 32, 1
25 = 5⊗ 5 7⊕ P (5)⊕ 3⊕ 1 7, 52, 32, 12
35 = 5⊗ 7 7⊕ P (5)⊕ P (3) 7, 53, 34, 1
36 = 6⊗ 6 7⊕ P (5)⊕ P (3)⊕ 1 7, 53, 34, 12
49 = 7⊗ 7 7⊕2 ⊕ P (5)⊕ P (3)⊕ P (1) 72, 54, 34, 13
Table 7.2: Tensor products of modules for PSL2(7)
8 Some PSL2s inside E6 in characteristic 3
In this short section we lay the groundwork for studying copies of H = PSL2(3
a) (for a > 2) inside F4(3
b) by
embedding F4(3
b) inside E6(3
b). Let p = 3, and let G denote F4(k), with Gˆ = E6(k). Write Xˆ for the set
of positive-dimensional subgroups for Gˆ. Suppose that H is contained in G = Gσ. Note that the elements
of Aut+(G) extend to elements of Aut+(Gˆ). Thus if H is contained in a σ-stable, NAut+(Gˆ)(H)-stable
subgroup X of Gˆ, and X 6 G, then H is strongly imprimitive in G.
Importantly, we may assume that the graph automorphism does not lie in NAut+(Gˆ)(H) however, since
that does not restrict to an element of Aut+(G). In particular, this means that we may argue with M(E6),
rather than M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗. Write A for the subgroup of Aut
+(Gˆ) generated by inner, diagonal, and
pi-power field automorphisms, so not including the graph automorphism.
If H stabilizes a 3-space on M(E6), then H lies inside a positive-dimensional subgroup of Gˆ, namely the
stabilizer Y of that 3-space by Lemma 2.3. In general, however, the intersection Y∩G need not be positive
dimensional, but we will at least show that H is contained in a σ-stable, NA(H)-stable, positive-dimensional
subgroup of G, i.e., H is strongly imprimitive in G.
We start with another useful result. Since the minimal module for F4 is 25-dimensional rather than 26-
dimensional, the action of F4 on M(E6) is a uniserial module 1/25/1. If a subgroup H splits this extension,
so acts as 1⊕ 1⊕ 25, we cannot see this in F4, but we can use the structure of M(E6) to nevertheless place
H inside a member of X .
Proposition 8.1 Let H be a subgroup of G. If H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6) then H is strongly
imprimitive in G.
Proof: Suppose that H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6). If H centralizes a line on M(F4) then we are
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Module Restriction Composition factors of restriction
1 1 1
3 3 3
4 = 2⊗ 2 3⊕ 1 3, 1
5 5 5
7 7 7
8 = 2⊗ 4 5⊕ 3 5, 3
9 9 9
9 = 3⊗ 3 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 5, 3, 1
11 11 11
12 = 2⊗ 6 7⊕ 5 7, 5
15 = 3⊗ 5 7⊕ 5⊕ 3 7, 5, 3
16 = 4⊗ 4 7⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 7, 5, 3, 1
16 = 2⊗ 8 9⊕ 7 9, 7
21 = 3⊗ 7 9⊕ 7⊕ 5 9, 7, 5
20 = 2⊗ 10 11⊕ 9 11, 9
24 = 4⊗ 6 9⊕ 7⊕ 5⊕ 3 9, 7, 5, 3
25 = 5⊗ 5 9⊕ 7⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 9, 7, 5, 3, 1
27 = 3⊗ 9 11⊕ 9⊕ 7 11, 9, 7
32 = 4⊗ 8 11⊕ 9⊕ 7⊕ 5 11, 9, 7, 5
33 = 3⊗ 11 11⊕ P (9) 11, 92, 3, 1
35 = 5⊗ 7 11⊕ 9⊕ 7⊕ 5⊕ 3 11, 9, 7, 5, 3
36 = 6⊗ 6 11⊕ 9⊕ 7⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1
40 = 4⊗ 10 11⊕ P (9)⊕ 7 11, 92, 7, 3, 1
45 = 5⊗ 9 11⊕ P (9)⊕ 7⊕ 5 11, 92, 7, 5, 3, 1
48 = 6⊗ 8 11⊕ P (9)⊕ 7⊕ 5⊕ 3 11, 92, 7, 5, 32, 1
49 = 7⊗ 7 11⊕ P (9)⊕ 7⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕ 1 11, 92, 7, 5, 32, 12
55 = 5⊗ 11 11⊕ P (9)⊕ P (7) 11, 92, 72, 5, 32, 1
Table 7.3: Tensor products of modules for PSL2(11)
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done by Proposition 4.6, so we may assume that H does not. Therefore the H-fixed points on M(E6) are
exactly 2-dimensional. The 2-space stabilizer Y is positive dimensional by Lemma 2.3, and NA(H)-stable
by Proposition 4.3. Also, since G centralizes exactly one line, Y 6= G. As it stabilizes the line stabilized by
G, Y is a proper subgroup of G, and hence H is strongly imprimitive in G, as needed.
Proposition 8.2 Let H ∼= PSL2(3a) be a subgroup of G for a > 2. If H stabilizes a 3-space on the
25-dimensional minimal module M(F4) then H is strongly imprimitive in G.
Proof: Suppose that H stabilizes a 3-space on M(E6), and hence H , and the stabilizer Y, lie inside some
member of Xˆ by Lemma 2.3, X say. By Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, if H stabilizes a line on either M(F4) or
L(F4) then the result holds. Since the restriction of L(E6)
◦ to F4 is the sum of M(F4) and L(F4), if H is
contained in F4 and stabilizes a line on L(E6)
◦, it must stabilize a line on either M(F4) or L(F4), so we are
done. If H is a blueprint for M(E6) then H is contained in a σ-stable, NA(H)-stable, positive-dimensional
subgroup of Gˆ by Proposition 4.3, whence H is strongly imprimitive in G.
If H 6 X0, then the component group X/X0 must have a subgroup isomorphic to PSL2(3a) for some
a > 2. By [33, Corollary 2] and Remark (2) shortly before, H must lie in a maximal-rank subgroup of Gˆ
(since all others have soluble component group). Examining [33, Table 10.3], if X has maximal rank then X
must be the normalizer of a torus, N
Gˆ
(T). Furthermore, since X/X0 is the Weyl group 2×PSp4(3), we see
that a = 2.
There is a unique class of subgroups PSL2(9) inside PSp4(3) = W (E6)
′, and since there is a copy of
PSL2(9) ∼= Alt(6) normalizing a torus in the A5 subgroup, we see that H is conjugate to a subgroup of A5,
which of course means that we may replace X by a different member of Xˆ and have H 6 X0. Thus we
assume that X is connected.
If X = A5A1 then X stabilizes a line on L(E6)
◦, so we are done by the first paragraph. If H lies in a
subgroup X that is either a D5-parabolic subgroup or a copy of F4 other than G, then H stabilizes a line
on M(F4) by Lemma 2.4. Since H already stabilizes a line on M(F4) since it lies in G, this means that H
stabilizes two different lines, in fact H centralizes them since H is perfect. Thus H centralizes a 2-space on
M(E6), and therefore we apply Proposition 8.1.
If X is a parabolic subgroup, then by Proposition 4.1, either H is contained in a σ-stable, NA(H)-stable
parabolic of E6, whose intersection with F4 is positive dimensional by dimension counting, and still stable
under σ and NA(H), or H is E6-completely reducible. If X is an A5 parabolic, then this means that
H 6 A5 6 A5A1, which we have already considered. Similarly, if X is an A2A2A1-parabolic subgroup then
H 6 A2A2A1 6 A2A2A2, which we consider below.
If X = C4, then X acts irreducibly onM(E6), as the exterior square of the natural module M(C4) minus
a trivial summand. As F4 has a trivial submodule and trivial quotient on M(E6), if H 6 C4 ∩ F4 then the
exterior square of an 8-dimensional module for H = PSL2(3
a) or SL2(3
a) (in this case the centre must act
as a scalar) must have at least one trivial summand, and at least two trivial submodules. If the action of H
on the exterior square has two trivial summands, or three trivial submodules, then H must lie inside a line
stabilizer of M(E6) other than F4, and hence stabilize a line on M(F4), so H has been considered above.
The simple modules of dimension at most 8 for H have dimensions 1, 3 and 4, and the exterior square of
these are 0, 3∗ and 3⊕3, none of which has a trivial submodule. Thus we must see repetitions of composition
factors in M(C4) ↓H , and either three of one composition factor or two different repeats. If the factors have
dimension 3, 3, 1, 1 then M(C4) ↓H is semisimple by Lemma 7.8 and has the form 3
⊕2
1 ⊕ 1
⊕2; H is contained
in the algebraic A1 acting as L(2)
⊕2⊕L(0)⊕2 on M(C4), and this stabilizes the same subspaces of M(E6) as
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H . Thus H is a blueprint for M(E6). If the factors have dimension 3, 1
5 or 4, 14 then H has at least three
trivial submodules on M(C4) (there is no module 1, 1/4/1, 1 for PSL2(9)), and this results in two trivial
submodules on M(E6), which was handled before. Hence we have an embedding of H¯ = SL2(3
a) inside
X = C4 with Z(H¯) = Z(X).
The faithful simple modules for H¯ of dimension at most 8 have dimension 2, 6 and 8. Of course, Λ2(8)
has a single trivial submodule, so this cannot be the correct action of H¯ on M(C4). If the composition
factors have dimension 6, 2 then M(C4) ↓H¯ is semisimple of the form 6i,j ⊕ 2l for some i, j, l, and
Λ2(6i,j) = (1/4j,j+1/1)⊕ 9i,j , Λ
2(2l) = 1.
Thus if H stabilizes a 3-space on M(E6), it must come from 6i,j ⊗ 2l, hence l = i or l = j. If l = i, we have
6i,j ⊗ 2i = 3j ⊕ 9i,j ,
and H stabilizes a unique 3-space on M(F4) and M(E6), the stabilizer of which is easily seen to be positive
dimensional by placing it inside an algebraic A1 inside C4, or by applying Lemma 2.3. Since H stabilizes a
unique 3-space, this stabilizer is σ-stable and NA(H)-stable by Proposition 4.3, and therefore H is strongly
imprimitive. On the other hand, if l = j then
6i,j ⊗ 2j = 2i ⊗ (2j/2j+1/2j),
which will only stabilize a 3-space if i = j, which is not allowed, so H cannot stabilize a 3-space in this case.
Thus we may assume that the composition factors of M(C4) ↓H all have dimension 2. There are two
orbits of 2-spaces on M(C4), with stabilizers a parabolic subgroup and A1C3. Since we may assume that
H does not lie in a parabolic subgroup, all 2-spaces stabilized by H have A1C3 stabilizer, and in this case
the 2-space is complemented in the stabilizer, hence in H . Thus M(C4) is a sum of H-stable 2-spaces, and
therefore H centralizes at least a 4-space on the exterior square of M(C4), a possibility that has already
been considered. Thus X = C4 is complete.
We are left with the irreducible G2, the A2G2 subgroup, and the A2A2A2 maximal-rank subgroup. In
these cases we will show that H is a blueprint for M(E6).
If H is contained in X = G2 then from the list of maximal subgroups in [21] either H acts on the natural
module (up to Frobenius) as 3⊕21 ⊕ 1, or lies in a diagonal subgroup of A1A1 acting as 41,i⊕ 31 for any i > 1.
In both cases H is contained in an algebraic A1 subgroup Y.
The subgroup X acts irreducibly as L(20) on M(E6), and these two copies of H act on M(E6) as
3⊕31 ⊕ (1/41,2/1)
⊕3, 91,i ⊕ (1/41,2/1)⊕ (41,i/(22 ⊗ 2i)/41,i),
where of course 22⊗ 2i is 42,i if i > 2 and 1⊕ 32 if i = 2. The subgroups Y containing them act in the same
way, and stabilize the same subspaces as H , so that H is a blueprint for M(E6).
If X = A2G2, then X acts onM(E6) as (10, 10)⊕(02, 00): if H lies inside the G2 factor then it centralizes
a 6-space onM(E6), so definitely lies inside a line stabilizer of F4, and hence we may assume that H projects
along the A2 factor as 31. Along the G2 factor it can act as either 3
⊕2
i ⊕ 1 or 4i,j ⊕ 3i, for any i, j > 1 with
i 6= j. In the first case we obtain
31 ⊕ 9
⊕2
1,i ⊕ (1/41,2/1) and 3
⊕3
1 ⊕ (1/41,2/1)
⊕3,
for i > 1 and i = 1 respectively, and in the second case we obtain
31 ⊕ (1/41,2/1)⊕ (41,i/(22 ⊗ 2i)/41,i)⊕ (1/41,2/1), 91,i ⊕ (41,j/(22 ⊗ 2j)/41,j)⊕ (1/41,2/1),
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91,i ⊕ 12i,j,1 ⊕ (1/41,2/1),
for i = 1, j = 1 and i, j 6= 1 respectively. Again, in all cases, the algebraic subgroup containing H stabilizes
the same subspaces as H , so again H is a blueprint for M(E6).
Finally, we have X = A2A2A2, which acts on M(E6) as (up to duality) the sum of the three possible
configurations of natural times natural times trivial. If we act trivially on one or two of them we obtain, up
to field automorphism,
3⊕61 ⊕ 1
⊕9, 3⊕71 ⊕ (1/41,2/1), 91,i ⊕ 3
⊕3
1 ⊕ 3
⊕3
i ,
depending on whether we have one non-trivial module 31, two non-trivial and both 31, and two non-trivial
and 31 and 3i respectively. In the first two cases, H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6), and we already showed
that this means that H is strongly imprimitive in G. In the third case, H does not stabilize a line onM(E6),
so cannot lie in G.
Thus we may assume that H acts along the first factor as 31, the second as 3i and the third as 3j . In
this case we have one of
3⊕31 ⊕ (1/41,2/1)
⊕3, 31 ⊕ (1/41,2/1)⊕ 9
⊕2
1,j , 271,i,j,
depending on whether we have i = j = 1, 1 = i 6= j, and 1 6= i 6= j 6= 1 respectively. As with the other
cases, each of these is contained in an algebraic A1 stabilizing the same subspaces of M(E6), so again H is
a blueprint for M(E6).
In the first paragraph we showed that if H is a blueprint for M(E6) then H is strongly imprimitive, so
in all cases we have shown that H is strongly imprimitive.
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9 Proof of the theorems: strategy
In this section we discuss the techniques that we will use in proving that a given PSL2(p
a) subgroup H of
G is strongly imprimitive in G.
The first step is usually to use the dimensions of modules and the traces of semisimple elements to produce
a list of potential sets of composition factors for the action of H on M(G), which in Section 2 we called
conspicuous sets of composition factors. For many groups this list is small, but as the sizes of G and H grow
the number grows larger and we need more efficient methods that cut this number down, for example only
considering possible multisets of dimensions that have either no modules of dimension 1 or more modules
of dimension 2(p− 1) than modules of dimension 1, at least for pa odd and not equal to 9, i.e., modules of
positive pressure (see Lemmas 2.2 and 7.21).
Having done this, we can assume we know the composition factors of M(G) ↓H , and we have a few ways
to proceed.
(i) Each semisimple element of H belongs to a semisimple class of G, and the trace of the element on
M(G) is often enough to determine this class uniquely, sometimes to a small number of possibilities.
In particular, this yields the traces of the semisimple elements on L(G) (with potentially several
possibilities). Hence the composition factors of M(G) ↓H yields a list, often a list with one element, of
the possible sets of composition factors for L(G) ↓H . Sometimes this has no elements, of course only
if there is no embedding of H with these composition factors. Other times L(G) ↓H has non-positive
pressure, so we again show that H is strongly imprimitive. Otherwise, we may analyse both M(G) ↓H
and L(G) ↓H using the techniques below. We will occasionally employ Lemma 2.1 in this regard.
(ii) We can easily compute Ext1 between the composition factors of M(G) ↓H using [3, Corollary 4.5] and
determine if M(G) ↓H is semisimple or not. If it is, the action of a unipotent element u must match
one of the unipotent classes of G, whose actions on M(G) and L(G) are tabulated in [22]. If it does
not appear, or is generic (see Definition 6.4), then we are done.
(iii) Let V be some rational kG-module. If V ↓H is not semisimple, and V is self-dual (i.e., all cases except
when G = E6 and V = M(E6)) then in order for a composition factor to appear in the socle and not
be a summand, it must occur with multiplicity at least 2. This allows us to cut down the possibilities
for the socle of V ↓H .
(iv) Let V be as above. If the socle of V ↓H isW , then V is a submodule of P (W ), where P (W ) denotes the
projective cover of W . In particular, it is a submodule of the cf(V )-radical of P (W ), where we recall
that cf(V ) is the set of composition factors of V . Thus the cf(V )-radical of P (W ) needs to contain at
least as many copies of each composition factor as there are in V , and further analysis of this radical
can eliminate more cases.
The Magma commands Ext and MaximalExtension can be used to construct this radical, even without
the ambient projective module, so are useful when the projective is too large to compute directly. If W
is the putative socle of V , and I is a set of simple kH-modules, we construct the I-radical of V using
the following program.
function ComputeRadical(W,I)
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W0:=Dual(W);
repeat
n:=Dimension(W0);
for M in I do
E,rho:=Ext(W0,Dual(M));
W0:=MaximalExtension(W0,Dual(M),E,rho);
end for;
until n eq Dimension(W0);
return Dual(W0);
end function;
(v) We can use Lemma 6.12: suppose that H = PSL2(p
a) embeds in G, and an algebraic A1-subgroup
X embeds in G, such that for some module V , the highest weights of the composition factors of both
H and X on V are the same. Assume furthermore that the composition factors of V ↓X satisfy the
hypotheses of Lemma 6.12. We wish to conclude that H is a blueprint for V . In order to do this, an
element x in H of order (pa ± 1)/2 must be guaranteed to come from a class intersecting X. If the
semisimple class containing x is determined by its eigenvalues on V then this is true, but this is not
true for every semisimple class, so we will have to check when we use the lemma.
(vi) In a similar vein, we can look for elements of G that do not lie in H and yet stabilize some eigenspaces
of an element of H on a module V : if ζ1, . . . , ζr are roots of unity and y acts as a scalar on each
ζi-eigenspace of an element x ∈ H (i.e., preserves all subspaces of the eigenspace), then y stabilizes any
subspace of V on which x acts with eigenvalues some of the ζi. In particular, if there is a submoduleW
of H with this property then 〈H, y〉 stabilizes W . Of course, it might be that 〈H, y〉 is almost simple,
say PGL2(p
a) for example, so we need to exclude this case by finding other such elements, proving
that the index of H in this group is not 2, or applying Corollary 6.14.
In practice when looking for an element of order an to power to an element of order n, we often use
Litterick’s program [37, Chapter 7] to construct all the eigenvalues of semisimple elements of order an
of V first. We then take powers of these eigenvalues to see whether there are elements of order an
powering to a fixed element x of order n and stabilizing a given subspace. Of course, this implies that
the eigenvalues of x on V determine x. If this is not the case, we would have to do it for all possible
semisimple classes to which x may belong.
If the order an is too big to construct all semisimple classes of that order, we can employ the preimage
trick, described at the end of Section 6.2, to obtain the semisimple elements that power to a given one.
A heuristic, but not a formal statement, is that the larger the order of an element, the greater the
proportion of elements of that order are blueprints for a given module. For example, XM(F4) =
{1, . . . , 18}, so there are semisimple elements of order 17 in F4 that are not blueprints for F4. However,
228 of the 230 classes of semisimple elements of order 17 are blueprints for M(F4). The easiest way to
check this is to find elements of order 34 that square to a given element of order 17 and have the same
eigenspaces. Since elements of order 34 are blueprints for M(F4), this shows that a given element of
order 17 is a blueprint.
(vii) If G = E6, E7 and p = h− 1 where h is the Coxeter number of G, then in one case we prove that H
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stabilizes an sl2-subalgebra of L(G). We can then apply Corollary 6.19 on positive-dimensionality of
such a stabilizer.
Some combination of these ideas is usually enough to prove that H = PSL2(p
a) lies inside a positive-
dimensional subgroup of the algebraic group G, by showing that H stabilizes some subspace W of some
module V for G that has positive-dimensional stabilizer. This proves that H is not Lie primitive, but to
prove strong imprimitivity we need to know more about W . We will sometimes prove directly that the
intersection of the stabilizers of the subspaces in the NAut+(G)(H)-orbit of W is also positive-dimensional
(often this orbit has length 1) and then apply Proposition 4.3. Usually we will prove that H stabilizes a
1-space on L(G)◦ and apply Proposition 4.5, a 1- or 2-space on M(G) and apply Propositions 4.6 or 4.7
respectively, or thatH is a blueprint forM(G) or L(G) and apply Proposition 4.3 (we needM(E6)⊕M(E6)∗,
and we cannot use M(F4) if p = 2).
The rest of the sections will prove these facts for the various H and G under consideration.
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10 F4
In this section, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2 and G = F4(k). Let H ∼= PSL2(pa)
be a subgroup of G.
Theorem 5.10 states that if p = 2 and a > 5 then H is a blueprint for L(F4), and if p is odd and p
a > 37
then H is a blueprint for M(F4). In both cases, H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. Thus in what
follows we may assume that pa 6 31.
Let L = PSL2(p) 6 H and let u denote a unipotent element of L of order p. The possibilities for the
Jordan block structures of u on M(F4) and L(F4) are given in [22, Tables 3 and 4]. Recall the definition of
a generic unipotent element from Definition 6.4.
We will prove that H is always strongly imprimitive. Since H cannot act irreducibly on M(F4) or L(F4)
by [34], if H is a blueprint for either module then it is strongly imprimitive, by Proposition 4.3.
10.1 Characteristic 2
Let p = 2, so that a 6 4. All semisimple elements of G lie inside D4, which centralizes a 2-space on M(F4).
Furthermore, an element of order 2a + 1 in H has a fixed point only on the trivial simple module. We
therefore see that M(F4) ↓H has at least two trivial composition factors. In particular, Lemma 7.2 applies in
this situation (as an involution cannot act projectively on M(F4) from [22, Table 3]), and so the pressure of
M(F4) ↓H has to be at least 2 for H not to stabilize a line on M(F4), and therefore be strongly imprimitive
via Proposition 4.6.
If a = 1 then H is soluble, and if a = 2 then H stabilizes either a 1- or 2-space on M(F4) by [17,
Proposition 5.4], hence is strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.6 and 4.7.
We first consider a = 3, then the case a = 4 afterwards. If one simply wants to show that H must
stabilize a 1- or 2-space on M(F4), one can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 11.1 below, and prove the
next result in a few lines. However, we now prove a stronger result.
Proposition 10.1 Suppose that p = 2 and a = 3. If H does not stabilize a line on L(F4), then up to field
automorphism of H the composition factors of M(F4) ↓H are
421,3, 2
4
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
4,
and H stabilizes a 2-space on M(F4).
Proof: Using a computer, we use the traces of semisimple elements of order at most 17 (i.e., all of them) to
find all conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(F4) ↓H . There are 63 such sets, too many to simply
list here, so we need to cut down on this number.
First we exclude those whose traces on semisimple elements imply that there is no corresponding set of
composition factors for L(F4) ↓H , or equivalently L(λ1) ↓H since L(F4) has composition factors L(λ4) =
M(F4) and L(λ1). (See (i) from Section 9.) Thus we are left with 53 conspicuous sets of composition factors
for M(F4) ↓H .
These 53 sets fall into orbits, first under the field automorphism of order 3 of H , and second under the
graph morphism swapping L(λ4) and L(λ1). The orbits have lengths 2, 3 and 6, and there are ten orbits in
total. If M(F4) ↓H has pressure at most 1, then as stated at the start of the subsection, H stabilizes a line
on M(F4) by Lemma 7.2. Six of these ten orbits contain sets of factors with non-positive pressure, and two
more have pressure 1. Thus for eight of the ten orbits we are guaranteed that H stabilizes a line on either
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L(λ4) or L(λ1). Since L(F4) has these modules as two composition factors, this means H stabilizes a line
on L(F4), as claimed.
We are left with two orbits, one of length six and one of length three, with representatives
8, 41,3, 42,3, 2
2
1, 22, 23, 1
2, and 421,3, 2
4
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
4.
Thus we may assume that H acts on M(F4) with one of these two sets of composition factors.
Case 1: Since the only non-trivial simple module appearing more than once is 21, and M(F4) is self-dual,
M(F4) ↓H is the sum of an indecomposable module with socle 21 and a semisimple module. If the semisimple
module has a trivial composition factor then H stabilizes a line on M(F4), so we may assume that both
trivial factors lie in this indecomposable summand. Write V for this indecomposable module, so soc(V ) = 21.
We know that M(F4) ↓H is self-dual, so if there is a non-split extension between two non-trivial simple
modules A and B inside M(F4) ↓H , we must also have one between B and A. Thus not both A and B can
appear with multiplicity 1 in the composition factors of M(F4) ↓H .
If A is 42,3, then B can only be 23 by Lemma 7.1. However, both of these appear with multiplicity 1 in
M(F4) ↓H , so there is no extension between them. In particular, 42,3 must be a summand of M(F4) ↓H .
The {1, 21, 22, 23, 41,3}-radical M1 of P (21) has three trivial composition factors, and must contain V .
Since top(V ) = 21 as well, we may take the {21}′-residual of M1 to obtain another module M2, which also
contains V . The module M2 has structure
21/1/21, 22/1, 41,3/21,
and u acts projectively on M2. However, an involution cannot act projectively on M(F4) (see [22, Table 3])
so both trivial factors cannot lie in V . Hence H must stabilize a line on M(F4), as claimed.
Case 2: There are modules with these composition factors that do not stabilize a line, for example
4⊕21,3 ⊕ (21/1/22/1/21)⊕ (21/1/23)⊕ (23/1/21),
and the Jordan blocks of u on this module do appear in [22, Table 3]. We claim that M(F4) ↓H always has
a 1- or 2-dimensional submodule.
To see the claim, note that otherwise soc(M(F4) ↓H) = 41,3. Hence M(F4) ↓H is a submodule of P (41,3),
but P (41,3) has structure
41,3/21/1/22/1/21/41,3,
and there are many reasons why this cannot work: the dimension is 16, 23 is not involved in it, there are
not enough factors that are 1 or 21, the involution u acts projectively on it, and so on.
There is a copy of SL2(8) inside F4 that does indeed not stabilize a line on L(F4), inside A˜2A2. The
projection of H along the A˜2 factor acts on M(A2) as 21/1, and the projection along the A2 factor acts on
M(A2) as 1/23. The product of these two modules is an indecomposable module 21/1/23, 41,3 with dual
23/1, 41,3/21, and the product of 21/1 and its dual is
(21/1/22/1/21)⊕ 1,
yielding an embedding into F4 with the required property. (Remember that the trivial in the last decompo-
sition is removed when considering M(F4), see Appendix A.)
We now turn to a = 4. Almost exactly the same result holds in this case.
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Proposition 10.2 Suppose that p = 2 and a = 4. If M(F4) ↓H does not stabilize a line on L(F4), then up
to field automorphism of H and graph automorphism of G the composition factors of M(F4) ↓H are
421,3, 2
4
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
4,
and H stabilizes a 2-space on M(F4).
Proof: We proceed as in Proposition 10.1, starting by producing all conspicuous sets of composition factors
using the traces of semisimple elements of order up to 17, this time finding 146 conspicuous sets of composition
factors for M(F4) ↓H . Sixteen of these sets of composition factors have no corresponding set of composition
factors on L(F4), so we reduce to 130 sets of composition factors. These fall into eighteen orbits under field
automorphism of H and graph automorphism of G: fifteen of length 8, two of length 4 and one of length 2.
If M(F4) ↓H has pressure at most 1, then as stated at the start of the subsection, H stabilizes a line on
M(F4) by Lemma 7.2. Eleven of these orbits contain a conspicuous set of composition factors with negative
pressure, and a further two with factors with pressure 0, hence H fixes a line on M(F4), and thus L(F4).
We can exclude factors with pressure 1 as well, eliminating a further two orbits. There remain three orbits,
each of length 8, with representatives
81,2,3, 41,3, 42,3, 2
2
1, 22, 23, 1
2, 81,2,4, 41,3, 42,4, 2
2
1, 22, 23, 1
2, 421,3, 2
4
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
4.
Thus we assume that M(F4) ↓H has composition factors one of the above three sets.
Cases 1, 2: We argue as in Proposition 10.1, to see that since the only non-trivial simple module appearing
more than once is 21, M(F4) ↓H is a sum of a semisimple module and a self-dual submodule V of P (21) that
has top 21. For i = 3, 4, the {1, 22, 23, 41,3, 42,i, 81,2,i}-radical of the quotient module P (21)/21, lifted back
to P (21), is
23/1, 42,3/22, 23/1, 41,3/21 and 1/22, 23/1, 41,3/21,
for i = 3 and i = 4 respectively.
This module must contain V as a submodule. An involution acts projectively on this module, so if both
trivial composition factors of M(F4) ↓H lie in V then u acts projectively on M(F4) ↓H . However, u cannot
act projectively on M(F4) by [22, Table 3]. Thus there is a trivial summand in M(F4) ↓H , as needed.
Case 3: Since we constructed an example of this embedding not stabilizing a line on M(F4) inside the
A2A˜2 subgroup just after Proposition 10.1, we will not be able to prove that it stabilizes a line on M(F4).
However, it does stabilize a 2-space, as it did for a = 3.
We follow the same proof as for a = 3 as well. The {1, 21, 22, 23, 41,3}-radical of P (41,3) is
22/1/21, 23/41,3,
so soc(M(F4) ↓H) cannot be just 41,3. Hence H stabilizes either a line or a 2-space on M(F4), as claimed.
10.2 Characteristic 3
For p = 3, since pa 6 31, a 6 3. Of course, PSL2(3) is soluble, so a = 2, 3. The proof for a = 3 is significantly
easier than for a = 2. In fact, for a = 2 we need to embed H inside the F4A1 subgroup of E7 to prove that
H is not Lie primitive.
Proposition 10.3 If p = 3 and a = 3, then H is a blueprint for M(F4).
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Proof: Let x be a semisimple element of order 13 in H . Of the 104 semisimple classes of elements of order
13 in F4, all but seven contain blueprints forM(F4). In each case, there are elements of order 26 that square
to them and preserve the eigenspaces on M(F4), and since all elements of order 26 are blueprints for M(F4)
by Theorem 5.9, this shows that those classes contain blueprints. (See (vi) from Section 9.)
There are 40 conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(F4) ↓H . Removing the conspicuous sets of
factors for which x is a blueprint leaves just seven, three up to field automorphism of H . Representatives of
these orbits are
122,3,1, 91,2, 41,2, 122,3,1, 91,3, 41,2, 4
2
1,2, 4
2
1,3, 4
2
2,3, 1.
Let ζ denote a primitive 13th root of unity, and let θ denote a primitive 26th root of unity with θ2 = ζ. By
choosing ζ appropriately, x acts on 41,2 with eigenvalues ζ
±1 and ζ±2.
Case 1: x acts on M(F4) with eigenvalues
1, (ζ±1)2, (ζ±2)3, (ζ±3)2, (ζ±4)2, ζ±5, (ζ±6)2.
There is an element xˆ of order 26 in G that squares to x and has eigenvalues
1, (θ±1)2, (θ±2)3, (θ±3)2, (θ±4)2, θ±5, θ±6, (−θ±6).
This does not stabilize all the eigenspaces of x, but it only splits the ζ±6-eigenspaces, which are contained
inside the 12-dimensional factor. Hence xˆ stabilizes all subspaces stabilized by H . Since xˆ has order 26, it
is a blueprint for M(F4) by Theorem 5.9.
Cases 2, 3: In the second case, M(F4) ↓H is semisimple because it is self-dual. In the third case, by
applying a field automorphism if necessary, soc(M(F4) ↓H) contains 41,2.
The trace of x on M(F4) in both cases is 0. There is an element xˆ in G, of order 26, such that xˆ
2 = x
and xˆ acts on M(F4) with eigenvalues
1, (θ±1)2, (θ±2)2, (θ±3)2, (θ±4)2, θ±5, (−θ±5), θ±6, (−θ±6),
so xˆ stabilizes a 41,2 in the socle of the second and third cases. Since xˆ is a blueprint for M(F4), and it
stabilizes 41,2, this means that the stabilizer Y of 41,2 is positive dimensional. In particular, H lies in a
member of X .
Examining the list of maximal positive-dimensional subgroups of G from Appendix A, if H acts on
M(F4) with factors 12, 9, 4 then the only member of X in which H can lie is A1C3. This subgroup acts
with factors of dimension 12 and 13, so any positive-dimensional subgroup containing H must also stabilize
the 12. In particular, Y stabilizes the 12. Since Y must act semisimply on M(F4), H and Y stabilize the
same subspaces of M(F4), i.e., H is a blueprint for M(F4). Thus we are left with Case 3.
We now run through the elements of X , proving that u lies in the generic class A2 (see Definition 6.4),
and thus H is a blueprint for M(F4) by Lemma 6.5. See Appendix A for the composition factors of the
maximal positive-dimensional subgroups of G on M(F4).
We cannot embed H in a maximal parabolic or A2A˜2 as the dimensions of the composition factors of
M(F4) ↓H and M(F4) ↓A2A˜2 are not compatible. We may embed H only in B4, A1C3 and A1G2.
Suppose that H 6 B4, which acts as 9 ⊕ 16 on M(F4). Since there is no uniserial module of the
form 4i,j/1/4m,n by Lemma 7.11, and H acts with composition factors of dimensions 4
6, 1 on M(F4), the
restriction of the 9 to H must be 4i,j ⊕ 4m,n ⊕ 1. The element u acts on 4i,j with blocks 3, 1, so u acts with
at least three blocks of size 1 on M(F4), and at least six blocks of size 3, one from each factor 4i,j. Thus u
acts on M(F4) with blocks 3
6, 13: from Table 6.1 we see that u lies in the generic class A2.
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If H embeds in X = A1C3 then we may assume up to field automorphism that H acts on M(A1) as 21.
Since X acts on M(F4) as (1, 100)⊕ (0, 010), we need 6-dimensional modules for H whose tensor product
with 21 only have 4-dimensional composition factors, each appearing at most twice, and there are three of
these: 2⊕22 ⊕ 23, 22 ⊕ 2
⊕2
3 , and 63,1. However, the exterior square of L(100) for C3 is a uniserial module
0/010/0 (in characteristic 3). Thus the exterior square of one of these modules, minus two trivials, is the
other summand of M(F4) ↓H . None of these has the correct exterior square, so H does not embed in A1C3.
We are left with A1G2, which acts on M(F4) with composition factors (L(2), L(10)) of dimension 21
and (L(4), L(00)) of dimension 4. This embedding of H is impossible: H acts on M(A1) as, up to field
automorphism, 31, and so the action of H on the minimal module for G2 cannot have a trivial or 3-
dimensional composition factor, because the product with 31 would not be correct. But then one cannot
make a 7-dimensional module at all, a contradiction.
Thus if H embeds into G with these factors on M(F4) then it is a blueprint, as needed.
We now consider a = 2, which we did not consider in [17] because we could not produce a complete
answer there. There is no known proof of the result from within F4 itself either, and here we have to move
into E7, by embedding F4 in the maximal subgroup F4A1. The next result establishes as much of the result
as we can within F4, and then we embark on a proof of the final part afterwards.
Proposition 10.4 Suppose that p = 3 and a = 2. One of the following holds:
(i) H stabilizes a line on M(F4) or L(F4);
(ii) H stabilizes a unique 3-space on M(F4);
(iii) H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6);
(iv) up to field automorphism of H , the action of H on M(F4) is
9⊕ (4⊗ 32)⊕ 4.
If (i), (ii) or (iii) hold, then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: First, note that if H stabilizes a line on M(F4) or L(F4) then H is strongly imprimitive by Propo-
sitions 4.6 and 4.5 respectively. If H stabilizes a unique 3-space on M(F4) then H is strongly imprimitive
by Proposition 8.2, and if H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6) then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition
8.1. Thus the consequence follows if we can show (i) to (iv) hold.
Using the traces of semisimple elements of orders 2, 4 and 5, one finds, up to field automorphism of H ,
eight conspicuous sets of composition factors, namely
361, 1
7, 43, 331, 1
4, 44, 31, 32, 1
3, 9, 42, 31, 32, 1
2
9, 43, 31, 1, 4, 3
7
1, 4, 3
6
1, 32, 9
2, 4, 31.
Case 1: Using Lemma 7.8 we can compute the pressure of each set of composition factors, and the first set
of factors has pressure −7, so in this case H fixes a line on M(F4) by Lemma 2.2, so the result holds.
Case 2: The second conspicuous set of composition factors must yield a trivial submodule on M(F4) by
Lemma 7.10, so again the result holds.
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Cases 6, 7: If M(F4) ↓H is either the sixth or seventh cases, then the trace of an involution in H is −7 on
M(F4). The trace of an involution from this class on L(F4) is 20 so that L = PSL2(3) acts with composition
factors 38, 128 on L(F4). By Lemma 7.7 any non-trivial simple module for H has at most two 3s for every
three 1s on restriction to L, and so H always has at least sixteen trivial composition factors and at most eight
non-trivial composition factors. Since H1(H, 4) has dimension 2 by Lemma 7.8, L(F4) ↓H has non-positive
pressure and hence has a trivial submodule by Lemma 2.2. Again, the result holds for these cases.
Case 8: If the factors of M(F4) ↓H are the eighth case then M(F4) ↓H must be semisimple and H be
stabilize a unique 3-space on M(F4), so again the result holds.
Case 4: If H stabilizes a line or a unique 3-space on M(F4) then the result holds, so assume that this is not
the case. The 9 must split off as it is the projective Steinberg module. The socle is either 4 or 31 ⊕ 32 ⊕ 4,
and so it is either 4, or 31 and 32 are summands of M(F4) ↓H . The structure of M(F4) ↓H is therefore either
9⊕ (4/1, 1, 31, 32/4) or 9⊕ 31 ⊕ 32 ⊕ (4/1, 1/4).
(In the first possibility, the second summand is not unique determined by the socle structure.)
We claim that, in either case, M(F4) ↓H has zero 1-cohomology. If this is true then M(E6) ↓H must be
1⊕ 1⊕M(F4) ↓H , and therefore H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6).
If we have the second possibility, then the module is uniquely determined up to isomorphism, and so
this is an easy computer calculation. As we have said, the first module is not determined uniquely up to
isomorphism, but the quotient M1 by the socle has structure
4/1, 1, 31, 32
and is determined uniquely. An easy computer calculation shows that H1(H,M1) = 0. If M(F4) ↓H has
non-trivial 1-cohomology, then the extension must have the form
9⊕ (4/1, 1, 1, 31, 32/4),
i.e., the 1 must fall into the second socle layer. But now there is a module 1, 1, 1/4, and H1(H, 4) has
dimension 2 by Lemma 7.8. This proves the claim.
Thus in the second possibility, H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6), as the element in H
1(G,M(F4)) that
yields the module 1/M(F4) ↓H must be zero on restriction to H . In particular, the result holds.
Case 3: If the proposition does not hold, then we may assume that H does not stabilize a line or unique
3-dimensional subspace of M(F4) ↓H . We cannot have 31 ⊕ 32 in the socle, for then M(F4) ↓H has 31 ⊕ 32
as a summand and the remaining summand M1 has composition factors 4
4, 13. The {1, 4}-radical of P (4) is
the self-dual module 4/1, 1/4, so M1 must have socle 4
⊕2. Furthermore, M1 must have structure
4, 4/1, 1, 1/4, 4,
but we see that the {1, 4}-radical of P (4)⊕2 has four trivial modules in the second socle layer, not three, but
still exactly two copies of 4 in the third layer. Since none of the trivial factors are quotients, one cannot be
removed while keeping the two 4s in the top, so M1 must have a trivial submodule.
Hence soc(M(F4) ↓H) is either 4 or 4⊕2. (If it is 4⊕3, there must be a 4 as a summand, and we can
remove this to still obtain a module with socle 4 or 4⊕2.) We saw the structure of P (4) just before Lemma
7.10:
4/1, 1, 31, 32/4, 4, 4/1, 1, 31, 32/4.
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If M(F4) ↓H has five socle layers then it contains P (4), which has dimension 36, too many dimensions. If it
has four socle layers then 1 or 3i is a quotient, hence a submodule, which is not allowed. Thus it has three
socle layers, so has structure
4, 4/1, 1, 1, 31, 32/4, 4.
We now look at the image of H inside E6, and its action on M(E6). If soc(M(E6) ↓H) = 1 then, since
P (1) has dimension 27, we have that M(E6) ↓H∼= P (1). However, the action of u on M(E6) is clearly now
39, so u acts on M(F4) with Jordan blocks 3
8, 1, from Table 6.1. But if we remove the top and socle from
P (1) we obtain a 25-dimensional module on which u acts with Jordan blocks 37, 22, a contradiction.
Thus there exists an H-submodule 1⊕ 4 of the minimal module M(E6). Notice that P (4) has dimension
36 and has five socle layers, and P (1) has five socle layers, so since neither of these is contained in the
module M(E6) ↓H , we must have that M(E6) ↓H has at most four socle layers. In particular, since M(E6)
is self-dual, we cannot have a uniserial module 3i/4/1 as a subquotient of M(E6) ↓H . To see this, note that
1/4/3i would also have to be a subquotient. As there is a unique 3i in M(E6) ↓H , we would need at least
five socle layers in M(E6) ↓H , which is not allowed.
Consider the preimage W of soc2(M(F4) ↓H) in M(E6), and in particular the {1, 4}-radical of W . This
is the preimage of a module (1, 1/4)⊕ (1/4), and since Ext1(1, 1/4, 1) = 0, the {1, 4}-radical of W must be
a module
(1, 1/4)⊕ (1/4/1).
(The uniserial module 1/4/1 is not uniquely determined up to isomorphism.) We need to place both a 31
and a 32 on top of this module, but without constructing a uniserial 3i/4/1 as a subquotient. There is only
one way to do this:
(1, 1, 31, 32/4)⊕ (1/4/1).
(If 3i were placed diagonally across the two summands, quotienting out by the first summand would yield a
uniserial 31/4/1 submodule.)
Since there is no uniserial module 4/1/4 by Lemma 7.11, no 4 placed on top of this module W can cover
the 1 in the second summand (again by quotienting out by the first summand we would construct a uniserial
module 4/1/4), and so M(F4) ↓H has a trivial quotient. This was specifically excluded at the start of the
proof, so we obtain a contradiction to the statement that H1(H,M(F4)) 6= 0.
We therefore see that H cannot have non-trivial 1-cohomology, so H centralizes a 2-space on M(E6), as
needed for the proposition.
Case 5: The composition factors are 9, 43, 31, 1. We may assume that neither 1 nor 31 lie in the socle of
M(F4) ↓H , as else we satisfy the conclusion of the proposition.
The 9, being projective, splits off as a summand. As in the previous case, we know that M(F4) ↓H has
exactly three socle layers. Since there are three 4s, two must appear in the socle, and therefore two in the
top. Thus one splits off as a summand.
We therefore see that M(F4) ↓H must have the form
9⊕ (4/1, 31/4)⊕ 4.
There is a unique module 4/1, 31/4, and it is 4⊗ 32. To see that it is unique, note that above 1, 1, 31/4 one
may place two copies of 4, which can be understood as the module
(4/1, 1/4)⊕ (4/1, 31/4)
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quotiented out by a diagonal 4, where the second summand is 4⊗ 32.
Any submodule of this of codimension 4 either removes the 4 from the first or second summand, or
diagonally across both. Removing from either the first or second summand is easy to understand. Removing
a diagonal 4 must result in neither trivial factor in the first summand becoming a quotient. Hence the
diagonal submodule has a single trivial quotient, so upon removing that it has the form
4/1, 1, 31/4,
with no trivial quotients. This has the wrong form, so we cannot make a module with structure 4/1, 31/4
by removing a diagonal quotient.
Thus 4/1, 31/4 is the module 4⊗ 32, and this is case (iv) in the proposition.
Before we attack this last case above, we prove a small lemma about it, reducing us to the case where H
is Lie primitive.
Lemma 10.5 Suppose that p = 3 and a = 2. Either H is strongly imprimitive, or H is Lie primitive in G.
Proof: By Proposition 10.4, either H is strongly imprimitive or M(F4) ↓H is
9⊕ (4 ⊗ 32)⊕ 4.
If H is Lie primitive then we are done, so assume that H is contained in a member X of X . We will show
that X always stabilizes the 9, and hence H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3.
We first consider X a parabolic subgroup. The composition factors of M(F4) ↓X are given in Appendix
A. As the B3-parabolic has three trivial factors on M(F4), the C3-parabolic has two factors M(C3), which
are not compatible with the dimensions, and the two A2A1-parabolics have composition factors either of
dimension 2 or two of dimension 3, H cannot lie in any parabolic. Thus H is G-irreducible, and so X is a
maximal-rank subgroup or A1G2.
Suppose that X = B4. As X has summands of dimension 9 and 16, the summand 9 of M(F4) ↓H is
stabilized by X, as claimed. (In fact, this cannot work: H must act irreducibly on M(B4). In this case, the
composition factors of H on the spin module are 42, 31, 32, 1, which are not correct. But we do not need this
to prove the result.)
The summands of A2A2 on M(F4) are of dimension 9, 9 and 7, so H cannot embed in this subgroup.
The composition factors of X = A1G2 on M(F4) are of dimension 21 and 4. The 21-dimensional module
is (L(A1),M(G2)), and this must restrict to H as (31 ⊗ 32) ⊕ (4 ⊗ 32), up to field automorphism. We see
that H must act on M(G2) as 4⊕ 32, and on M(A1) as 21 (so that H acts on L(A1) as 31).
Let Y denote a diagonal A1 subgroup of A1G2 acting on M(A1) as L(1) and on M(G2) as L(4)⊕ L(6).
The action of Y onM(F4) has a summand L(2)⊗L(6) = L(8), which means that Y stabilizes the irreducible
9-space on M(F4), as needed.
Finally, if H is contained in X = C3A1, then H acts on the 13-dimensional module L(010) for the C3
factor, which is a summand ofM(F4) ↓X, as 9⊕4. Since C3 is a classical group and H isG-irreducible, hence
C3-irreducible, H is contained in an A1-subgroupY of C3 (see Proposition 3.4). There are no 13-dimensional
simple modules for Y, and H acts as 4 ⊕ 9, so Y must also act as a sum of two modules, of dimensions 4
and 9. In particular, Y stabilizes the irreducible 9-space of M(F4) ↓H , as claimed.
Proposition 10.6 Suppose that p = 3 and a = 2. The subgroup H is always strongly imprimitive in G.
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Proof: From Proposition 10.4 we may assume that M(F4) ↓H is the module
9⊕ (4 ⊗ 31)⊕ 4,
up to field automorphism. From Lemma 10.5 we may assume that H is Lie primitive in G.
Consider the F4A1 maximal subgroup X of E7. We may construct a subgroup J ∼= SL2(9) in X by
projecting J along F4 as the subgroup H , and along A1 irreducibly, acting on M(A1) as 21. Since H is Lie
primitive in G, the only positive-dimensional subgroups of X containing J are contained in H ·A1, and have
dimension at most 3.
Step 1: X stabilizes a unique 2-space V on M(E7).
From [33, Table 10.2], the action of X on M(E7) has structure
(0000, 1)/(0001, 1), (0000, 3)/(0000, 1),
and so the claim is clear.
Step 2: J stabilizes more than one 2-space on M(E7). It acts as 22 on V and 21 on some other subspace
W .
This is a simple calculation. The action of J on (M(F4),M(A1)) is
(9⊕ (4⊗ 31)⊕ 4)⊗ 21 = P (61,2)⊕ P (62,1)⊕ (22/21/22)⊕ 62,1 ⊕ 22.
Thus the action of J on the second socle layer of M(E7) ↓X has three copies of 22 as submodules. Since
Ext1(22, 21) ∼= Ext
1(4, 1) has dimension 2 by Lemma 7.8, there is no module 22, 22, 22/21, this means that
M(E7) ↓J has a submodule 22, as well as a submodule 21.
The subspace W is stabilized by J but not by X. Since dim(E7) = 133, the dimension of the stabilizer
of W in E7 is at least 133 − 56 − 55 = 22. Thus J is contained in a positive-dimensional subgroup Y0 of
E7, not equal to X by construction, and of dimension at least 22. It is not contained in X either, since the
largest dimension of a positive-dimensional subgroup of X containing J is 3. Thus Y0 6 X.
Hence we replace Y0 by some maximal positive-dimensional subgroup Y of E7, which has dimension at
least 22 and is not equal to X.
Step 3: J is E7-irreducible, and contained in either Y = D6A1 or Y = F4A1.
Suppose that Y is some other maximal positive-dimensional subgroup. If J is not contained in Y0 then J
must be a subgroup of Y/Y0. [33, Table 10.3] shows that if Y has maximal rank then Y is the normalizer of
a torus, but this has dimension 7, which is too small. [33, Theorem 1] and Remark (2) after shows that there
are no other candidates. Thus J 6 Y0 so we may assume thatY is a maximal connected positive-dimensional
subgroup of E7.
Thus Y is a maximal parabolic, a maximal-rank subgroup A7, D6A1 or A2A5 from [33, Table 10.4], or
a subgroup G2C3 or F4A1 (A1G2 has dimension 17, which is too small).
If dim(Y) has dimension at least 82 then dim(Y ∩ X) > 82 + 55 − 133 = 4. Since J 6 Y ∩ X this
contradicts the fact that J is contained in no subgroup of X of dimension greater than 3.
We remind the reader of the dimensions of the maximal parabolic subgroups of E7.
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Parabolic Dimension
E6 106
D6 100
A6 90
A5A1 86
D5A1 91
A4A2 83
A3A2A1 80
Thus we need only consider the A3A2A1-parabolic subgroup. Notice that Z(J) = Z(E7). In order
for Z(J) = Z(E7), J must project faithfully along the A1 and the A3 factors of the parabolic, but there
are no faithful 4-dimensional simple modules for J in characteristic 3. Hence J acts reducibly on M(A4),
and thus lies in a A2A1A1A1-parabolic subgroup. This lies in another parabolic subgroup, so we obtain a
contradiction.
Thus we now have that J is E7-irreducible, establishing one of our claims.
Suppose that H lies in one of A7, A2A5 and G2C3. Then Proposition 3.4 implies that H is contained in
an E7-irreducible A1 subgroup. Consulting [50, Table 7], we find that all E7-irreducible A1 subgroups lie in
D6A1, so Y may be replaced by D6A1 in these cases.
Thus H lies inside D6A1, or F4A1, as needed.
Step 4: H is contained in Y = D6A1.
Suppose that Y is of type F4A1, with Y 6= X. By making another choice for W , we may assume that Y
stabilizes W . Since Y acts on W as (0, 1), this means that J embeds in Y acting on M(A1) as 22. In order
for Z(J) and Z(E7) to coincide, Z(J) must lie in the kernel of the projection along F4.
The possible composition factors of J on M(F4) are given in Proposition 10.4, and are up to field
automorphism
361, 1
7, 43, 331, 1
4, 44, 31, 32, 1
3, 9, 42, 31, 32, 1
2,
9, 43, 31, 1, 4, 3
7
1, 4, 3
6
1, 32, 9
2, 4, 31.
We tensor these factors (and their images under the field automorphism) by 22, then add 2
2
2, 21 to them to
give the factors of M(E7) ↓J , which we computed above to be
631,2, 6
3
2,1, 2
4
1, 2
6
2.
This yields a unique set of composition factors for M(F4) ↓J , which are 4
3, 331, 1
4. Thus J fixes a line on
M(F4) by the proof of Proposition 10.4. Hence the projection of J along the F4 factor of Y lies in a positive-
dimensional subgroup of F4 of dimension at least 52− 26 = 26, but not a parabolic since J is Y-irreducible.
Thus this projection lies inside B4. Thus J lies inside a B4A1 subgroup of Y, and we may apply Proposition
3.4 to see that J is contained in an E7-irreducible A1 subgroup. As before, this means that J 6 D6A1, as
claimed.
Step 5: Conclusion.
Thus we may assume that Y = D6A1. If J 6 D6 then it is not E7-irreducible, so J acts faithfully onM(A1).
This means that Z(J) acts trivially on M(D6).
Since J is Y-irreducible, by Proposition 3.4, the projection of J along D6 is contained in a D6-irreducible
A1 subgroup. We see from [50, Lemma 3.4] that the action of J on M(D6) must be a sum of inequivalent
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simple modules. This is only possible if J acts on M(D6) as 3i ⊕ 9 for some i = 1, 2, and of course J acts
along M(A1) as 2j for some j = 1, 2.
We consult [50, Table 7], and see that the A1 subgroup of E7 must be subgroup 10, with r = j, s = 1,
t = 2, u = i.
Working up to field automorphism, we may fix j = 1, and let u = i = 1, 2. This yields two sets of
composition factors for M(E7) ↓J , easily computable from [50, Table 12]. They are
631,2, 6
2
2,1, 2
7
1, 2
6
2, 6
5
1,2, 62,1, 2
4
1, 2
6
2.
On the other hand, we see from the composition factors ofM(E7) ↓J above that they must be 631,2, 6
3
2,1, 2
4
1, 2
6
2.
Up to field automorphism, these do not coincide, and this yields a contradiction.
The only assumption was that the positive-dimensional subgroups of X containing J had dimension at
most 3, so this is not the case. In particular, they have positive-dimensional projection along F4, so the
projection H of J along F4 is contained in a positive-dimensional subgroup of F4, as desired.
10.3 Characteristic at least 5
Let p > 5, and recall that H = PSL2(p
a) for some a > 1, with pa 6 36, with u ∈ H of order p, as detailed
at the start of this section. The possible actions of u on M(F4) are given in [22, Table 3]; by Lemma 6.5
we may assume that our unipotent class is not generic. This leaves us with the following three unipotent
classes:
(i) C3, p = 7, acting as 7
2, 62;
(ii) F4(a2), p = 7, acting as 7
3, 5;
(iii) F4, p = 13, acting as 13
2.
This proves the following result immediately.
Proposition 10.7 If pa 6= 7, 13 then H is a blueprint for M(F4).
For p = 7 we have the following result.
Proposition 10.8 If pa = 7 then H stabilizes a line on either M(F4) or L(F4).
Proof: We use the traces of elements of orders 2, 3 and 4 to produce the possible composition factors of
M(F4) ↓H . These are
36, 18, 5, 37, 53, 33, 12, 7, 53, 3, 1, 73, 15.
We saw in Section 7.3 that the only indecomposable module with a trivial composition factor but no trivial
submodule or quotient is P (3) = 5/1, 3/5. This immediately tells us that in the first, third and fifth cases,
H stabilizes a line on M(F4). (Indeed, in the first and fifth cases all trivial factors are summands.)
The case 7, 53, 3, 1 yields traces of elements of orders 2, 3 and 4 of 2, −1 and −2 respectively. This
corresponds to traces on L(F4) of −4 for an involution, −2 or 7 for an element of order 3, and finally 4 for an
element of order 4. There is no set of composition factors that are compatible with this, so this case cannot
occur.
If the composition factors are 5, 37, then the traces of the elements of orders 2 and 3 yield a unique
conspicuous set of composition factors on L(F4), which is 5
7, 3, 114. This has negative pressure and so H
stabilizes a line on L(F4) by Lemma 2.2.
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For p = 13 we are left with one open possibility, which we will prove yields a Serre embedding (see
Definition 6.6).
Proposition 10.9 Suppose that pa = 13. Either H is a blueprint for M(F4), or u is a regular unipotent
element and M(F4) ↓H and L(F4) ↓H are given by
P (9) = 9/3, 5/9 and P (3)⊕ P (11) = (3/9, 11/3)⊕ (11/1, 3/11)
respectively. In particular, H is a Serre embedding.
Proof: From the list above, the regular unipotent class is the only non-generic one for p = 13, so if H
is not a blueprint for M(F4) then u is regular and in particular acts projectively on M(F4) and L(F4) by
[22, Tables 3 and 4], hence both modules must restrict to H as projectives. The projective indecomposable
modules for H are
1/11/1, 3/9, 11/3, 5/7, 9/5, 7/5, 7/7, 9/3, 5/9, 11/1, 3/11, 13.
Thus there are eight possible projective modules of dimension 26, two of which are conspicuous for M(F4):
P (5) and P (9). The first of these does not have corresponding factors on L(F4) (see (i) from Section 9), and
the second has factors 113, 9, 33, 1, which yield the projective module P (3)⊕ P (11), as claimed.
We now summarize the results of this section.
If p = 2 we showed that H always stabilizes a line or 2-space on M(F4) = L(λ4) or on M(F4)
τ = L(λ1),
and hence is strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.6 and 4.7. If p = 3 then H is strongly imprimitive by
Proposition 10.6 for a = 2, and for a = 3 we showed in Proposition 10.3 that H is a blueprint for M(F4),
hence strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.4.
If p > 5 then we showed that H is a blueprint for M(F4) unless p = 7 – in which case H stabilizes a line
on either M(F4) or L(F4) – or p = 13, in which case H is a Serre embedding. By Propositions 4.6, 4.5 and
4.4, H is strongly imprimitive or a Serre embedding.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.2. Any maximal subgroup of the finite group that is almost
simple with socle a copy of PSL2(p
a) is either strongly imprimitive or it is not. If it is not, then it is a Serre
embedding by the above reasoning, so we assume that it is strongly imprimitive. Therefore it is the fixed
points of a maximal subgroup from [33, Corollary 5]. It cannot be a parabolic, and no A1-type subgroup
appears in [27, Table 5.1], so it cannot be the fixed points of a maximal-rank subgroup. This leaves only the
A1 for p > 13, as claimed.
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11 E6
In this section, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2 and G = E6(k), by which we mean
the simply connected form, i.e., |Z(G)| = 3 if p 6= 3 and G′ = G. Let H ∼= PSL2(pa) be a subgroup of G.
Theorem 5.10 states that if p = 2 and a > 5 then H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗, and if p is
odd and pa > 37 then H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗. In both cases, H is strongly imprimitive by
Proposition 4.4. Thus in what follows we may assume that pa 6 31.
Let L = PSL2(p) 6 H and let u denote a unipotent element of L of order p. The possibilities for the
Jordan block structures of u onM(E6) and L(E6) are given in [22, Tables 5 and 6], and for L(E6)
◦ in Lemma
6.2. Recall the definition of a generic unipotent element from Definition 6.4.
We will prove that H is always strongly imprimitive. Since H cannot act irreducibly onM(E6) or L(E6)
◦
by [34], if H is a blueprint for either module then it is strongly imprimitive, by Proposition 4.3.
11.1 Characteristic 2
Let p = 2. This case is easy, as we do not aim to produce the same depth of result. If a = 1 then H is
soluble, and if a = 2 then [17, Proposition 5.4] shows that H stabilizes a 1- or 2-space on M(E6) or its
dual. We show that SL2(8) stabilizes a line or 2-space on M(E6) or its dual, and we show that SL2(16) is a
blueprint for M(E6)⊕M(E6)
∗.
For a = 4 we use the idea that, while not every semisimple element of order 17 in F4 is a blueprint
for M(F4), since 17 is very close to the maximum of the integers in XM(F4) given in Proposition 5.5,
almost all elements of order 17 are. (See (vi) in Section 9.) This statement passes through to M(E6) and
M(E6)⊕M(E6)
∗, since our real semisimple elements lie in F4, via Lemma 6.8.
We start with a = 3.
Proposition 11.1 Suppose that p = 2 and a = 3. Then H stabilizes a line or 2-space onM(E6) orM(E6)
∗.
Proof: Suppose that soc(M(E6) ↓H) and soc(M(E6)∗ ↓H) have neither 1s nor 2s, so M(E6) ↓H is a
submodule of P (4)s and 8s. The projective cover of 4i,i+1 is
4i,i+1/2i+1/1/2i−1/1/2i+1/4i,i+1,
and thus M(E6) ↓H is a sum of projectives P (4i,i+1) and 8s, but this has even dimension, which is not
correct.
Now we move on to a = 4, where we use semisimple elements of order 17 that are blueprints for M(E6),
as suggested earlier.
Proposition 11.2 If p = 2 and a = 4 then H is a blueprint for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗.
Proof: Every real semisimple element of E6 is (conjugate to an element) in F4 by Proposition 8.2, and by
Lemma 6.8 if an element of F4 is a blueprint for M(F4) then it is for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗ as well.
Of the 230 semisimple classes in F4 of elements of order 17, all but two are blueprints for M(F4) (see
(vi) of Section 9). These two classes have representatives x and x3, where x has eigenvalues
13, (ζ±117 )
2, (ζ±217 )
2, (ζ±317 ), (ζ
±4
17 )
2, (ζ±517 ), (ζ
±6
17 ), (ζ
±7
17 ), (ζ
±8
17 )
2
on M(E6). We thus may assume that every element of H of order 17 is conjugate to either x or x
3.
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There are 107766 possible sets of composition factors for a kH-module of dimension 27, but for none of
them does an element of order 17 have the eigenvalues above (up to algebraic conjugacy). Thus a semisimple
element of H of order 17 is always a blueprint for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗, and so the result holds.
11.2 Characteristic 3
Let p = 3. From the remarks at the start of the section, we may assume that a 6 3. Of course, PSL2(3)
is soluble, and PSL2(3
2) was proved to stabilize a line on either M(E6) or L(E6)
◦ in [17, Proposition 6.2].
Thus we may assume that a = 3.
In the previous subsection we exploited the fact that most semisimple elements of order 17 are blueprints
for M(E6). We will do the same here with order 13 elements. There are 104 classes of semisimple elements
of order 13 in F4. All but seven of these are blueprints forM(F4). We can easily see this by finding elements
of order 26 that have the same number of distinct eigenvalues on M(F4) as their square, and noting that
elements of order 26 are blueprints forM(F4) by Proposition 5.5. By Proposition 6.9 real semisimple elements
of E6 conjugate into F4, and by Lemma 6.8 blueprints for M(F4) are blueprints for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗.
Proposition 11.3 Suppose that p = 3 and a = 3. Either H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ or H
stabilizes a line on M(E6) or M(E6)
∗.
Proof: This is easier than the case of F4, but will start in exactly the same way. There are fifty conspicuous
sets of composition factors for M(E6) ↓H , but for only seven of these do the elements of order 13 come from
semisimple classes that are not blueprints forM(E6)⊕M(E6)∗, three up to field automorphism of H . These
are
122,3,1, 91,2, 41,2, 1
2, 122,3,1, 91,3, 41,2, 1
2, 421,2, 4
2
1,3, 4
2
2,3, 1
3.
The first two have pressure −1 and so H must stabilize a line on M(E6) by Lemma 2.2. The third must
stabilize a line on M(E6) or M(E6)
∗ by Lemma 7.11 with i = 3, α = 0. Thus H stabilizes a line on M(E6)
or M(E6)
∗, as needed.
11.3 Characteristic at least 5
Let p > 5, and recall that H = PSL2(p
a) for some a > 1, with pa 6 36, with u ∈ L 6 H of order p, where
L = PSL2(p). The possible actions of u on M(E6) are given in [22, Table 5]; by Lemma 6.5 we may assume
that our unipotent class is not generic, leaving us with the following seven unipotent classes:
(i) A4, p = 5, acting as 5
5, 12;
(ii) A4 +A1, p = 5, acting as 5
5, 2;
(iii) A5, p = 7, acting as 7
2, 62, 1;
(iv) D5(a1), p = 7, acting as 7
3, 3, 2, 1;
(v) E6(a3), p = 7, acting as 7
3, 5, 1;
(vi) E6(a1), p = 11, acting as 11
2, 5;
(vii) E6, p = 13, acting as 13
2, 1.
We now go prime by prime, starting with p = 5.
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Proposition 11.4 Suppose that p = 5.
(i) If a = 1 then H stabilizes a line on either M(E6) or L(E6).
(ii) If a = 2 then H stabilizes a line on M(E6), M(E6)
∗ or L(E6).
Proof: Suppose that a = 1. The conspicuous sets of composition factors of M(E6) ↓H are
36, 19, 5, 37, 1, 53, 33, 13.
The first set of composition factors has pressure −3, so in this case H stabilizes a line on M(E6) by Lemma
2.2. In the second case we switch to L(E6) (see (i) from Section 9), on which H acts with composition factors
58, 38, 114 or 511, 35, 18.
In either case, we see that H stabilizes a line on L(E6), as needed. The third set of composition factors has
pressure 0, so might only stabilize a hyperplane onM(E6). However, the only indecomposable modules with
a trivial composition factor but no trivial submodule are submodules of P (3) = 3/1, 3/3, so in order not to
stabilize a line, M(E6) ↓H must be
5⊕3 ⊕ (1/3)⊕3,
on which u acts as 53, 43, but this does not appear on [22, Table 5], so H does indeed stabilize a line (and
hyperplane) on M(E6).
Now suppose that a = 2. By Lemma 7.24, if M(E6) ↓L has more trivial than 3-dimensional factors then
H stabilizes a line on M(E6). Thus if M(E6) ↓L is the first set of composition factors then H stabilizes a
line on M(E6), and if M(E6) ↓L is the second set of composition factors then H stabilizes a line on L(E6).
We therefore assume that M(E6) ↓L has factors 5
3, 33, 13. At this point it seems easiest to use the traces
of semisimple elements of order at most 13, finding eighteen conspicuous sets of composition factors, each
with at least one trivial factor and with non-positive pressure, so in all cases H stabilizes either a line or a
hyperplane on M(E6).
For p = 7 we do not need to go past a = 1, which makes this easier than the previous case.
Proposition 11.5 If p = 7 and a = 1, then H stabilizes a line or hyperplane on M(E6).
Proof: The conspicuous sets of composition factors are, as for p = 5, the same as for F4 but with an extra
trivial factor, namely
36, 19, 5, 37, 1, 53, 33, 13, 7, 53, 3, 12, 73, 16.
The only indecomposable module that has a trivial composition factor but no trivial submodule or quotient
is P (5) = 5/1, 3/5, thus all of these sets of composition factors stabilize either a line or hyperplane onM(E6).
For p = 11, we see the first use of the idea of fixing an sl2-subalgebra (see Section 6.6).
Proposition 11.6 Suppose that p = 11. Either H is a blueprint for both M(E6) and L(E6), or H has a
trivial summand on M(E6), or H acts on M(E6) and L(E6) as
P (9)⊕ 5 and 11⊕2 ⊕ P (7)⊕ P (5)⊕ 9⊕ 3
respectively. Futhermore, H stabilizes a unique 3-space on L(E6), which is an sl2-subalgebra of L(E6).
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Proof: Examining [22, Tables 5 and 6], we see that there are only two unipotent classes of elements of order
11 that are not generic for both M(E6) and L(E6), namely D5 (generic for M(E6)) and E6(a1) (not generic
for either), and generic unipotent elements are blueprints by Lemma 6.5. If u belongs to class D5, then it
acts on M(E6) with Jordan blocks 11, 9, 5, 1
2. Since there are two Jordan blocks of size 1 and only one of
size 11, M(E6) ↓H must have a trivial summand. To see this, each non-trivial indecomposable summand of
dimension congruent to 1 modulo 11 has dimension 12 and uses up a block of size 11, by Lemma 7.14.
We therefore assume that u belongs to class E6(a1), so acts as 11
2, 5 onM(E6) and as 11
6, 9, 3 on L(E6).
There are five indecomposable modules of dimension congruent to 5 modulo 11, which up to duality are
5, 7, 5, 3/5, 7, 9, 7, 5, 3/1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
with the last one having dimension 49, which is not allowed, and the second one having dimension 27, with
trace of an involution −1, which is also not allowed (see Appendix B). Thus M(E6) ↓H is the sum of 5 and
a 22-dimensional projective module.
We now use traces of semisimple elements of orders at most 6 to see which sums of projectives and a 5
are conspicuous, finding two, namely
11⊕ P (1)⊕ 5 and P (9)⊕ 5.
The first stabilizes a line on M(E6) but does not have a trivial summand, hence lies inside a D5-parabolic
subgroup, acting on M(E6) uniserially as 10/16/1, and the image of H inside the D5-Levi subgroup must
act as 1/9 on M(D5), which is not possible as M(D5) is a self-dual module. Thus the first case does not
exist, and M(E6) ↓H must be the second.
The corresponding sets of composition factors on L(E6) (see (i) from Section 9) are
11, 93, 74, 33, 13 and 112, 9, 73, 54, 32.
Since L(E6) is self-dual and there is a unique self-dual module congruent to each dimension modulo 11 by
Lemma 7.17, the fact that u acts on L(E6) with blocks 11
6, 9, 3 means that 9 and 3 must be summands of
L(E6) ↓H . The first set of factors cannot form a projective and these summands, but the second case can,
yielding
11⊕2 ⊕ P (7)⊕ P (5)⊕ 9⊕ 3.
By Proposition 6.17, the 3-dimensional summand is an sl2-subalgebra, as claimed.
When p = 13, the only non-generic class is the regular unipotent class. We will show more generally that
if H contains a regular unipotent element then H either lies in F4, or p = 13 and H is a non-G-completely
reducible subgroup in a D5-parabolic subgroup of G.
Proposition 11.7 Suppose that p > 13. If H contains a regular unipotent element then H is contained in
a conjugate of F4, or p = 13 and H is a non-G-completely reducible subgroup of the D5-parabolic subgroup
acting on M(E6) as
(1/11/1)⊕ (9/5).
or its dual. In either case, H stabilizes a line on M(E6).
If H does not contain a regular unipotent element, then H is a blueprint for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗.
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Proof: Suppose first that u ∈ H is not regular. From [22, Table 5], we see that u is generic for M(E6),
whence u and therefore H are blueprints for M(E6)⊕M(E6)∗ by Lemma 6.5. Hence the result holds. Thus
in what follows we may assume that u is a regular unipotent element.
Suppose that p > 17: the action of a regular unipotent element on M(E6) has Jordan blocks 17, 9, 1.
Thus if p > 19, we must have that
M(E6) ↓H= 17⊕ 9⊕ 1
by Lemma 7.14, and so H lies inside either F4, as desired, or a D5-parabolic subgroup. However, a D5-
parabolic has composition factors of dimensions 10, 16 and 1. These are incompatible with the composition
factors of M(E6) ↓H above, so H 6 F4. For p = 17, the Jordan blocks 17, 1 from the action of u could
come from an 18-dimensional indecomposable module for H . However, the 9 is definitely a summand, so in
particular H has three composition factors on M(E6). However, u is contained in the regular class, which
is generic for p = 17, hence H is a blueprint for M(E6) by Lemma 6.5. In particular H is contained in a
member X of X , which are listed in Appendix A. Since X contains a regular unipotent element (eliminating
all reductive maximal subgroups except for F4 using [23]) and must have at most three composition factors
onM(E6), and if it does have three then one has dimension 9 (eliminating all parabolic subgroups), we must
have H 6 F4, as claimed.
We therefore have that p = 13, and u acts on M(E6) with factors 13
2, 1. Suppose that the block of size
1 in the action of u arises from a trivial summand in M(E6) ↓H . From the proof of Proposition 10.9 we see
that the conspicuous sets of composition factors are
(5/7, 9/5)⊕ 1 and (9/3, 5/9)⊕ 1.
Since there is no 10-dimensional quotient not involving the trivial summand, these structures are incompatible
with coming from a D5-parabolic subgroup, and so H 6 F4, as needed.
We thus assume that M(E6) ↓H has no trivial summand. We therefore have a projective of dimension
13 (either P (1) or 13, both with a trace of 1 for the involution) and a module i/(p+ 1 − i), with a trace of
±2. As the trace of an involution t ∈ H on M(E6) is either 3 or −5 from Appendix B, we see that t has a
trace of +2 on i/(p+ 1− i), and hence i = 5, 9. This means that, up to duality, M(E6) ↓H is either
13⊕ (5/9) or (1/11/1)⊕ (9/5).
The second case has the structure claimed in the proposition. Using Lemma 2.4, we see that H cannot lie
in F4 as F4 has a trivial summand on M(E6), and thus H lies in the D5-parabolic subgroup. However, it
again does not lie in the D5 Levi subgroup because that has a trivial summand on M(E6), hence H is a
non-G-completely reducible subgroup.
Thus we are left to eliminate the first case. Here we take the Borel subgroup B of H : the exact module
structure of B = 〈u〉⋊ 〈x〉 on the 27-dimensional moduleM(E6) is up to duality as follows, where ζ is a cube
root of unity. The action of u onM(E6) has blocks 13
2, 1, and the element x acts on each trivial composition
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factor of M(E6) ↓〈u〉 as a 6th root of unity. The socle structure of the action of B on M(E6) is given below.
1
−ζ
ζ2
−1
ζ
−ζ2
1
−ζ
ζ2
−1
ζ
−ζ2
1
ζ
−ζ2
1
−ζ
ζ2
−1
ζ
−ζ2
1
−ζ
ζ2
−1
ζ
ζ2
Since F4 acts on M(E6) as M(F4)⊕ 1, the point that B stabilizes cannot be a F4 point. Thus it is either a
D5-parabolic point or a B4 point, but either way H lies inside a D5-parabolic subgroup, either one stabilizing
a line or one stabilizing a hyperplane.
Let v be a unipotent element of D5 contained in the image of L inside the D5-Levi subgroup. Thus v
acts on the 10 and 16 as subquotients of the action of u on M(E6), namely 13
2, 1. Therefore v acts on both
the 10 and the 16 with at most three Jordan blocks, and if it has three then one is of size 1.
We can read off the unipotent classes of D5 from the table for D6, [23, Table 6], which shows that there
are only three unipotent classes, A4, D5(a1) and D5, that act with at most three blocks on the 10. From
the embedding of the D5-Levi subgroup into E6 we can easily deduce the actions of these on the 16, as we
just consult [22, Table 5] which lists the block sizes for the classes for E6, and look for the unipotent classes
with these names. This gives us the list below.
Class A4 D5(a1) D5
Action on 10 52 7, 3 9, 1
Action on 16 7, 5, 3, 1 72, 2 9, 7
We therefore see that v comes from the regular class D5, and so the image B¯ of B in D5, which contains v,
must act on the self-dual module 10 as
1⊕ (ζ2/− 1/ζ/− ζ2/1/− ζ/ζ2/− 1/ζ).
This is a submodule of the action of B above, and we therefore see that B¯ acts on the 16 with eigenvalues
(1,−1)2, (ζ, ζ2,−ζ,−ζ2)3;
these cannot form modules of dimension 9 and 7, since a module of dimension 9 needs exactly three ±1
eigenvalues, and a module of dimension 7 needs at least two ±1s.
This proves that H cannot embed with these composition factors, and completes the proof of the propo-
sition.
We will construct this non-G-completely reducible subgroup of the D5-parabolic subgroup when p = 13;
the same construction works for the E6-parabolic subgroup of E7 and p = 19.
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Let (G, p,X,Y) be either (E6, 13, D5, B4) or (E7, 19, E6, F4). One of the stabilizers of a point on M(G)
is a subgroup that is the extension of a unipotent group by Y, so let H be a copy of PSL2(p) inside Y
that contains a regular unipotent element, the fixed points of a principal PSL2 subgroup of Y. This copy
of H embeds in X, of course, and the action of X on the unipotent radical of the X-parabolic subgroup is
as a single simple module, so that the 1-cohomology is easy to compute. We see that the restriction of this
simple module to H contains a summand of dimension p− 2, hence the 1-cohomology of H on the unipotent
radical is 1-dimensional. There is an action of the torus of the X-parabolic subgroup outside of X on this
cohomology group, and this yields two conjugacy classes of subgroups H in the X-parabolic subgroup, one
inside X and another class of complements. Given the composition factors of H on M(G), together with
the table from [22], there is a unique possible module structure for M(G) ↓H if H does not lie inside X
but merely the X-parabolic subgroup of G, and the action of a non-trivial unipotent element of H on this
module has Jordan blocks 132, 1 and 192, 18 (for p = 13, 19 respectively), consistent with coming from the
regular unipotent class of G.
We now summarize the results of this section and prove Theorem 1.3. Let H = PSL2(p
a) inside G = E6.
If p = 2 then H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ when a > 5 by Theorem 5.10, and when a = 4 by
Proposition 11.2. Thus H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. If a = 3 or a = 2 then H stabilizes a
line or a 2-space on M(E6) or its dual by Proposition 11.1 and [17, Proposition 5.4] respectively. Therefore
H is strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.6 and 4.7.
If p = 3 then H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ when a > 4 by Theorem 5.10, and for a = 3 it is
either a blueprint for that module, or stabilizes a line on it by Proposition 11.3. If a = 2 then H stabilizes a
line on M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ by [17, Proposition 6.2]. Thus H is strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.4, 4.6
and 4.7.
If p > 5 and pa > 36 then we apply Theorem 5.10 again to obtain that H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕
M(E6)
∗, so strongly imprimitive as above. If pa = 5, 7, 25 then H stabilizes a line on one of M(E6), M(E6)
∗
and L(E6) by Propositions 11.4 and 11.5, so H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.6 as above, and also
Proposition 4.5 for L(E6).
For p > 13, H is either a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ or stabilizes a line on M(E6) by Proposition
11.7, so is strongly imprimitive. If p = 11, if H is a blueprint for M(E6) ⊕M(E6)∗ or stabilizes a line on
M(E6) then H is strongly imprimitive. Proposition 11.6 states that if these do not hold then H stabilizes
a unique 3-space on L(E6) that is an sl2-subalgebra of L(E6), and so H is again strongly imprimitive by
Corollary 6.19. Thus H is strongly imprimitive in all cases.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. Any maximal subgroup of the finite group that is almost
simple with socle a copy of PSL2(p
a) is strongly imprimitive by the above arguments. Therefore it is the
fixed points of a maximal subgroup from [33, Corollary 5]. It cannot be a parabolic, and no A1-type subgroup
appears in [27, Table 5.1], so it cannot be the fixed points of a maximal-rank subgroup. There are no other
A1 subgroups in [33, Corollary 5], so there are no such maximal subgroups.
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12 E7 in characteristic 2
In this section, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 2 and G = E7(k). Let H = SL2(2
a), and
let u be an element of order 2 in H . The case of p = 2 is very different from odd characteristic because if p
is odd then a copy of PSL2(p
a) inside the simple group of type E7 can lift in the simply connected group to
either PSL2(p
a) × 2 or SL2(pa), and the two possibilities require very different strategies. In characteristic
2 there is no such bifurcation.
Theorem 5.10 states that if a > 7 thenH is a blueprint forM(E7), and thereforeH is strongly imprimitive
by Proposition 4.4. Thus in what follows we may assume that 2a 6 64.
The case a = 2 is done in [17, Proposition 5.4] so we may assume that 3 6 a 6 6. Furthermore, if a = 5, 6
and M(E7) ↓H has at least six trivial composition factors, then H is a blueprint for M(E7) by Proposition
6.10.
We can use a computer to find which semisimple elements are blueprints forM(E7) even when they have
order smaller than 77, or 30 when they centralize a 6-space. For example, of the 2430 classes of elements
of order 17, 1892 of them are blueprints for M(E7), which helps reduce the number of conspicuous sets of
composition factors that need to be considered when a = 4.
We will proceed by splitting the (many) possibilities according to the number of trivial composition
factors. Since H is strongly imprimitive if H stabilizes either a 1- or 2-space on M(E7) by Propositions 4.6
and 4.7, one particularly troublesome case might be when M(E7) ↓H contains no composition factors at all
of dimensions 1 or 2.
In this case if we cannot prove that H is a blueprint for M(E7) then we have to switch to the Lie algebra
L(E7)
◦, which we recall has dimension 132, not 133 in the case p = 2. We address this situation now: luckily
there are very few such sets of composition factors that are conspicuous.
Proposition 12.1 Suppose that 3 6 a 6 6. Suppose that there are no 1- or 2-dimensional composition
factors in M(E7) ↓H .
(i) We cannot have a = 3, 4.
(ii) If a = 5, 6 then H is a blueprint for M(E7).
Proof: The trace of an element of order 3 on M(E7) is one of −25,−7, 2, 20 (see Appendix B), and so if
H acts on M(E7) with no composition factors of dimension 1 or 2, then the dimensions of the composition
factors are one of seven possibilities:
32, 16, 42, 32, 8, 44, 163, 8, 162, 82, 42, 16, 83, 44, 87, 84, 46. (12.1)
For these, no general arguments about stabilizing 1- and 2-spaces can work, and u must act projectively on
M(E7), so cannot be generic. We will just have to deal with them case by case, switching to the Lie algebra
on one occasion. From now on we assume that M(E7) ↓H has composition factors of dimensions from (12.1).
Fortunately there are very few of these.
Case a = 3: The only conspicuous set of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H (subject to our dimension
requirements) is
84, 421,2, 4
2
1,3, 4
2
2,3,
which does not have a corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7)
◦ (see (i) of Section 9).
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Case a = 4: We find no conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H at all.
Case a = 5: Up to field automorphism of H , there are two conspicuous sets of composition factors for
M(E7) ↓H , namely
161234, 8135, 8235, 8345, 4
2
13, 423, 434 and 8
2
123, 8124, 8135, 412, 413, 4
2
14, 4
2
15.
Let x ∈ H have order 31. In both of the cases above, the semisimple class of G to which x belongs is
determined by the eigenvalues of x on M(E7) (as we have a list of all 53503 semisimple classes). It is easy
to check using the preimage trick from the end of Section 6.2, that there is an element xˆ in G of order 93
and such that xˆ3 = x, with xˆ and x having the same number of distinct eigenvalues on M(E7). Since xˆ is a
blueprint for M(E7) by Theorem 5.9, x, and therefore H , are blueprints for M(E7).
Case a = 6: We do not have lists of the traces of elements of orders 63 and 65, but we can check whether a
given matrix possesses the eigenvalues of a semisimple element of order 63 on M(E7) by using the preimage
trick from the end of Section 6.2. Doing this to the seven possible sets of dimensions in (12.1) yields the
following table. In this, the number of sets of composition factors up to field automorphism is given in the
second column, and those that are conspicuous using elements of order up to 21 and 63 are given in the third
and fourth columns respectively.
Dimensions Number of modules Conspicuous up to 21 Conspicuous for 63
32, 16, 42 1800 1 0
32, 8, 44 61200 5 0
163, 8 2270 1 0
162, 82, 42 504240 32 0
16, 83, 44 11781000 159 2
87 109660 1 0
84, 46 57206136 934 9
We thus simply need to check whether for a given conspicuous set of composition factors, that any conjugacy
class of elements of order 63 with the correct eigenvalues onM(E7) is a blueprint forM(E7). This can easily
be done with a computer, finding elements of order 315 = 5 · 63 that have the same number of eigenvalues
on M(E7) and power to our element of order 63, and so we prove the result.
We have now dealt with the case where M(E7) ↓H has no 1- or 2-dimensional composition factors. We
generally cannot prove that H stabilizes a line on M(E7), and often want to prove that H stabilizes a 2-
space on M(E7). This for example could happen if M(E7) ↓H possesses 2-dimensional factors but no trivial
factors. This is the next proposition.
Proposition 12.2 Suppose thatM(E7) ↓H has at least one 2-dimensional composition factor and no trivial
composition factors.
(i) If a = 3 then H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7).
(ii) If a = 4, 5, 6 then H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) or is a blueprint for M(E7).
Proof: Case a = 3: Any 8s split off, so we just consider the 4s and 2s. The projective cover of 4i,i+1 is
P (4i,i+1) = 4i,i+1/2i+1/1/2i−1/1/2i+1/4i,i+1,
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and from this we see that no module can have a 2-dimensional composition factor, no trivial composition
factor, and not have a 2-dimensional submodule or quotient. This proves (i).
Case a = 4: We first compute the conspicuous sets of composition factors, finding 81 sets up to field
automorphism of H . As stated at the start of this section, using the preimage trick from the end of Section
6.2, we can determine if an element of order 17 is a blueprint for M(E7), and 1892 classes out of 2430 classes
are. All but fifteen of the 81 conspicuous sets of composition factors are blueprints forM(E7) via an element
of order 17.
We can also compute which have positive 2i-pressure (or no 2i) for each i, and find that only eighteen of
the 81 sets of factors do. (Those of non-positive 2i-pressure must have a submodule 2i by Lemma 2.2.) The
intersection of these two short lists has just two sets of composition factors on it (up to field automorphism),
and so we consider these two:
81,2,3, 4
2
1,2, 4
3
1,3, 4
3
2,3, 42,4, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 81,2,4, 82,3,4, 4
2
1,2, 41,3, 4
2
1,4, 4
3
2,3, 2
2
1, 2
2
3.
For the first of these, H must stabilize a 2-space on M(E7). To see this, notice that otherwise the socle can
only consist of summands of M(E7) ↓H and a submodule of 41,2 ⊕ 41,3 ⊕ 42,3. The cf(M(E7) ↓H)-radicals
of P (41,2), P (41,3) and P (42,3) are
42,4/22/41,2, 41,3/23/42,3/21, 23/41,3, 23/41,3, 42,3/23, 81,2,3/42,3.
Thus at most a single 21 can lie in M(E7) ↓H , which is a contradiction.
The second case is even easier, given that the corresponding submodules are
41,2/81,2,4/41,2, 41,3/21/41,4, 41,3/23/42,3.
This completes the proof for a = 4.
Case a = 5: There are 30 possible multisets of dimensions for the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H that
have at least one 2, no 1s, and have the correct trace of an element of order 3 (see Appendix B). If H
stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) then the result holds, so we suppose that this is not the case. If H does not
stabilize a 2-space, then we need two 4s in the dimensions, removing ten multisets of dimensions from the
list. We can also apply Lemma 7.5, which shows that if there are no 8s in M(E7) ↓H then we need at least
as many 4s as 2s, removing another three. Since any 4-dimensional factor has {2i}-pressure at most 2, there
needs to be more than half as many 4s as 2s in all cases; this brings us down to ten. These are
410, 28, 8, 49, 26, 16, 47, 26, 82, 48, 24, 16, 8, 46, 24,
162, 44, 24, 83, 47, 22, 16, 82, 45, 22, 32, 45, 22, 162, 8, 43, 22.
(12.2)
In these cases we switch to proving that H is a blueprint for M(E7). (This could be done for the other cases
but the amount of extra work is significant and so this has not been done.)
We give a table listing: the total number of possible sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H with
dimensions each of the options from (12.2); then those that are conspicuous; and finally those for which an
element of order 31 in H is a blueprint for M(E7). These numbers are all up to a field automorphism of
M(E7).
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Case Number Conspicuous 31 is blueprint
410, 28 9145422 23 23
8, 49, 26 20420400 32 32
16, 47, 26 2402400 3 2
82, 48, 24 18718700 52 51
16, 8, 46, 24 3503500 12 8
162, 44, 24 150150 2 2
83, 47, 22 7550400 22 21
16, 82, 45, 22 1651650 20 19
32, 45, 22 6006 0 0
162, 8, 43, 22 99000 4 4
Thus, up to field automorphism, there are eight conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H that
have dimensions from (12.2). They are as follows:
161,2,3,4, 41,3, 41,4, 41,5, 42,3, 4
2
2,4, 42,5, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 81,2,5, 82,3,5, 41,3, 41,4, 4
2
1,5, 4
2
2,3, 4
2
3,5, 2
2
1, 2
2
3,
161,3,4,5, 82,4,5, 41,5, 42,3, 42,5, 43,5, 4
2
4,5, 2
3
1, 23, 161,3,4,5, 82,4,5, 41,3, 41,4, 42,3, 43,5, 4
2
4,5, 2
2
1, 2
2
3,
161,2,3,4, 81,4,5, 41,5, 42,3, 42,4, 42,5, 43,4, 43,5, 2
2
1, 2
2
3, 161,2,3,5, 82,3,4, 4
2
1,3, 41,4, 42,3, 43,5, 44,5, 2
2
1, 23, 24,
81,2,5, 81,3,4, 82,4,5, 41,2, 41,5, 42,3, 42,4, 43,4, 4
2
4,5, 21, 23, 161,2,4,5, 81,2,4, 81,2,5, 41,2, 41,5, 42,3, 42,4, 43,4, 21, 22.
Recall from Lemma 7.1 that 2i has extensions only with 4i,j for j 6= i, i+ 1.
Case 1: This has 23-pressure 0, so M(E7) ↓H has a submodule 23.
Cases 3, 4, 5, 7, 8: These have non-positive 21-pressure, so M(E7) ↓H has a submodule 21.
Case 6: This has 24-pressure 0, so M(E7) ↓H has a submodule 24.
Case 2: Suppose that H does not stabilize a 2-space on M(E7). The only composition factors appearing
with multiplicity greater than 1 are 41,5, 42,3 and 43,5, together with 21 and 23. Thus M(E7) ↓H is a sum
of simple summands and submodules of P (41,5), P (42,3) and P (43,5). The cf(M(E7) ↓H)-radicals of these
three projectives are
41,4/21/41,5, 23/42,3, 43,5/23, 82,3,5/42,3, and 23/42,3, 43,5/23, 82,3,5/43,5
respectively. There is only one 21 in the sum of these three modules, so there must be a 2-dimensional factor
in M(E7) ↓H , as claimed.
Case a = 6: If H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) then the result holds, so assume otherwise. We have the
same ten multisets of dimensions of composition factors forM(E7) ↓H from (12.2), and we perform the same
analysis as before.
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Case Number Conspicuous up to 21 Conspicuous up to 63 63 is blueprint
410, 28 420696342 68 41 41
8, 49, 26 1258472670 369 76 76
16, 47, 26 134306100 121 9 9
82, 48, 24 1410195600 1068 104 104
16, 8, 46, 24 244188000 750 38 38
162, 44, 24 7712064 89 12 12
83, 47, 22 626749200 983 90 90
16, 82, 45, 22 128200860 1097 80 80
32, 45, 22 244188 15 1 1
162, 8, 43, 22 5712000 208 24 24
As every conspicuous set of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H has an element of order 63 that is a blueprint
for M(E7), H is always a blueprint for M(E7), as needed.
From now on we therefore assume that M(E7) ↓H possesses at least one (hence two as the dimension is
even) trivial composition factor. We split this investigation up into three propositions, depending on whether
H has two, four, or at least six trivial composition factors on M(E7).
Proposition 12.3 Suppose that M(E7) ↓H has exactly two trivial composition factors.
(i) If a = 3 then H stabilizes a subspace of dimension at most 2 of M(E7).
(ii) If a = 4, 5 then H is strongly imprimitive.
(iii) If a = 6 then H is either a blueprint for M(E7) or stabilizes a subspace of dimension at most 2 of
M(E7).
Proof: Case a = 3: As we have seen in Proposition 12.2, the projective cover of 4i,i+1 is
P (4i,i+1) = 4i,i+1/2i+1/1/2i−1/1/2i+1/4i,i+1,
whence if M(E7) ↓H has no 1- or 2-dimensional submodules or quotients, it is a sum of copies of 8 and
P (4i,i+1) for various i. In particular, since dim(P (4i,i+1)) = 16, we must have P (4), 8
5, as there are exactly
two trivial factors. Thus the composition factors ofM(E7) ↓H are 85, 42, 23, 12, on which an element of order
3 acts with trace −4. From Appendix B we see that this is not a trace of an element of order 3 on M(E7).
This completes the proof for a = 3.
Case a = 4: If H stabilizes a subspace of dimension 1 or 2 on M(E7), then H is strongly imprimitive by
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. Thus we assume that this is not the case. We may also assume that
H is not a blueprint for M(E7) by Proposition 4.4. In addition H cannot stabilize a line on L(E7)
◦, else it
is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.5.
Using all semisimple elements, there are (up to field automorphism) 113 conspicuous sets of composition
factors for M(E7) ↓H with exactly two trivial composition factors. Only 80 of these have corresponding
factors on L(E7)
◦, and of these only 39 have either no 2i or positive 2i-pressure for every i. One can
eliminate three more as they have no 4-dimensional factors appearing with multiplicity greater than 1, so
must stabilize either a line or 2-space as M(E7) is self-dual. We also exclude those whose corresponding
factors on L(E7)
◦ have pressure less than 6 (and therefore stabilize a line on L(E7)
◦ using Lemma 7.3 and
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the fact that u must act with at least six blocks of size 1 on L(E7)
◦ from [22, Table 8]). This leaves 25
conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H .
This is still too many to list. Next, we remove all blueprints and ‘near blueprints’. Let x be an element of
order 17 in H , and note that the eigenvalues of x on M(E7) determine its conjugacy class in G, by a check
of the list of all 2430 classes. Using the preimage trick from the end of Section 6.2, we look for elements xˆ
of order 85 in G whose fifth power is x and have at most one more eigenvalue on M(E7) than x. If xˆ has
the same number of eigenvalues on M(E7) as x then of course xˆ stabilizes all subspaces of M(E7) that H
stabilizes. If xˆ has one more eigenvalue, then since xˆ must be real (as all semisimple elements of E7 are real)
it must be the +1-eigenspace of x on M(E7) that is split in two. As x only has a 1-eigenspace on the trivial
simple module, this means that xˆ stabilizes every non-trivial simple submodule of M(E7) ↓H .
Since o(xˆ) = 85, xˆ is a blueprint forM(E7) by Theorem 5.9, and therefore there is a positive-dimensional
subgroup of G stabilizing every non-trivial simple submodule of M(E7) ↓H , certainly enough to guarantee
that H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3.
Nine sets of factors have such elements, so we are down to sixteen sets of composition factors. We can
remove a few more by introducing a general module, which we will use again in similar proofs.
Let W be the subquotient obtained from M(E7) ↓H by quotienting out by the {8i,j,l, 16}-radical and
taking the {8i,j,l, 16}-residual, and removing any 4-dimensional simple summands. Since H can be assumed
not to stabilize a line or 2-space on M(E7), the socle and top of W consists of 4-dimensional modules, and
the factors of soc(W ) (and top(W )) consist of 4-dimensional simple modules that occur with multiplicity at
least 2 in M(E7) ↓H , and hence in W . Let S1, . . . , Sr be the 4-dimensional simple modules that appear in
M(E7) ↓H with multiplicity at least 2. (If a module appears more than twice, we take the floor of half of its
multiplicity, since this is the maximum number of times it may appear in the socle.)
We construct the largest submodule of P (S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr) that consists solely of composition factors from
M(E7) ↓H , and then remove all quotients not isomorphic to one of the Si to form a module W ′; certainly
W 6 W ′. Thus W ′ must have at least two trivial factors, and all the requisite 2-dimensional factors.
Of the sixteen sets of composition factors we had before this test, only six remain after checking that W ′
contains enough 1- and 2-dimensional composition factors. These are as follows:
81,3,4, 4
2
1,3, 4
3
1,4, 4
2
2,3, 42,4, 2
3
1, 22, 2
2
3, 24, 1
2, 81,3,4, 41,2, 41,3, 41,4, 42,3, 4
2
2,4, 4
2
3,4, 2
3
1, 22, 23, 2
2
4, 1
2,
81,2,4, 4
2
1,2, 4
2
1,3, 41,4, 42,3, 42,4, 43,4, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 24, 1
2, 16, 41,2, 41,3, 41,4, 4
2
2,4, 43,4, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 24, 1
2,
821,3,4, 41,2, 4
2
1,3, 4
3
1,4, 42,3, 2
2
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
2, 81,2,4, 81,3,4, 41,2, 41,3, 4
2
1,4, 4
2
2,3, 42,4, 2
2
1, 22, 23, 24, 1
2
We can eliminate some more using module structures.
Case 1: Suppose that 41,4 lies in the socle of M(E7) ↓H . If it is a summand, we quotient it out and ignore
it, so suppose it is a submodule but not a summand, and let U denote the {1, 2i}-radical of the quotient
module M(E7) ↓H /41,4, lifted to M(E7) ↓H . This module U is a submodule of P (41,4) and so we use
Lemma 7.6, seeing that U is a submodule of
21/1/22/1/21/41,4;
if both trivials are in U then the quotient M(E7) ↓H /U has 23-pressure 0, so has 23 as a submodule, a
contradiction from the definition of U . If there is a single trivial in U then first replace U by the 7-dimensional
submodule 1/21/41,4 of U , and since M(E7) is self-dual, there is a (unique) corresponding submodule U
′
such that the quotient M(E7) ↓H /U ′ is isomorphic to U∗. If U 6 U ′ then the quotient U ′/U has no trivials
and again it has 23-pressure 0, so we obtain a contradiction. Thus U
′ does not contain U , and we claim that
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in this case an involution u must act with exactly two trivial Jordan blocks, which contravenes the possible
actions given in [22, Table 7]. To see this, first let M denote the {1}′-residual modulo the {1}′-radical of
M(E7) ↓H , so it is a submodule of P (1), as otherwise it is simply 1⊕2, with this impossible by [22, Table 7].
The submodule U of M(E7) ↓H has image inside M which is just soc(M), and the image of U ′ has image
inside M which is simply rad(M). It is therefore clear that the image of U ′ contains the image of U and,
since U is uniserial, U ′ contains U .
Hence U is a submodule of 21/41,4. Thus we can remove any 41,4 in the socle and top, perhaps remove
two copies of 21 that are now in the socle and top, and assume that the resulting module V
′ is a self-dual
submodule of P (41,3)⊕ P (42,3).
We now give the three modules obtained from the following procedure, given a socle S that is a submodule
of 41,3 ⊕ 42,3:
(i) Take the preimage S1 in P (S) of the radical of the quotient module P (S)/S corresponding to all
composition factors of M(E7) ↓H other than those in S;
(ii) Take the preimage S2 in P (S) of the cf(S)-radical of the quotient P (S)/S1;
(iii) Take the cf(S)′-residual S3 of S2.
This must contain the module V ′, so we examine the composition factors of the modules S3 for the choices
of S, which are
41,3, 41,3/21, 23/41,4, 42,3/21, 23/41,3, 42,3/23/1/24/1/23/42,3,
42,3/23/1, 41,3/21, 24/1, 41,3, 41,4, 42,3/21, 23, 23/41,3, 42,3.
None of these has 22 as a composition factor, and this yields a contradiction.
Case 2: W ′ might have enough 2-dimensional factors, but in order to have three copies of 21 in W
′ we need
both 42,4 and 43,4 in the socle, whence they cannot appear elsewhere in the module (which they can do in
our construction of W ′). With this restriction, that 42,4 and 43,4 can only appear in the socle and top of
M(E7) ↓H , the module W ′ becomes
43,4/23, 24/1, 1, 41,3, 42,4/21, 21, 22, 23/1, 1, 41,2, 42,4, 43,4/22, 24, 24/42,4, 43,4,
which does not have three copies of 21 in it, a contradiction.
Case 3: The socle of W cannot simply be 41,2 as there is no 21 in its contribution to W
′. If it is 41,2 ⊕ 41,3
then, arguing as in the previous case, we obtain
41,2/22/1, 41,3, 41,3/21, 23, 23/1, 41,2, 41,4, 42,3/21, 22, 23, 81,2,4/41,2, 41,3,
and if it is just 41,3 then we obtain
41,3, 41,3/21, 23/41,4, 42,3/21, 23/41,3.
In neither case is 24 a composition factor of this module, so it does not contain all of W , a contradiction.
Case 4: The socle of W must be 42,4, and if so then no 42,4 can appear outside of the socle and top of W .
Taking the radical of the quotient P (42,4)/42,4 with factors all other composition factors of M(E7) ↓H , then
adding on as many copies of 42,4 on top of that, then taking the {42,4}′-residual of this (since the socle of
W must be 42,4), we end up with
42,4, 42,4/22, 24/41,2, 43,4/22, 24/42,4,
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which is clearly wrong.
Case 5: Choose ζ a primitive 17th root of unity so that x acts on 21 with eigenvalues ζ
±1, then x acts on
M(E7) with eigenvalues
12, (ζ±1)3, (ζ±2)2, (ζ±3)5, (ζ±4)4, (ζ±5)4, (ζ±6)3, (ζ±7)3, (ζ±8)3,
and there is an element xˆ of order 85 in G that powers to x and has almost the same eigenspaces, except that
it splits the ζ±1 and 1-eigenspaces, so has twenty distinct eigenvalues on M(E7). An easy calculation shows
that the only composition factors of M(E7) on which x has 1 or ζ
±1 as an eigenvalue are 1, 21 and 41,2: 1
and 21 are not submodules of M(E7) ↓H by assumption. If 41,2 is a submodule then it is a summand, so
there must be another factor in the socle, and one that is not a summand. Thus the simultaneous stabilizer
of all simple submodules that are not summands is positive dimensional and NAut+(G)(H)-stable, hence H
is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3.
Case 6: The possible factors of soc(W ) are 41,4 and 42,3, with both required for all of the 2-dimensional
factors to be present, as an examination of W ′ proves. In this case, we do as in Cases 3 and 4 to find that
W is a submodule of
41,4/21/1, 41,4/21, 22/1, 1, 41,3, 41,4/21, 23, 81,3,4/41,4, 42,3,
which does not have a copy of 24 in it, a contradiction.
Case a = 5: If H stabilizes a line or 2-space on M(E7), then H is strongly imprimitive by Propositions
4.6 and 4.7 respectively. Thus we may assume that this is not the case. As there are exactly two trivial
composition factors in M(E7) ↓H , we need at least three 2-dimensional composition factors in order not to
stabilize a line by Lemma 2.2, and at least two composition factors of dimension 4, to avoid fixing a line
or 2-space on M(E7). There are seventeen possible sets of dimensions of composition factors with these
properties that also have the correct trace of an element of order 3 (given in Appendix B). If there are
exactly two 4s in M(E7) ↓H then we can use Lemma 7.6 to see that we can have exactly three 2s, thus
eliminating two of these cases, and if there are three 4s we can have at most eight 2s, eliminating two more.
We now give a table listing the possible sets of dimensions, together with the number of sets of composition
factors (up to field automorphism) with those dimensions, and those that are conspicuous. Furthermore,
we list those sets of composition factors for which an element of order 31 is a blueprint for M(E7), which
can be checked from an element xˆ of order 93 such that xˆ3 = x using the preimage trick from the end of
Section 6.2. (Elements of order 93 are blueprints for M(E7) by Theorem 5.9.) In addition, we list those sets
of factors for which there exists an element xˆ of order 93 in G, cubing to x, and such that xˆ has one more
distinct eigenvalue on M(E7) than x (but there is not one with the same number of distinct eigenvalues).
This last condition does not ensure that H is a blueprint for M(E7), but does show that H lies inside a
positive-dimensional subgroup of G stabilizing every simple submodule of soc(M(E7) ↓H) not of dimension
1 or 32.
To see this, if xˆ has one more eigenvalue than x then, since xˆ must be real as it lies in E7, all eigenspaces
are preserved except for the 1-eigenspace. Only the trivial and 32-dimensional have 1 as an eigenvalue for
x. Also, xˆ is a blueprint for M(E7), so let X be a positive-dimensional subgroup of G stabilizing the same
subspaces of M(E7) as xˆ. We see that X stabilizes any simple submodule of M(E7) ↓H not of dimension
1 or 32. If there is such a submodule, we then apply Proposition 4.3 to see that H is strongly imprimitive.
If there is not, then H either stabilizes a line on M(E7), contrary to our assumption, or it stabilizes only a
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32-space, but this is impossible as dim(M(E7)) = 56 and all 32-dimensional factors – Steinberg modules –
are summands.
Case Number Conspicuous 31 is blueprint One more eigenvalue
46, 215, 12 3879876 5 5 0
8, 45, 213, 12 9529520 2 2 0
82, 44, 211, 12 10735725 13 12 1
49, 29, 12 6952660 16 16 0
8, 48, 27, 12 16044600 30 23 0
16, 46, 27, 12 1651650 9 3 1
82, 47, 25, 12 15855840 54 29 12
16, 8, 45, 25, 12 2522520 24 10 3
162, 43, 25, 12 83160 6 6 0
83, 46, 23, 12 7707700 22 5 9
16, 82, 44, 23, 12 1376375 19 14 3
32, 44, 23, 12 5005 1 0 0
162, 8, 42, 23, 12 57750 3 1 1
Excluding both those that are blueprints and where there is an element with one more eigenvalue onM(E7),
we are left with 48 conspicuous sets of composition factors. 22 of these 48 have no corresponding set of
composition factors on L(E7)
◦, or one with pressure at most 5. In the first case H cannot embed in G, and
in the second H stabilizes a line on L(E7)
◦ by Lemma 7.3, so is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.5.
We are left with 26 conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , still too many to list. Just
as in the a = 4 case, let W be the subquotient obtained from M(E7) ↓H by quotienting out by the
{8i,j,l, 16i,j,l,m, 32}-radical and taking the {8i,j,l, 16i,j,l,m, 32}-residual, and remove any 4-dimensional simple
summands. Since H can be assumed not to stabilize a line or 2-space on M(E7), the socle of W consists of
4-dimensional modules, and the factors of soc(W ) consist of 4-dimensional simple modules that occur with
multiplicity at least 2 in M(E7) ↓H , and hence W . Let S1, . . . , Sr be the 4-dimensional simple modules that
appear in M(E7) ↓H with multiplicity at least 2. (Note that no composition factor of M(E7) ↓H , in the
twenty-eight remaining sets of factors, appears with multiplicity greater than 3, so we need only one copy of
each Si.)
We construct the largest submodule W ′ of P (S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr) that consists solely of composition factors
from M(E7) ↓H ; certainly W 6 W
′. Thus W ′ must have at least two trivial factors, and all the requisite
2-dimensional factors. In fact, only ten out of the 28 cases yield modules W ′ with any trivial factors, with
two even being the zero module (as there are no such Si). Another seven can be removed for not having the
correct 2-dimensional factors, leaving the following three sets of factors:
81,3,5, 81,4,5, 41,2, 4
2
1,3, 41,4, 4
2
1,5, 42,3, 2
2
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
2, 81,2,4, 81,3,5, 41,2, 41,3, 4
2
1,5, 4
2
2,4, 43,4, 2
2
1, 22, 2
2
4, 1
2,
161,3,4,5, 81,3,4, 81,4,5, 41,2, 41,4, 4
2
1,5, 2
2
1, 22, 1
2.
In these final three cases we need to consider a preimage xˆ that does not stabilize all eigenspaces on M(E7),
but does stabilize those that make up some submodule ofM(E7) ↓H . Let ζ be a primitive 31st root of unity,
chosen so that x acts with eigenvalues ζ±1 on 21. In all three cases, x has 31 eigenvalues on M(E7).
In the first case, the fewest number of eigenvalues for a preimage xˆ of order 93 is 35, with the four
eigenvalues of x not being stabilized being ζ±14, ζ±15. In the second case, xˆ can take 34 eigenvalues, with
the three eigenvalues of x not being stabilized being 1 and ζ±11 (there are four options for xˆ, two with this
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property). In the third case, the fewest number of eigenvalues for xˆ is 34, with the three eigenvalues of x
not stabilized by xˆ being 1, ζ±2 (there are four options for xˆ, two with this property).
The eigenvalues of x on the 4-dimensional modules in the sets above are as follows:
Module Eigenvalues
41,2 ζ
±1, ζ±3
41,3 ζ
±3, ζ±5
41,4 ζ
±7, ζ±9
41,5 ζ
±14, ζ±15
42,3 ζ
±2, ζ±6
42,4 ζ
±6, ζ±10
In the second and third cases all simple 4-dimensional submodules are stabilized by xˆ (having chosen the
correct one), hence a positive-dimensional subgroup, so we just have to show that one exists, and then
apply Proposition 4.3. However, there are no 1- and 2-dimensional submodules by assumption. The 8- and
16-dimensional factors appear with multiplicity 1, so if they lie in the socle then they are summands. Thus
there must be a 4-dimensional submodule, and we are done.
In the first case, all simple 4-dimensional submodules other than a copy of 41,5 are preserved by xˆ, so
we need to find an NAut+(G)(H)-stable collection of 4-dimensional submodules that avoids 41,5. There are
no extensions between 41,2 and any of 41,3, 41,5, 21 or 23, and so since all other composition factors are
multiplicity free, 41,2 must split off as a summand. The modules 41,2 and 41,5 do not lie in the same Aut(H)-
orbit of simple modules, so the NAut+(G)(H)-orbit of this summand must consist entirely of 4-dimensional
submodules of M(E7) ↓H stabilized by xˆ. Thus we may apply Proposition 4.3 again, and this completes the
proof.
Case a = 6: We have exactly the same possible dimensions for composition factors for M(E7) ↓H as for
a = 5. The traces of semisimple elements of G of order up to 21 are known, but not 63 or 65, so we can
check if a set of composition factors are conspicuous for elements of order up to 21. Letting x be an element
of order 63 in H , we use the preimage trick from the end of Section 6.2 first to see if the composition factors
are conspicuous up to 63, and then use the preimage trick again to see if there exists an element xˆ of order
63 · 5 = 195 with the same eigenspaces as x and with xˆ5 = x. If this is the case, then since xˆ is a blueprint
for M(E7) by Theorem 5.9, H is a blueprint for M(E7), as needed.
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Case Number Conspicuous up to 21 Conspicuous up to 63 63 is blueprint
46, 215, 12 100155870 6 6 6
8, 45, 213, 12 332095680 22 3 3
82, 44, 211, 12 467812800 60 18 18
49, 29, 12 272669110 164 21 21
8, 48, 27, 12 844192800 1201 40 40
16, 46, 27, 12 76744800 254 16 16
82, 47, 25, 12 1025589600 3079 93 93
16, 8, 45, 25, 12 146512800 1203 59 59
162, 43, 25, 12 3427200 53 20 20
83, 46, 23, 12 557110500 2665 54 54
16, 82, 44, 23, 12 89964000 996 63 63
32, 44, 23, 12 171360 14 5 5
162, 8, 42, 23, 12 2688000 58 18 18
In every case, we find that the element of order 63 is a blueprint for M(E7). This completes the proof for
a = 6.
Proposition 12.4 Suppose that M(E7) ↓H has exactly four trivial composition factors.
(i) If a = 3 then M(E7) ↓H has a submodule of dimension at most 2.
(ii) If a = 4 then H is strongly imprimitive.
(iii) If a = 5, 6 then H is either a blueprint for M(E7) or stabilizes a subspace of dimension at most 2 of
M(E7).
Proof: Case a = 3: The proof is the same as for Proposition 12.3. In this case, the only option is P (4)2, 83,
as there are four trivial factors. Thus the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H have dimensions 83, 44, 26, 14, on
which an element of order 3 acts with trace −1. From Appendix B we see that this is not allowed, completing
the proof.
Case a = 4: If H stabilizes a subspace of dimension 1 or 2 on M(E7), then H is strongly imprimitive by
Propositions 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. Thus we assume that this is not the case. We may also assume that
H is not a blueprint for M(E7) by Proposition 4.4. In addition H cannot stabilize a line on L(E7)
◦, else it
is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.5.
Using all semisimple elements, there are (up to field automorphism) 114 conspicuous sets of composition
factors for M(E7) ↓H with exactly four trivial composition factors. Only 94 of these have corresponding
factors on L(E7)
◦, and of these only 81 have either no 2i or positive 2i-pressure for every i. One can eliminate
nine more as they have no 4-dimensional factors appearing with multiplicity greater than 1, so must stabilize
either a line or 2-space as M(E7) is self-dual. We also exclude those whose corresponding factors on L(E7)
◦
have pressure less than 6 (and therefore stabilize a line on L(E7)
◦ using Lemma 7.3 and the fact that u
must act with at least six blocks of size 1 on L(E7)
◦ from [22, Table 8]). This leaves 50 conspicuous sets of
composition factors for M(E7) ↓H .
Let x be an element of order 17 in H . As with the proof of Proposition 12.3, we may exclude those
sets of composition factors that are blueprints or near blueprints for M(E7), as in these cases H is strongly
imprimitive. This time there are eleven such sets of factors, bringing us down to 39 that still need to be
checked.
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In the same proof, we introduced the subquotient W of M(E7) ↓H , which is the {8i,j,l, 16}-residual of
M(E7) ↓H modulo its {8i,j,l, 16}-radical, with all 4-dimensional summands removed. We also constructed a
moduleW ′, which is the cf(M(E7) ↓H)-radical of P (S1⊕· · ·Sr), where S1, . . . , Sr are all 4-dimensional com-
position factors of M(E7) ↓H appearing with multiplicity the floor of half of their multiplicity in M(E7) ↓H .
We also removed all quotients from W ′ that are not isomorphic to one of the Si. By construction W 6 W
′,
so in particular the number of copies of 1 and 2i in W
′ are at least those in W (and hence M(E7) ↓H).
Computing the module W ′ for all 39 sets of composition factors yields eighteen sets where W ′ does not
contain enough factors 1 and 2i. But still 21 remain, which is too many to list.
As we saw when considering the case with two trivial factors in Proposition 12.3, construction of the
moduleW ′ does not take into account that if a 4-dimensional factor lies in the socle ofW and has multiplicity
exactly 2 in M(E7) ↓H then it cannot appear anywhere other than the socle or the top of W . Including this,
and ranging over all possible socles rather than just the largest one, yields a collection of modules for each
case, all smaller than the original W ′, and another thirteen that no longer have enough 1- or 2-dimensional
factors, bringing us down to eight. The last eight cases are as follows:
431,3, 41,4, 4
3
2,3, 42,4, 2
4
1, 2
2
2, 2
3
3, 24, 1
4, 41,2, 4
3
1,3, 4
2
1,4, 42,3, 42,4, 2
4
1, 2
2
2, 2
3
3, 24, 1
4,
81,3,4, 4
2
1,3, 4
2
1,4, 42,3, 4
2
3,4, 2
3
1, 22, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
4, 81,3,4, 41,2, 4
2
1,3, 4
3
1,4, 42,3, 2
4
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 1
4,
81,3,4, 82,3,4, 4
3
1,4, 42,4, 4
2
3,4, 2
3
1, 22, 2
2
4, 1
4, 821,3,4, 4
3
1,4, 42,4, 4
2
3,4, 2
3
1, 22, 2
2
4, 1
4,
81,2,3, 81,3,4, 41,2, 41,3, 4
2
1,4, 4
2
2,3, 2
2
1, 22, 2
2
3, 24, 1
4, 821,3,4, 41,3, 4
3
1,4, 42,3, 43,4, 2
3
1, 2
2
2, 23, 1
4.
Case 1: The socle of W can be either 41,3 or 41,3 ⊕ 42,3. If the socle of W is 41,3 then the module W ′ in
which W can be found is
41,3
21 23
1 41,4 42,3
21 22 23 24
1 1 41,3 41,3 42,4
21 22 23 24
1 41,4 42,3
21 23
41,3
This is self-dual, so has a simple top, and since it is 64-dimensional, W must be contained in rad(W ′), and
indeed in the {41,3, 42,3}′-residual of this, which is
42,3/23/1, 41,3, 41,3/21, 23, 24/1, 41,4, 42,3/21, 23/41,3,
which has no 22, so 41,3 cannot be the socle. If 41,3⊕ 42,3 is the socle, then the module W ′ is the sum of the
one above and
41,3, 42,3/21, 23/1, 41,4/21, 24/1, 41,3/23/42,3,
which also has no 22. The same statement about the top 41,3 not appearing in W remains true, and so we
take the same residual (this is why we took the {41,3, 42,3}′-residual rather than the {41,3}′-residual above)
and see no 22 again. Thus H must stabilize a 1- or 2-space on M(E7).
Case 2: The socle of W ′ must be 41,3, and indeed W
′ is the same module as in the previous case, so the
same method works there.
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Cases 4, 8: The module W ′ is the self-dual module
41,4
21 81,3,4
1 41,3 41,4
21 22 23
1 1 42,3
21 22 23
1 41,3 41,4
21 81,3,4
41,4
which has two copies of 81,3,4, so as in the first two cases we can take the {41,4}′-residual of rad(W ′) to
obtain a module
41,4/21/1/22/1, 41,4/21, 81,3,4/41,4,
which cannot work for several reasons, so that H stabilizes a line or 2-space on M(E7). The exact same
module appears as W ′ in the eighth case as well, so this method works there.
We have therefore eliminated the first, second, fourth and eighth cases, and will look at semisimple
elements in the third, fifth, sixth and seventh cases.
Case 3: The element x acts on M(E7) with eigenvalues
14, (ζ±1)3, (ζ±2)2, (ζ±3)3, (ζ±4)5, (ζ±5)5, (ζ±6)2, (ζ±7)2, (ζ±8)4,
and there exists an element xˆ of order 85 in G that powers to x and has nineteen distinct eigenvalues on
M(E7), only splitting the ζ
±2-eigenspaces. In M(E7) ↓H , these lie in 22 and 42,3, the latter of which can
only lie in the socle if it is a summand. Hence every other simple submodule is preserved by an element
of order 85, and therefore a positive-dimensional subgroup of G by Theorem 5.9. Since there must be a
submodule that is not a summand, there is an NAut+(G)(H)-orbit of simple submodules whose stabilizer is
positive dimensional. Thus H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3.
Case 5: This time, we find an element xˆ of order 85 that powers to x and only disturbs the 1- and ζ±1-
eigenspaces. Since these only lie in the trivial and 21, the simultaneous stabilizer of every simple submodule
of M(E7) ↓H contains xˆ, and hence is a positive-dimensional subgroup of G by Theorem 5.9. In particular,
H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3.
Case 6: There are eight elements of order 85 in G that power to x and have nineteen eigenvalues onM(E7):
four split the ζ±6-eigenspace and the other four split the ζ±8-eigenspace. The ζ±6-eigenspace is contributed
to by 42,4 and 81,3,4 from M(E7) ↓H , and the ζ±8-eigenspace is contributed to by 24 and 41,4. Thus by
Theorem 5.9, the simultaneous stabilizer of all simple submodules of M(E7) ↓H not isomorphic to those on
the first list is positive dimensional, and the same holds for the second list.
If there are 8-dimensional simple modules in the socle, then the simultaneous stabilizer of all of these is
positive dimensional, and hence H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3. Thus the socle of M(E7) ↓H
consists entirely of 4-dimensional modules. Since 42,4 must be a summand if it is a submodule, the simulta-
neous stabilizer of the collection of all simple submodules of M(E7) ↓H that are not summands is positive
dimensional, and of course is NAut+(G)(H)-stable. Thus we apply Proposition 4.3 again to see that H is
strongly imprimitive.
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Case 7: By examining the possibilities for W ′, we see that W ′ must have 41,4 ⊕ 42,3 in the socle, as the
other cases cannot yield the enough copies of 1 and 2i. Thus soc(M(E7) ↓H) must contain 41,4 ⊕ 42,3, as
the 8-dimensional factors must be summands if they are submodules. This also means that 41,4 cannot be
a summand of M(E7) ↓H , and therefore there is a unique submodule V isomorphic to 41,4.
We claim that the submodule 41,4 is NAut+(G)(H)-invariant, so suppose the contrary. The Aut(H)-orbit
of 41,4 contains 41,2 and 42,3. If 41,2 is a submodule it is a summand, so W cannot be sent to such a
submodule by an element of NAut+(G)(H). Thus we may assume that there is an element φ mapping W
to a submodule 42,3. Any element of Aut(H) swapping 41,4 and 42,3 maps 41,2 to 43,4, but 43,4 is not a
composition factor of M(E7) ↓H , so φ cannot extend to a map on all of M(E7). This contradiction means
that V is NAut+(G)(H)-stable.
The smallest number of eigenvalues that an element xˆ of order 85 in G powering to x has onM(E7) is 23,
and there is one that splits the ζ±1, ζ±2 and ζ±5-eigenspaces. The element x has eigenvalues ζ±7, ζ±8 on 41,4,
so xˆ stabilizes V . Thus by Theorem 5.9, the stabilizer of V is positive dimensional, and is NAut+(G)(H)-stable
by the above argument, so H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.3.
Case a = 5: There are 28 possible sets of dimensions for the factors of M(E7) ↓H that have a trace of an
element of order 3 that is one of −25, −7, 2 and 25 (see Appendix B). We exclude those of non-positive
pressure, using Lemma 2.2 – bringing us down to sixteen sets – and those that do not have three 4s as needed
by Lemma 7.6. We apply this lemma again to see that we cannot have more than four 2-dimensional factors
per 4-dimensional factor (minus one 4-dimensional factor), and this brings us down to six possible sets of
dimensions, given in the table below.
Case Number Conspicuous 31 is blueprint
45, 216, 14 1939938 3 3
48, 210, 14 4866862 14 14
8, 47, 28, 14 11325600 30 29
16, 45, 28, 14 990990 7 3
82, 46, 26, 14 11561550 45 45
16, 8, 44, 26, 14 1501500 19 18
This leaves just six sets of composition factors (up to field automorphism) that are not guaranteed to be
blueprints for M(E7) ↓H . These are
81,4,5, 4
2
1,3, 4
2
1,5, 42,3, 4
2
3,5, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
4, 161,2,3,5, 4
2
1,3, 42,3, 4
2
2,5, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
4,
161,2,3,4, 41,3, 41,4, 41,5, 4
2
3,4, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 23, 2
2
4, 25, 1
4, 161,3,4,5, 41,4, 41,5, 42,3, 4
2
4,5, 2
3
1, 22, 2
2
3, 2
2
5, 1
4,
161,2,4,5, 4
2
2,4, 42,5, 43,4, 43,5, 2
3
1, 22, 2
2
4, 2
2
5, 1
4, 161,2,3,4, 81,3,4, 41,4, 42,3, 42,4, 43,4, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 23, 25, 1
4.
The easiest way to eliminate these is to consider the modules W and W ′ from the proof of Proposition 12.3:
in each of the six cases, we have at most two trivial factors in W ′, and so we cannot have W 6 W ′. Hence
in these six cases H must always stabilize a line or 2-space on M(E7), as claimed in the proposition.
Case a = 6: We proceed in the same way as in Proposition 12.3 for a = 6. We have exactly the same
possible dimensions for composition factors for M(E7) ↓H as for a = 5. The traces of semisimple elements
of G of order up to 21 are known, but not 63 or 65, so we can check if a set of composition factors are
conspicuous for elements of order up to 21. Letting x be an element of order 63 in H , we use the preimage
trick from the end of Section 6.2 first to see if the composition factors are conspicuous up to 63, and then use
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the preimage trick again to see if there exists an element xˆ of order 63 · 5 = 195 with the same eigenspaces
as x and with xˆ5 = x. If this is the case, then since xˆ is a blueprint for M(E7) by Theorem 5.9, H is a
blueprint for M(E7), as needed.
Case Number Conspicuous up to 21 Conspicuous up to 63 63 is blueprint
45, 216, 14 39437442 4 4 4
48, 210, 14 160048350 170 19 19
8, 47, 28, 14 498841200 792 47 47
16, 45, 28, 14 37414170 61 12 12
82, 46, 26, 14 626754246 1484 85 85
16, 8, 44, 26, 14 70686000 146 37 37
This completes the proof for a = 6.
We are left with H having at least six trivial composition factors, where by the remarks at the start of
this subsection we noted that if a = 5, 6 then H is always a blueprint for M(E7).
Proposition 12.5 Suppose that a > 3 and M(E7) ↓H has at least six trivial composition factors.
(i) If a = 3 then M(E7) ↓H has a 1- or 2-dimensional submodule or M(E7) ↓H is
8⊕ P (41,2)⊕ P (42,3)⊕ P (41,3).
(ii) If a = 4 then H is a blueprint for M(E7) or H stabilizes a subspace of dimension at most 2 on M(E7).
(iii) If a > 5 then H is a blueprint for M(E7).
Proof: Case a = 3: We use the proof of the previous proposition to note that the only possibility is that
M(E7) ↓H is the sum of three projectives P (4i,j) and a single summand 8. We therefore consider the ten
possible such modules, and note that only one has a conspicuous set of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H ,
the one mentioned. This completes the proof for (i).
Case a = 4: As in previous sections and earlier this section, we note that most classes of elements of order
17 are blueprints for M(E7). In order to restrict the number of conspicuous sets of composition factors, we
assume that an element of order 17 is not a blueprint for M(E7). If H stabilizes a 1-space or 2-space on
M(E7) then we are done, so we assume that this is not the case either. By Lemma 2.2, this means that
H has positive pressure on M(E7), and also there are two 4-dimensional composition factors, else H would
stabilize a 2-space on M(E7), by Lemma 7.1.
Remove any 8s and 16s in the top and socle of M(E7) ↓H , together with any simple summands of
dimension 4, leaving a self-dual module W whose top and socle consist of 4-dimensional modules, with W
having all trivial factors in M(E7) ↓H .
The projectives P (41,2) and P (41,3) both have exactly four trivial composition factors, and have dimension
64. Therefore we cannot have the whole projective as a submodule of W . Thus we remove the simple top,
then any 1-, 2- and 8-dimensional modules from the top of each projective module (i.e., take the {1, 2i, 8i,j,l}-
radical of rad(P (4α,β))) to find the following modules:
41,2, 42,4/22, 24/1, 43,4/23, 24/1, 41,2, 42,4/22, 81,2,4/41,2;
41,4, 42,3/21, 23/1, 1, 41,3, 41,3, 42,4/21, 22, 23, 24/1, 41,4, 42,3/21, 23/41,3.
(12.3)
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Thus W is a submodule of a sum of these modules and their images under field automorphisms.
Since M(E7) ↓H has at least six trivial composition factors, the socle of W cannot be simple, and if it
has only two factors they must both be 41,3 or 42,4. This means that we need either three 4-dimensional
factors appearing in both soc(W ) and top(W ), or one of 441,3, 4
4
2,4 or 4
2
1,3, 4
2
2,4 as composition factors of W .
Using the traces of non-blueprint semisimple elements of order 17, and traces of all elements of order
3, 5 and 15, we end up with ten conspicuous sets of composition factors with at least six trivials, positive
pressure, and at least two 4s, up to field automorphism. These are
421,3, 4
2
1,4, 4
2
2,3, 2
4
1, 2
2
2, 2
4
3, 2
2
4, 1
8, 421,3, 4
2
1,4, 42,3, 4
2
3,4, 2
4
1, 2
3
2, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
6, 82,3,4, 4
2
1,3, 4
2
1,4, 4
2
3,4, 2
4
1, 2
3
2, 2
2
4, 1
6,
431,3, 41,4, 4
3
2,3, 2
4
1, 2
2
2, 2
4
3, 24, 1
6, 81,3,4, 4
3
1,3, 4
2
1,4, 42,4, 2
4
1, 22, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
6, 81,2,4, 82,3,4, 4
3
1,3, 4
2
2,4, 2
4
1, 22, 2
2
3, 1
6,
16, 41,3, 41,4, 4
2
3,4, 2
3
1, 2
3
2, 23, 2
2
4, 1
6, 82,3,4, 41,2, 41,3, 4
2
2,3, 4
2
3,4, 2
3
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
6,
821,3,4, 4
2
1,3, 41,4, 42,3, 42,4, 2
3
1, 2
2
3, 2
2
4, 1
6, 821,2,3, 41,2, 41,3, 41,4, 4
2
2,3, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 24, 1
6.
By our restrictions on the multiplicities of 4-dimensional factors of W (and hence M(E7) ↓H), in all but
the first, second, third and sixth cases H must stabilize either a 1-space or a 2-space on M(E7), as needed.
In the sixth case H has pressure 1, and 41,3 ⊕ 42,4 is the socle of W . However, all six trivial factors in the
sum of the modules from (12.3) must be present in W , so the third socle layer of W has a submodule 1⊕2,
contradicting Lemma 2.2.
In the first, second and third cases, all 4-dimensional factors that appear with multiplicity greater than 1
must appear in the socle of W and hence M(E7) ↓H . In the first case, W possesses eight trivial composition
factors, but soc(W ) contains at most 41,3 ⊕ 41,4 ⊕ 42,3, which can support only seven trivial factors, as we
can see from the submodules of P (4i,j) in (12.3). This yields a contradiction in the first case.
In the second and third cases, in order to obtain six trivial factors in W , the socle of W must be
41,3 ⊕ 41,4 ⊕ 43,4 and 41,3 ⊕ 41,4 ⊕ 43,4 respectively. In particular, all of these composition factors can only
appear in the socle and top of W . In the second case we take the preimages of the {1, 2i, 42,3}-radicals of
the quotient modules P (41,3)/41,3, P (41,4)/41,4 and P (43,4)/43,4 to produce three modules in whose direct
sum rad(W ) is a submodule. These submodules are
1/22, 23, 24/1, 42,3/21, 23/41,3, 21/1/22/1/21/41,4, 24/1/21/1/24/43,4.
These have six trivial composition factors, as does W , so all trivial factors in the above modules must occur
in W . However, we obtain W by adding on top only modules 4i,j, which have trivial 1-cohomology by
Lemma 7.1. Thus the trivial quotient of the module above must yield a trivial quotient of W , which is a
contradiction. (The socle and top of W consist entirely of 4-dimensional modules, as stated before.)
In the third case we do the same thing, but with the {1, 21, 22, 24, 82,3,4}-radicals, to obtain
21/41,3, 21/1/22/1/21/41,4, 24/1/21/1/24, 82,3,4/43,4,
and clearly we have a contradiction here as there are not enough trivial factors in the sum of these modules.
Case a > 5: This proof is easy, and was mentioned at the start of the section. By Proposition 6.10, if a
semisimple element x has order at least 31 and at least a 6-dimensional eigenspace on M(E7), then x is a
blueprint for M(E7). This clearly holds for a > 5, and so H is a blueprint for M(E7) in these cases.
We now give a summary of what we have proved. We are proving that unless a = 3 and M(E7) ↓H is
8⊕ P (41,2)⊕ P (41,3)⊕ P (42,3),
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H is always strongly imprimitive.
If H stabilizes a line on M(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.6, if H stabilizes a
2-space on M(E7) then H is again strongly imprimitive, this time by Proposition 4.7. If H is a blueprint
for M(E7) then the same statement holds, by Proposition 4.4.
If a > 7 then H is a blueprint for M(E7) by Theorem 5.10, so we may assume that a 6 6. If a = 1
then H is soluble. If a = 2 then by [17, Proposition 5.4], H stabilizes either a line or 2-space on M(E7), so
3 6 a 6 5.
The results depend on the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H .
• If H has neither 1- nor 2-dimensional composition factors onM(E7), then a = 5, 6 and H is a blueprint
for M(E7), by Proposition 12.1.
• If H has 2-dimensional factors but no 1-dimensional factors on M(E7), then either H is a blueprint
for M(E7) or H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7), by Proposition 12.2.
• If H has exactly two trivial factors on M(E7), then in Proposition 12.3 we show directly that H is
strongly imprimitive for a = 4, 5, and for a = 3, 6 we show that either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or
H stabilizes a 1- or 2-space on M(E7).
• If H has exactly four trivial factors on M(E7), then in Proposition 12.4 we show directly that H is
strongly imprimitive for a = 4, and for a = 3, 5, 6 we show that either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or
H stabilizes a 1- or 2-space on M(E7).
• If H has at least six trivial factors on M(E7), then Proposition 12.5 shows that either H is a blueprint
for M(E7) or H stabilizes a 1- or 2-space on M(E7), with the one exception given above for a = 3.
This proves that H is always strongly imprimitive unless we are in the exceptional case above for pa = 8.
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13 E7 in odd characteristic: PSL2 embedding
In this section, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 3 and G = E7(k), by which we mean
the simply connected form, i.e., |Z(G)| = 2 and G′ = G. Let H ∼= PSL2(pa) be a subgroup of G.
Theorem 5.10 states that if pa > 150 then H is a blueprint for M(E7). In this case, H is strongly
imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. Thus in what follows we may assume that pa 6 150.
Let L = PSL2(p) 6 H and let u denote a unipotent element of L of order p. The possibilities for the
Jordan block structures of u on M(E6) and L(E6) are given in [22, Tables 7 and 8]. Recall the definition of
a generic unipotent element from Definition 6.4.
By Proposition 6.10, if a semisimple element x has order at least 31 in G and centralizes a 6-space on
M(E7), then x is a blueprint forM(E7). Also, any semisimple element in H has a 1-dimensional 1-eigenspace
on every odd-dimensional simple module. Hence, if H has at least six odd-dimensional composition factors
on M(E7) and p
a > 60 (so that H possesses an element of order at least 31), then H is a blueprint for
M(E7). This normally ends up being the case for p
a > 60.
13.1 Characteristic 3
Let p = 3, so that H = PSL2(3
a) for some a = 2, 3, 4. The case a = 2 was considered in [17, Proposition 6.2],
so we exclude this. If a = 4 then we may assume that there are fewer than six odd-dimensional composition
factors in M(E7) ↓H , by the discussion at the start of this section.
We begin by computing the composition factors of M(E7) ↓L, which depends only on the trace of an
involution on M(E7), which is ±8 (its centralizer is A1D6, which acts with composition factors of dimension
24 and 32, which must be the (+1)- and (−1)-eigenspaces). This means that there are eight more of one factor
than the other, so 312, 120 and 316, 18. From Lemma 7.7 we can see the possible dimensions of composition
factors forM(E7) ↓H : if M(E7) ↓L has factors 3
16, 18 then we must have at least eight 3-dimensional factors
in M(E7) ↓H , and if the factors are 312, 120 then as only 9 and 1 for H have more 1s than 3s on restriction to
L, we need at least eight of these in M(E7) ↓H , and again have at least eight odd-dimensional composition
factors in M(E7) ↓H . This gives us the first proposition.
Proposition 13.1 Let p = 3 and a = 4. A semisimple element of order 41 in H is always a blueprint for
M(E7), and hence H is always a blueprint for M(E7).
We turn to a = 3, where we cannot quite get the same result, but we come close.
Proposition 13.2 Let p = 3 and a = 3. Either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or H stabilizes a line on either
M(E7) or L(E7).
Proof: As with F4 and E6, we want to discount conspicuous sets of composition factors where a semisimple
element is a blueprint for M(E7). We have already seen in Proposition 10.3 that there are 97 classes of
semisimple elements of order 13 that are blueprints for the minimal module for F4, and there are exactly
188 classes of semisimple elements of order 13 in E7 whose 1-eigenspace is at least 8-dimensional (which it
must be by the discussion at the start of this subsection), leaving 91 classes to which an element of order 13
in H can belong.
Using this, we find up to field automorphism eight conspicuous sets of composition factors, two of which
have negative pressure so will not be displayed. The other six are
91,3, 4
9
1,3, 31, 1
8, 441,2, 4
4
1,3, 4
4
2,3, 1
8, 932,3, 4
5
1,2, 41,3, 1
5,
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461,2, 3
9
1, 32, 1
2, 41,2, 4
5
1,3, 42,3, 3
9
1, 1, 92,3, 4
5
1,2, 3
5
1, 3
4
2.
Cases 1, 2, 3: The first and third cases have pressure 1, so H stabilizes a line on M(E7) by Lemma 7.12.
In the second case H stabilizes a line on M(E7) by Lemma 7.11.
Case 4: If H does not stabilize a line on M(E7) then we by quotienting out any 3s in the socle may assume
that the socle consists of copies of 41,2, and the {1, 31, 32, 41,2}-radical of P (41,2) is
41,2/1, 32/41,2,
but since there is only one 32 in M(E7) ↓H we cannot cover both trivials in this way, thus H stabilizes a line
on M(E7). (Alternatively, the factors of H on L(E7) are 4
16
1,2, 3
10
1 , 3
6
2, 1
21, so H stabilizes a line on L(E7).)
Case 5: The corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7) (see (i) from Section 9) is
451,2, 4
5
2,3, 4
11
1,3, 3
10
1 , 33, 1
16.
This module has pressure 5, and so we cannot simply use Lemma 2.2 to find a trivial submodule. However,
the largest submodule of P (4i,j) with composition factors from among those of L(E7) ↓H has three trivial
composition factors for all pairs i, j, and so we need at least six 4s in the socle of L(E7) ↓H (once we remove
all 3s), contradicting the fact that the module has pressure 5. Thus H stabilizes a line on L(E7).
Case 6: The 9 splits off and we may quotient out by the {31, 32}-radical to obtain a module with copies of
41,2 in the socle. On this we can only place copies of 32, and so u would act on M(E7) as 3
17, 15: u acts
on 91,2 with blocks 3
3 and 3i with a single block 3, and on 41,2 with blocks 3, 1, so since there must be a
subquotient 4⊕51,2 from the above radical, the action must be 3
17, 15 on the whole module. However, this is
not a valid unipotent action in [22, Table 7], so H cannot embed with these factors.
13.2 Characteristic at least 5
We now let p > 5, let H = PSL2(p
a) with a > 1, let L = PSL2(p) 6 H and let u ∈ L have order p. We
begin by producing a list of all unipotent classes to which u can belong, excluding those that come from
generic classes (see Lemma 6.5) and those that fail Lemma 7.15. Moreover, we make a few remarks now
about indecomposable modules for L, which can cut down our list.
When p = 5, 13, 17, we use Corollary 7.18, so for these primes the number of blocks of each even size
is even. For p = 7, 11, 19, 23, there exists a unique self-dual indecomposable module for L of dimension
congruent to a given even number modulo p by Lemma 7.17.
For p = 11, the self-dual indecomposable module of dimension congruent to 6 modulo p has socle structure
1, 3, 5, 7, 9/1, 3, 5, 7, 9
and has dimension 50. The trace of an involution on the module is 0, and since involutions have trace ±8 on
M(E7) (see Appendix B), we would need a trace of ±8 from the remaining factors of M(E7) ↓L, a module
of dimension 6, so not possible. Thus this is not a summand of M(E7) ↓L.
For p = 19, the indecomposable module of dimension congruent to 6 modulo p has socle structure
5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15/5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15
and has dimension 120, so cannot be a summand of M(E7) ↓L.
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For p = 23 the indecomposable module of dimension congruent to 10 modulo p has socle structure
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21/3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21
and has dimension 240, so cannot be a summand of M(E7) ↓L.
We now list the unipotent classes of interest using [22, Table 7].
(i) A3 +A2, p = 5, acting as 5
6, 42, 34, 22, 12;
(ii) A4, p = 5, acting as 5
10, 16;
(iii) A4 +A1, p = 5, acting as 5
10, 22, 12;
(iv) A4 +A2, p = 5, acting as 5
10, 32;
(v) (A5)
′′, p = 7, acting as 72, 67;
(vi) D4 +A1, p = 7, acting as 7
6, 25, 14;
(vii) D5(a1), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 32, 22, 14;
(viii) (A5)
′, p = 7, acting as 74, 64, 14;
(ix) A5 +A1, p = 7, acting as 7
4, 63, 52;
(x) D5(a1) +A1, p = 7, acting as 7
6, 4, 25;
(xi) D6(a2), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 52, 4;
(xii) E6(a3), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 52, 14;
(xiii) E7(a5), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 6, 42;
(xiv) A6, p = 7, acting as 7
8;
(xv) D6, p = 11, acting as 11
4, 10, 12;
(xvi) E6(a1), p = 11, acting as 11
4, 52, 12;
(xvii) E7(a3), p = 11, acting as 11
4, 10, 2;
(xviii) E6, p = 13, acting as 13
4, 14;
(xix) E7, p = 19, acting as 19
2, 18.
We start with p = 5. Because of the small number of possible sets of factors for M(E7) ↓L, we do not
need to use the list of unipotent classes above for this prime.
Proposition 13.3 Let p = 5 and a > 1.
(i) If a = 1, 2 then H stabilizes a line on either M(E7) or L(E7).
(ii) If a = 3 then H is a blueprint for M(E7).
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Proof: Case a = 1: The traces of elements of orders 2 and 3 yield conspicuous sets of composition factors
for H of
312, 120, 52, 314, 14, 59, 33, 12, 56, 36, 18.
As we saw in the proof of Proposition 11.4, only P (3) = 3/1, 3/3 has a trivial composition factor and no
trivial submodule or quotient, and so in the first, third and fourth cases H stabilizes a line on M(E7).
However, in the third case this means that H cannot embed with these factors at all: as it stabilizes a line on
M(E7), from Lemma 2.5 we see that H lies in either an E6-parabolic subgroup, with factors 1, 1, 27, 27
∗ or
a B5-subgroup, factors 1, 1, 11
2, 32, neither of which is compatible with 59, 33, 12, so this case cannot occur.
(In particular, it cannot occur for the subgroup L when a > 2.)
For the remaining case of 52, 314, 14, we switch to the Lie algebra (see (i) of Section 9). There are two
possibilities for the corresponding composition factors of L(E7) (since an element of order 3 with trace 2
on M(E7) can have trace either −2 or 7 on L(E7)): 510, 322, 117 and 513, 319, 111. Both of these must have
trivial submodules as again we can only cover a 1 by 3/1, 3/3. This proves (i) for a = 1.
Case a = 2: Recall from Lemma 7.21 that the only simple modules for H with non-trivial 1-cohomology
when a = 2 have dimension 8 and restrict to L ∼= PSL2(5) as 5 ⊕ 3 by Lemma 7.24. If M(E7) ↓L has
composition factors 312, 120 then M(E7) ↓H has at least eight trivial composition factors and can have no
factors of dimension 8, soM(E7) ↓H has eight trivial summands proving (i) for this set of composition factors
for M(E7) ↓L. Similarly, if the composition factors of M(E7) ↓L are 56, 36, 18 then M(E7) ↓H must have
at least two trivial composition factors by Lemma 7.24, and for every composition factor of dimension 8 we
must have another trivial factor, so M(E7) ↓H always has pressure at most −2, so (i) holds when M(E7) ↓L
has this set of composition factors.
To finish the proof of (i) for a = 2, we thus may assume that M(E7) ↓L has factors 52, 314, 14. We have
at most two 8s in M(E7) ↓H since there are only two 5s in M(E7) ↓L, and hence there can be at most a
single trivial composition factor in M(E7) ↓H , else H stabilizes a line on M(E7). We thus get two cases:
there is a trivial composition factor in M(E7) ↓H and there is not.
If there is a trivial factor then we have 82, 1 inM(E7) ↓H , and the remaining factors ofM(E7) ↓H restrict
to L as 312, 13, so we need factors 82, 43, 39, 1. For a = 2, there is no such set of composition factors, so we
cannot have a trivial composition factor in M(E7) ↓H .
There are up to field automorphism five conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H with the
correct restriction to L and no trivial composition factors:
521, 4
4, 3101 , 82,1, 51, 4
4, 391, 8
2
2,1, 4
4, 371, 32, 8
2
2,1, 4
4, 361, 3
2
2, 15
2
2,1, 4
2, 341, 3
2
2.
The fact that 4 has an extension with 31 and 32 (see Lemma 7.22) makes deducing the module structure
difficult, and so we turn to the Lie algebra L(E7) in all cases (see (i) of Section 9). These are
832,1, 5
10
1 , 4
5, 3111 , 1
6, 852,1, 5
5
1, 4
6, 3101 , 32, 1
11, 9, 872,1, 5
5
1, 4
3, 351, 3
3
2, 1
7,
93, 842,1, 5
3
1, 4
8, 361, 32, 1
6, 1522,1, 9
4
1,2, 8
2
1,2, 82,1, 5
3
1, 52, 4
3, 321, 32, 1
2 :
each of these except the last has non-positive pressure, as needed. For the final case, which has pressure 1,
we take the cf(L(E7) ↓H)-radical of P (82,1), which has structure
9/4, 81,2, 82,1/1, 31, 9/81,2.
Since this can support only a single trivial factor, H must again stabilize a line on L(E7), as claimed. This
completes the proof of (i).
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Case a = 3: From Lemma 7.24 we see the following facts: first, in any even-dimensional composition factor
of M(E7) ↓H there are the same number of 3s as 5s and 1s combined on restriction to L, and second, in
any odd-dimensional factor of M(E7) ↓H , the number of 5s and 1s combined is at most one more than the
number of 3s, on restriction to L. This means that if M(E7) ↓L has factors 56, 36, 18, there must be at
least six odd-dimensional composition factors. Lemma 7.24 easily shows that if the factors of M(E7) ↓L are
312, 120 then there must be at least eight trivial factors in M(E7) ↓H , and if we have 52, 314, 14 then we have
at least six 3s in M(E7) ↓H . In all cases we have at least six odd-dimensional composition factors, so an
element of order 63 in H has a 1-eigenspace of dimension at least 6. This means that H is a blueprint for
M(E7) by Proposition 6.10, as needed for the result.
Having completed p = 5, we now move on to p = 7. This time pa = 7, 49 will need to be considered, but
pa = 343 is above 2 · v(E7) = 150.
Proposition 13.4 Suppose that p = 7.
(i) If a = 1 then either H stabilizes a line on M(E7) or L(E7), or the actions of H on M(E7) and L(E7)
are
7⊕4 ⊕ P (3)⊕2 and 7⊕5 ⊕ P (5)⊕6 ⊕ P (3)
respectively.
(ii) If a = 2 then either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or H stabilizes a line on M(E7).
Proof: We first compute the possible sets of composition factors forM(E7) ↓H when a = 1, using the traces
of elements of orders 2, 3 and 4. There are seven of these, given by
312, 120, 52, 314, 14, 56, 36, 18, 7, 59, 3, 1, 72, 56, 32, 16, 74, 52, 36, 76, 114.
Cases 1, 2, 3, 5: As in the case of p = 5, the only indecomposable module with a trivial composition factor
but no trivial submodule or quotient is P (5) = 5/1, 3/5, so either H stabilizes a line on M(E7) or we have
twice as many 5s as 1s and as many 3s as 1s. Thus all but the fourth and sixth cases must stabilize lines on
M(E7).
Case 4: If the factors are 7, 59, 3, 1, then H cannot stabilize a line or hyperplane onM(E7), since by Lemma
2.5 the line stabilizers for M(E7) are contained in either an E6-parabolic subgroup – composition factors
27, 27∗, 12 – or a subgroup q1+32B5(q) · (q− 1) – composition factors 32, 11
2, 12 – neither of which can work.
As there are no self-extensions of the 5, M(E7) ↓H is
7⊕ P (5)⊕ 5⊕7,
with u acting with Jordan blocks 73, 57, which is not in [22, Table 7], so there does not exist an embedding
of H into G with these factors.
Case 6: We are left with 74, 52, 36. Here, the lack of trivials means M(E7) ↓H is a sum of modules of the
form
(3/5)⊕ (5/3), 3/3 P (3) = 3/3, 5/3, (3/3, 5)⊕ (3, 5/3), 3, 5/3, 5,
as we saw in the example after Proposition 7.13; we also saw that u acts on each of these with at most one
Jordan block of size not equal to 7. Therefore we need an even number of 1s, 4s and 7s in the Jordan block
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structure of u, with at least four more 7s than the 1s, 2s and 4s combined. Examining the list above, we see
only two examples of this, namely (xiii) and (xiv). This yields the two possible embeddings M(E7) ↓H to be
7⊕4 ⊕ (3/3)⊕ (3/3, 5)⊕ (3, 5/3), and 7⊕4 ⊕ P (3)⊕2.
The traces of semisimple elements of orders 3 and 4 on M(E7) yield two possibilities each for the semisimple
class, and so we get four possible sets of composition factors for L(E7) ↓H , namely
76, 510, 310, 111, 78, 510, 36, 19, 73, 513, 313, 18, 75, 513, 39, 16.
Apart from the last one, each of these has enough trivials and not enough 5s to ensure that H stabilizes a
line on L(E7), since P (5) = 5/1, 3/5 is the only indecomposable module for H with a trivial factor but no
trivial submodule or quotient (see the example after Proposition 7.13). In this case, we obtain the action
given in the statement of the proposition, and we know that u acts on L(E7) with blocks 7
19, so lies in class
A6, which acts on M(E7) with blocks 7
8.
We now remove the first possible action on M(E7), using the simple fact that for p > 5, the symmetric
square of M(E7) is the sum of L(E7) and the 1463-dimensional module L(2λ1), Lemma 2.1. The symmetric
square of the first module is a sum of projectives and
(3, 5/1, 3, 5)⊕2 ⊕ (1, 3, 5/3, 5)⊕2 ⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕ 1.
Since u comes from class E7(a5), and this acts on L(E7) as 7
17, 5, 33, we must have two of the summands of
dimension 17 in L(E7) ↓H , hence H stabilizes a line on L(E7). This completes the proof for a = 1.
Now let a = 2, so that H = PSL2(49), and recall that L 6 H is a copy of PSL2(7). At the start of this
proof we gave the conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓L, and from Lemmas 7.21 and 7.26
we see that the only simple modules for H with non-trivial 1-cohomology have dimension 12 and restrict to
L as 7 ⊕ 5, and only the trivial module for H restricts to L with more 1s than 3s. These two facts mean
that if M(E7) ↓L has factors the first, third, fifth and seventh cases then M(E7) ↓H has trivial composition
factors, and these are summands except for the fifth case, and there we have at least four trivials and at
most two 12s, so pressure at most −2. We proved for a = 1 that the fourth case for M(E7) ↓L does not
occur, so M(E7) ↓L has factors either 52, 314, 14 or 74, 52, 36.
In the case of 52, 314, 14, from Lemma 7.26, apart from 3, there are no simple modules for H whose
restriction to L has more 3s than other factors, and the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H have dimensions
1, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9. In particular, this means that M(E7) ↓H has at least eight 3-dimensional composition
factors. By Lemma 7.23, of these modules only 8s can have an extension with 3s, with there being at most
two of those, so the 3-pressure is at least 6. This means that M(E7) ↓H has at least four 3-dimensional
summands, so the action of the unipotent element u on M(E7) has at least four Jordan blocks of size 3.
There are no non-generic unipotent classes with this property, as we saw in the list at the start of this section,
and so H is a blueprint for M(E7).
Thus we end with M(E7) ↓L being 74, 52, 36, and Lemma 7.26 implies that H has at least two 7s and
four 3s on M(E7). The remaining composition factors have dimension 3, 5, 7, 8, 12 or 15: using the traces
of semisimple elements, we find exactly four conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H with the
correct restriction to L, and for each of these the eigenvalues of an element of order 24 on M(E7) determine
its conjugacy class, and this lies inside F4, hence the element is a blueprint for M(E7) by Lemma 6.8. Thus
H is a blueprint for M(E7), as needed.
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Proposition 13.5 Suppose that p = 11. If a = 1, 2 then either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or H stabilizes
a line on M(E7).
Proof: Case a = 1: If the unipotent class of G to which u belongs is generic for M(E7) then H is a
blueprint for M(E7) by Lemma 6.5. Thus we may assume that u is not generic, so the class to which u
belongs is given in cases (xv) to (xvii) from the start of this section.
In each case we either have 52 or 10 in the action of u. A single block of size 10 (as M(E7) is self-dual)
must come from a self-dual indecomposable module, which must be 5/5 by Lemma 7.17. For the two blocks
52 in the action of u, these come from two modules of dimension congruent to 5 modulo 11 by Lemma 7.14.
From Proposition 7.13, we see that these modules are 5 itself, 5, 7/3, 5, 7 and its dual, of dimension 27, and
3, 5, 7, 9/1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and its dual, of dimension 49. Thus if we are in case (xvi), so u belongs to class E6(a1)
acting as 114, 52, 12, we have a summand 5⊕2 of M(E7) ↓H , or
M(E7) ↓H= (5, 7/3, 5, 7)⊕ (3, 5, 7/5, 7)⊕ 1
⊕2.
An involution x ∈ H acts with trace 0 on this module, but involutions act on M(E7) with trace ±8 (see
Appendix B), so it is not allowed.
Therefore, the Jordan blocks 10 or 52 always correspond to a module 5/5 or 5⊕2.
If u comes from class E7(a3), so case (xvii), acting as 11
4, 10, 2, the self-dual module that can contribute
a block of size 2 to the action of u is 5, 7/5, 7, so that M(E7) ↓H has composition factors including 72, 54.
The only conspicuous sets of composition factors with this many 7s and 5s are
92, 72, 54, 14 and 72, 56, 32, 16,
with the latter being incompatible with the unipotent action and the former implying that M(E7) ↓H is
P (1)⊕2 ⊕ (5/5)⊕ (5, 7/5, 7). (13.1)
Clearly therefore H stabilizes a line on M(E7).
For u belonging to one of the classes D6 or E6(a1), so cases (xv) and (xvi), the blocks 5
2 must come
from a summand 5⊕2. In both cases, u has two blocks of size 1 on M(E7). If these come from two trivial
summands, then M(E7) ↓H is the sum of (5/5)⊕ 1⊕2 or 5⊕2 ⊕ 1⊕2 and a projective module. The only such
modules with conspicuous sets of composition factors of M(E7) ↓H are
11⊕2 ⊕ P (1)⊕2 ⊕ 1⊕2 ⊕M and P (9)⊕2 ⊕ 1⊕2 ⊕M, (13.2)
with M either 5⊕2 or 5/5.
Thus suppose that 1⊕2 is not a summand of M(E7) ↓H . The indecomposable modules of dimension
congruent to 1 modulo 11 are 1, 3/9 and its dual, and 5/7 and its dual. Thus we may assume that
M(E7) ↓H has one of (3/9)⊕ (9/3) or (5/7)⊕ (7/5) as a summand. Again, the remainder of M(E7) ↓H must
be projective, and the only possibilities with conspicuous sets of composition factors are
P (1)⊕2 ⊕ (5/7)⊕ (7/5)⊕M and P (1)⊕2 ⊕ (3/9)⊕ (9/3)⊕M, (13.3)
where M is above.
In each of the cases in (13.1), (13.2) and (13.3), H stabilizes a line onM(E7), as claimed in the proposition.
Case a = 2: If u is not from cases (xv) to (xvii) then u is generic and therefore H is a blueprint by Lemma
6.5, so again we assume u comes from one of these classes, and L acts on M(E7) as one of the modules in
(13.1), (13.2) and (13.3).
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The only simple kH-module that restricts to L with more 1-dimensional factors than 3-dimensional factors
is the trivial module, by Lemma 7.26. Thus in every case M(E7) ↓H has at least two trivial composition
factors, and in the first option from (13.2) M(E7) ↓H has at six trivial composition factors.
In all cases, either M(E7) ↓L has no 11-dimensional factors at all, or has four more trivial factors than
11-dimensional factors. Since the simple kH-modules with non-trivial 1-cohomology are 20i,j by Lemma
7.21, and each restricts to L as 11 ⊕ 9, we see that H has negative pressure in all cases, in fact has trivial
summands in all cases. This completes the proof for a = 2.
It is possible to show in the above case that M(E7) ↓H has at least six odd-dimensional factors for pa = 121,
and therefore H is a blueprint for M(E7), but this is not needed for our result.
For p = 13, since 169 > 150 = 2 · v(E7), we need only consider a = 1.
Lemma 13.6 If p = 13 and a = 1 then either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or H stabilizes a line on either
M(E7) or L(E7).
Proof: If u lies in a generic unipotent class then H is a blueprint for M(E7) by Lemma 6.5, so assume
that the unipotent class is not generic. This means u acts with Jordan blocks as in case (xviii) of the list of
possible unipotent actions at the start of this subsection, so 134, 14.
Suppose that H has no trivial summand on M(E7), so that the 1
4 in the action of u all comes from
indecomposables of dimension congruent to 1 modulo 13: these are of the form i/(14− i) for some odd i by
Proposition 7.13. Thus M(E7) ↓H is the sum of two dual pairs of these modules.
Using the traces of elements of orders 2, 3 and 4 from Appendix B, there is a unique conspicuous set of
composition factors for M(E7) ↓H of the form just described:
(11/3)⊕ (3/11)⊕ (7/7)⊕ (7/7).
Using the corresponding traces on L(E7), we can determine two possibilities for the composition factors of
H on L(E7) (see (i) from Section 9): these are 13
3, 11, 93, 75, 53, 3, 13 and 132, 113, 94, 7, 54, 33, 12. The only
module for SL2(p) that has a trivial factor but no trivial submodule or quotient is P (11) = 11/1, 3/11, so
for both of these sets of composition factors, H stabilizes a line on L(E7). Thus H is either a blueprint for
M(E7), or H has a trivial summand on M(E7), or H stabilizes a line on L(E7). Thus the proof is complete.
The last case is p = 19, where again we only have a = 1.
Proposition 13.7 Suppose that p = 19 and a = 1. If H is not a blueprint for M(E7) then H centralizes
a 2-space on M(E7) and is a non-G-completely reducible subgroup of the E6-parabolic subgroup acting on
M(E7) as
P (1)⊕2 ⊕ (9/9).
Proof: If H is not a blueprint for M(E7) then in particular u is non-generic, and so we are in case (xix)
from the list at the start of the section, i.e., u is regular and acts with Jordan blocks 192, 18. We need a
self-dual indecomposable module of dimension congruent to 18 modulo 19, and there is only one of these by
Lemma 7.17, namely 9/9, and the remainder of the module is projective. If x denotes an involution in H
then x has trace ±8 on M(E7) (see Appendix B), and has trace 2 on 9/9, leaving a trace of 6 or −10 on the
remaining projective summand. The trace of x on P (i) for 3 6 i 6 17 is ±2, the trace of x on 19 is −1, and
on P (1) it is 3. Thus M(E7) ↓H is P (1)⊕2 ⊕ (9/9), as needed.
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This non-G-completely reducible subgroup was constructed at the end of Section 11.
We now check that in all cases H is strongly imprimitive, or pa = 7. In all cases, H is either a blueprint
for M(E7), stabilizes a line on M(E7), or stabilizes a line on L(E7), and hence H is strongly imprimitive by
Propositions 4.4, 4.6 or 4.5 respectively.
Unless p is one of 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 19, then u ∈ H is generic for M(E7), hence H is a blueprint for M(E7)
by Lemma 6.5. Thus we assume p is one of these primes.
If p = 3 then [17, Proposition 6.2] (which proves that if pa = 9 then H stabilizes a line on either M(E7)
or L(E7)) Propositions 13.1 and 13.2 prove the conclusion, and if p = 5 then Proposition 13.3 proves the
conclusion. If p = 7 then Proposition 13.4 gives us the result, with the exception of pa = 7 and H having
actions
7⊕4 ⊕ P (3)⊕2 and 7⊕5 ⊕ P (5)⊕6 ⊕ P (3)
on M(E7) and L(E7) respectively.
If p = 11 then Proposition 13.5 proves the result. If p = 13 then we apply Proposition 13.6, and finally
Proposition 13.7 deals with p = 19. Thus either H is strongly imprimitive or pa = 7 and we have that single
possibility, as needed for this part of the proof of Theorem 1.4.
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14 E7 in odd characteristic: SL2 embedding
In this section, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 3 and G = E7(k), by which we mean
the simply connected form, i.e., |Z(G)| = 2 and G′ = G. Let H ∼= SL2(pa) be a subgroup of G such that
Z(H) = Z(G).
Theorem 5.10 states that if pa > 150 then H is a blueprint for M(E7). In this case, H is strongly
imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. Thus in what follows we may assume that pa 6 150.
Let L = SL2(p) 6 H and let u denote a unipotent element of L of order p. The possibilities for the
Jordan block structures of u on M(E6) and L(E6) are given in [22, Tables 7 and 8]. Recall the definition of
a generic unipotent element from Definition 6.4.
On M(E7), since we consider SL2(p
a) rather than PSL2(p
a), there can be no trivial composition factors
in M(E7) ↓H , but rather 2-dimensional factors. We will thus normally aim to show that H is a blueprint
for M(E7), that H stabilizes a line on L(E7), or that H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) (and then apply
Propositions 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7 respectively to show that H is strongly imprimitive). This will not always be
possible, and we show directly that H is strongly imprimitive.
14.1 Characteristic 3
Let p = 3, so that H = SL2(3
a) for some a = 2, 3, 4. The case a = 2 was considered in [17, Proposition 6.2],
so we exclude this.
We first attack the case of a = 3. We will prove that one of a variety of conditions holds, each of which
is sufficient to prove that H is strongly imprimitive.
Proposition 14.1 If p = 3 and a = 3 then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: If H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.7. Similarly, if
H stabilizes a 1-space on L(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.5. Thus for the rest of this
proof we may assume that H does not stabilize a 2-space on M(E7), or a line on L(E7).
There are 284 conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , but only 137 of these have corre-
sponding sets of factors on L(E7), each of these being unique. Of these, 77 have either no 2i or positive
2i-pressure for each i = 1, 2, 3, and of these only 67 have either no trivial or positive pressure on L(E7), so
we may eliminate those via Lemma 2.2. Exactly one of these remaining sets of factors is invariant under the
field automorphism, so we are left with 23 sets of composition factors up to field automorphism.
The module 2i has non-split extensions only with 2i±1, 6i−1,i and 8, so if there are 2is in M(E7) ↓H but
no 6i,i−1 or 8 appearing with multiplicity 2 or above, then H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7): two sets of
composition factors (up to field automorphism) satisfy this, so we are down to 21 sets of composition factors.
There are, up to field automorphism, six sets of composition factors with no 8s. Since 2i only has
extensions with the 8, 2i±1 and 6i−1,i, the socle must consist of copies of 6i−1,i for various i, plus modules
we can quotient out by without a 2i appearing in the socle. In each case there is a unique i such that 6i−1,i
appears with multiplicity at least 2, so this must be the socle and all 2i must be stacked on top of it in
some way. In each case we cannot place enough copies of 2i on top of each 6i−1,i, and so H must stabilize a
2-space on M(E7) in all these cases. This reduces us to fifteen sets of composition factors.
The remaining fifteen sets have at least one 8 inM(E7) ↓H . There are five conspicuous sets of composition
factors with a single 8, up to field automorphism, namely
8, 621,2, 6
2
3,2, 2
2
1, 2
6
2, 2
4
3, 8, 6
2
1,2, 6
2
2,1, 63,1, 2
2
1, 2
5
2, 2
2
3, 8, 6
5
1,2, 2
2
1, 2
5
2, 2
2
3,
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8, 621,2, 6
2
2,1, 63,1, 63,2, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 183,1,2, 8, 6
2
1,2, 63,2, 2
2
1, 2
3
2, 23.
In each case, the only 6i−1,i that appears more than once in M(E7) ↓H is 61,2. Since 8 appears exactly once,
if it is a submodule (or quotient) of M(E7) ↓H then it is a summand, so we may assume that it is not. Let
W denote the {6i,i+1, 8}-radical of M(E7) ↓H modulo its {6i,i+1, 8}-residual, so that W has socle and top
6⊕i1,2 for some i.
We take the {2i, 6i,j , 8}-radical of P (61,2), then take the {61,2}
′-residual of this radical, and obtain the
module
61,2/22/23/22/61,2.
The module W must be a submodule of a sum of these, but 21 does not appear in it. Thus H must stabilize
a 2-space on M(E7), except possibly in the fifth case, as there is a module 183,1,2. In this case, W must be a
submodule of P (61,2). We take the {2i, 63,2, 8, 183,1,2}-radical of the quotient module P (61,2)/61,2, and lift
to P (61,2), to obtain the module
21, 22/23, 8/183,1,2, 22, 63,2/61,2.
This has only four 2-dimensional composition factors, and M(E7) ↓H should possess six, and so we obtain
a contradiction.
Thus we are down to ten sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , which are below.
82, 622,1, 61,2, 63,1, 2
4
1, 2
3
2, 23, 8
2, 62,1, 61,3, 6
2
3,1, 2
4
1, 2
2
2, 2
2
3, 8
2, 623,2, 61,2, 62,1, 63,1, 61,3, 21, 22,
82, 623,2, 62,1, 6
2
3,1, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 23, 8
2, 61,3, 63,1, 6
2
2,3, 61,2, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 23, 8
2, 63,2, 62,1, 62,3, 6
2
1,3, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 23,
181,2,3, 8
2, 62,1, 63,1, 2
2
1, 2
2
2, 23, 181,2,3, 8
3, 61,3, 2
3
1, 22, 181,2,3, 8
2, 62,1, 61,3, 2
3
1, 2
2
2. 8
4, (21, 22, 23)
4.
Recall that 2i has extensions with 2i±1, 6i−1,i and 8, and no other simple modules.
Cases 1, 6, 7, 9: In the first, sixth, seventh and ninth cases, 6i−1,i occurs with multiplicity at most 1
for all i, and so if such a module occurs in the socle of M(E7) ↓H then it is a summand, and may be
ignored. Therefore, for these four sets of composition factors, we can remove all quotients and submodules
from M(E7) ↓H other than 8, and yield a submodule W of P (8), which contains all composition factors of
dimension 2 in M(E7) ↓H .
The {2i, 6i,i+1, 6i+1,i, 181,2,3}-radical of the quotient module P (8)/8, lifted to P (8), is
21, 22, 23, 61,2, 62,3, 63,1/21, 22, 23, 62,1, 63,2, 61,3/8,
and so if W has two 8s and three factors 2i for some i, then H must stabilize a 2-space on M(E7). This
eliminates the first and ninth cases. We also see that in the sixth and seventh cases, W has at most four
socle layers. Since W has at most four socle layers and is self-dual, none of the 6i,i+1 can occur in W . Also,
any 2i that occurs with multiplicity 1 in M(E7) ↓H must occur in the second socle layer, and cannot have
any extensions with a 2i±1 in the third socle layer. However, in the module above, an explicit check shows
that both 2i±1 in the third layer have an extension with the 2i in the second layer, so cannot exist in W . In
other words, we cannot have two 2i in W , eliminating the sixth and seventh cases.
Case 8: The only factors appearing with multiplicity at least 2 are 8 and 2-dimensional factors. Since H
does not stabilize a 2-space on M(E7) by assumption, M(E7) ↓H is a submodule of P (8) and possibly some
summands 6i,j and 181,2,3. However, the {21, 22, 61,3, 8, 181,2,3}-radical of P (8) is
8/21, 22, 61,3/8,
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which doesn’t have enough copies of 21.
Case 5: Remove all summands 61,3, 63,1 and 61,2 from M(E7) ↓H to yield a summand W of M(E7) ↓H
with socle a submodule of 8⊕ 62,3 and all 2i in it.
The preimages of the {21, 22, 23, 61,2, 61,3, 62,3}-radical of the quotient module P (8)/8 and the {21, 22, 23, 61,2, 61,3, 8}-
radical of P (62,3)/62,3 in their respective projectives are
21, 22, 23, 62,3/21, 22, 23, 61,3/8 and 22, 23/21, 8/23, 61,3/62,3,
and the fact that there is a single 23 means it must lie in the second socle layer, and has no extensions with
the other 2i composition factors. But then all other 2i lie in the second socle layer as well, and that means
we cannot fit enough 2s in, so H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7).
Cases 2, 3, 4: Here we will apply Corollary 6.14. Let y be the diagonal matrix with entries ζ2, ζ−2 for ζ a
primitive 26th root of unity, so that y has order 13 and acts with eigenvalues ζ±2 on 21. The eigenvalues of
y2 on 63,1 and 8 are
ζ±4, ζ±8, ζ±12, and 12, ζ±4, ζ±10, ζ±12
respectively. We first show that in the second and fourth cases, M(E7) ↓H possesses a unique submodule 8
(under our standing assumption that H does not stabilize a 2-space on M(E7)), and in the third M(E7) ↓H
possesses a summand 63,1.
In the third case, 63,1 has no extension with 8 or 63,2, the only factors to appear with multiplicity at
least 2, so 63,1 must split off as a summand. Thus we consider the second and fourth cases. If there is a
copy of 8 in the socle that is not a summand, then there must be another copy in the top and we are done,
so assume this is not the case. Thus in the two cases, M(E7) ↓H is the sum of some 8s and a submodule of
P (63,1) and P (63,2 ⊕ 63,1) respectively. The cf(M(E7) ↓H)-radical of P (63,1) in Case 2 is
63,1/21, 23/22, 8/21, 62,1/63,1,
which does not contain enough 2-dimensional factors. Similarly, the cf(M(E7) ↓H)-radicals of P (63,1) and
P (63,2) in Case 4 are
62,1/63,1, 8/21, 23, 63,2/22, 8/21, 62,1/63,1 and 63,1/21, 62,1/8/63,2
respectively. There are not enough copies of 22 in this case. Thus in these two cases H stabilizes a unique,
irreducible 8-space W on M(E7), which is necessarily NAut+(G)(H)-stable.
We also claim that the 63,1 in the third case is NAut+(G)(H)-stable-stable. If it were not, it could only
be sent to a summand 61,2 (as all other 6-dimensional factors lie in the other Aut(H)-orbit of simple kH-
modules), but then 61,2 must be sent to 63,1. There is no automorphism of H that swaps 61,2 and 63,1, so
this subspace must be stable under elements of NAut+(G)(H)-stable. In this case, let W denote this 6-space.
Suppose that we can find an element yˆ of order 26 in G \H that has no (−1)-eigenspace on L(E7) and
that stabilizes W . Suppose that yˆ normalizes H . The group 〈H, yˆ〉 cannot be PGL2(pa) (modulo Z(G)) by
Corollary 6.14, and since the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H are not stable under a field automorphism
of H , yˆ cannot induce a field automorphism on H . Thus yˆ centralizes H , but then yˆ2 = y centralizes H ,
which is wrong. Thus 〈H, yˆ〉 6 NG(H). Since 〈H, yˆ〉 stabilizes W , 〈H, yˆ〉 does not have the same type as
G either. We apply Proposition 3.7 to see that either H is strongly imprimitive or 〈H, yˆ〉 is contained in a
member of P (up to taking normalizers). By Proposition 3.7, this must be 2G2(27), but Ree groups do not
have irreducible 6- or 8-dimensional modules, and so it must be the case that H is strongly imprimitive.
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We therefore find, in each case, an element yˆ in G \H of order 26, squaring to y2, and stabilizing the
eigenspaces of the particular stabilized submodule. On M(E7) these have eigenvalues
14, (−ζ±1)6, (ζ±2)4, (ζ±3), (−ζ±3)2, (ζ±4)2, (−ζ±4)3, (ζ±5)3, (−ζ±6)5,
14, (ζ±1)2, (−ζ±1)2, (−ζ±2)5, (ζ±3)3, (−ζ±3), (ζ±4)4, (ζ±5), (−ζ±5)3, (−ζ±6)5, and
14, (ζ±1)2, (−ζ±1), (−ζ±2)6, (ζ±3)4, (−ζ±3), (ζ±4)5, (−ζ±5)3, (−ζ±6)4,
respectively. Thus the result holds.
Case 10: The {2i, 8}-radical of P (8) is
8/21, 22, 23/21, 22, 23/8,
so soc(M(E7) ↓H) is 8⊕2, as we are assuming that H does not stabilize a 2-space on M(E7). We keep the
notation of ζ, y and yˆ from Cases 2, 3, 4, above. In this case y2 has trace 4 on M(E7), and we may choose
yˆ to have eigenvalues
18, (−ζ±1)4, (ζ±2)4, (ζ±3)2, (−ζ±3)2, (ζ±4)2, (−ζ±4)2, (ζ±5)4, (−ζ±6)4
on M(E7). The same proof therefore holds. (Of course, 〈H, yˆ〉 stabilizes all 8-dimensional submodules, so it
is NAut+(G)(H)-stable.)
Proposition 14.2 Suppose that p = 3 and a = 4. Either H is a blueprint for M(E7) or the composition
factors of M(E7) ↓H are
184,2,3, 8
2
1,2,3, 81,2,4, 61,3, 64,1, 21,
the 18-dimensional composition factor is a summand of M(E7) ↓H , and the stabilizer of this unique irre-
ducible 18-space is positive dimensional.
Proof: Using semisimple elements of order up to 41, one whittles down the 55 million or so possible sets of
composition factors for a module of dimension 56 to just 190 up to field automorphism. Using the preimage
trick from the end of Section 6.2, we can also check the traces of elements of order 80, and two of these sets of
composition factors are not conspicuous for these elements. This leaves 188 conspicuous sets of composition
factors for M(E7) ↓H .
Of these, we consider an element y of order 41 in H , and whether there exists an element of order 123 in
G cubing to y and stabilizing the same subspaces of M(E7) as y. If this is true then y (and therefore H) is
a blueprint for M(E7) by Theorem 5.9.
As we have a list of the semisimple classes of elements of order 41, we know that the class of y is
determined by its trace on M(E7). Thus we simply identify y with an element of a maximal torus T of G
with these eigenvalues, and we may use the preimage trick to check whether one of the 37 elements of order
123 that cube to y has the same number of distinct eigenvalues on M(E7). (To find such an element, simply
choose at random from the elements of order 41 until an element is found with the correct eigenvalues on
M(E7).)
Indeed, a computer check shows that this is true for 187 of the 188 semisimple elements involved. The
remaining one comes from the conspicuous set of composition factors in the statement of the proposition,
184,2,3, 8
2
1,2,3, 81,2,4, 61,3, 64,1, 21.
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For these composition factors, y has 38 distinct eigenvalues on M(E7), and there exist elements of order 123
cubing to y and with 40 distinct eigenvalues, but none with 38. If ζ is a primitive root of unity then y can
be chosen to have the following eigenvalues.
Module Eigenvalues
21 ζ
±1
61,3 ζ
±1, ζ±17, ζ±19
64,1 ζ
±12, ζ±14, ζ±16
81,2,3 ζ
±5, ζ±7, ζ±11, ζ±13
81,2,4 ζ
±10, ζ±12, ζ±16, ζ±18
184,2,3 ζ
±2, ζ±3, ζ±4, ζ±8, ζ±9, ζ±10, ζ±14, ζ±15, ζ±20
There exists an element yˆ of order 123 cubing to y and stabilizing all eigenspaces except for the ζ±1-
eigenspaces.
Since 81,2,3 is the only composition factor to occur with multiplicity greater than 1, any other factor
in the socle must be a summand. The module 81,2,3 only has extensions with 21, 61,3 and 81,2,4 from the
composition factors of M(E7) ↓H , and so the structure of M(E7) ↓H must be W ⊕ 64,1 ⊕ 184,2,3, where W
consists of the remaining factors.
Since yˆ stabilizes all but the ζ±1-eigenspaces, it stabilizes the 32 ⊕ 6 ⊕ 18 decomposition above. If Y
denotes an infinite subgroup ofG containing yˆ and stabilizing the same subspaces ofM(E7) as yˆ (which exists
by Theorem 5.9), then X = 〈Y, H〉 certainly stabilizes the 6- and 18-dimensional summands of M(E7) ↓H
and is positive dimensional.
14.2 Characteristic at least 5
We now let p > 5: we still have pa 6 150, as we stated at the start of this section. As all unipotent classes
are generic for M(E7) for all p > 29, we only need consider
pa = 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 49, 121, 125.
As for PSL2(p
a), there are some restrictions we can place on the possible actions of a unipotent element u,
beyond that of appearing on [22, Table 7], given by Lemma 7.16. This yields twenty-nine possible non-generic
classes for various primes, as given below.
(i) (A3 +A1)
′′, p = 5, acting as 52, 48, 27;
(ii) D4(a1) +A1, p = 5, acting as 5
6, 4, 34, 25;
(iii) A3 +A2, p = 5, acting as 5
6, 42, 34, 22, 12;
(iv) A4, p = 5, acting as 5
10, 16;
(v) A3 +A2 + A1, p = 5, acting as 5
6, 44, 25;
(vi) A4 +A1, p = 5, acting as 5
10, 22, 12;
(vii) A4 +A2, p = 5, acting as 5
10, 32;
(viii) (A5)
′′, p = 7, acting as 72, 67;
(ix) D4 +A1, p = 7, acting as 7
6, 25, 14;
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(x) D5(a1), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 32, 22, 14;
(xi) (A5)
′, p = 7, acting as 74, 64, 14;
(xii) A5 +A1, p = 7, acting as 7
4, 63, 52;
(xiii) D5(a1) +A1, p = 7, acting as 7
6, 4, 25;
(xiv) D6(a2), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 52, 4;
(xv) E6(a3), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 52, 14;
(xvi) E7(a5), p = 7, acting as 7
6, 6, 42;
(xvii) A6, p = 7, acting as 7
8;
(xviii) E7(a4), p = 11, acting as 11
2, 10, 8, 6, 42, 2;
(xix) D6, p = 11, acting as 11
4, 10, 12;
(xx) E6(a1), p = 11, acting as 11
4, 52, 12;
(xxi) E7(a3), p = 11, acting as 11
4, 10, 2;
(xxii) E6, p = 13, acting as 13
4, 14;
(xxiii) E7(a3), p = 13, acting as 13
2, 12, 10, 6, 2;
(xxiv) E7(a2), p = 13, acting as 13
4, 4;
(xxv) E7(a2), p = 17, acting as 17
2, 10, 8, 4;
(xxvi) E7(a1), p = 17, acting as 17
2, 16, 6;
(xxvii) E7(a1), p = 19, acting as 19
2, 12, 6;
(xxviii) E7, p = 19, acting as 19
2, 18;
(xxix) E7, p = 23, acting as 23
2, 10.
Thus we need to consider p = 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, and we will examine each in turn.
Proposition 14.3 Suppose that p = 5.
(i) If a = 1 then H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7).
(ii) If a = 2 then either H is strongly imprimitive or the actions of H on M(E7) and L(E7) are
102,1 ⊕ (121,2/21, 41, 61,2, 101,2/121,2)
and
(152,1/82,1/1, 32/82,1/152,1)⊕ (151,2/81,2/1, 31/81,2/151,2)⊕ (32/82,1, 16/32)⊕ 31
respectively. Furthermore, in the latter case H stabilizes an sl2 subalgebra of L(E7).
(iii) If a = 3 then an element of order 63 in H is a blueprint for M(E7), and hence H is a blueprint for
M(E7).
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Proof: First let a = 1. Only the element of order 3 is important here, and it has trace one of −25,−7, 2, 20
(see Appendix B), with the last case not possible, and so the conspicuous sets of composition factors for
M(E7) ↓H are as follows:
4, 226, 47, 214, 410, 28.
As P (4) = 4/2/4, each of these must stabilize a 2-space on M(E7), as claimed.
When a = 2, we will prove that, with the single exception in the proposition, H must satisfy one of a
number of conditions, each of which implies strong imprimitivity.
There are 106 conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , but fifty of these have no corre-
sponding set of composition factors for L(E7) (see (i) of Section 9), so can be ignored. If H stabilizes a
line on L(E7) or a 2-space on M(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.5 or 4.7 respectively.
Thus we may exclude those sets of factors with non-positive 2i-pressure (and at least one 2i) by Lemma 2.2.
This leaves eighteen sets of factors, nine up to field automorphism of H .
Exactly one of these has two possible sets of composition factors on L(E7), one of which has a single
trivial and a single 8-dimensional, so that second option will be ignored as having pressure 0 on L(E7).
Of the other eight, which all have a unique corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7), three have
non-positive pressure and trivial factors, so H stabilizes a line on L(E7).
This leaves six conspicuous sets of composition factors on M(E7) up to field automorphism. These are
1221,2, 101,2, 4
2
2, 4
2
1, 2
3
1, 121,2, 101,2, 62,1, 6
2
1,2, 4
3
2, 2
2
1, 121,2, 10
2
1,2, 62,1, 61,2, 42, 41, 22, 21,
121,2, 122,1, 102,1, 62,1, 61,2, 42, 41, 21, 12
2
1,2, 102,1, 101,2, 61,2, 41, 21, 12
2
2,1, 101,2, 6
3
1,2, 41.
The simple modules that have extensions with 21 are 42, 62,1 and 121,2, by [3, Corollary 4.5] (see also Lemma
7.22 for those of dimension at most 8).
Case 1: This has pressure 1, and we may assume that we have a submodule of P (121,2) or P (42) with three
copies of 21. The {21, 41, 42, 101,2, 121,2}-radicals of these two modules are 101,2/121,2/21, 41, 101,2/121,2 and
42/21/42, so H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7). Thus H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.7.
Case 2: The corresponding submodule of P (42) in the second case is also 42/21/42, so again this stabilizes
a 2-space on M(E7). Thus H is again strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.7.
Cases 3, 4: The only module appearing with multiplicity greater than 1 in the third case is 101,2, so unless
a module has a non-trivial extension with 101,2, it must split off as a summand. Thus H stabilizes a 2-space
on M(E7). In the fourth case M(E7) ↓H must be semisimple, so again H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7).
Case 6: There are no extensions between the simple modules involved so M(E7) ↓H is semisimple. The
corresponding composition factors for L(E7) ↓H have no extensions between them either and so the restriction
is also semisimple, acting as
15⊕31,2 ⊕ 15
⊕2
2,1 ⊕ 9
⊕3 ⊕ 51 ⊕ 52 ⊕ 3
⊕4
1 ⊕ 3
⊕3
2 .
Write x for an element of order 13 in H . Choosing ζ a primitive 13th root of unity appropriately (so that x
acts on 21 with eigenvalues ζ
±1) the eigenvalues of x on M(E7) are
14, (ζ±1)7, (ζ±2)6, (ζ±3)3, (ζ±4)6, ζ±5, (ζ±6)3.
Looking through the elements of order 26 in E7, we find one xˆ that squares to x, and if θ is a primitive
26th root of 1 with θ2 = ζ, we have that the eigenvalues of xˆ are
14, (θ±1)7, (θ±2)6, (θ±3)3, (θ±4)6, θ±5, (θ±6)2, (−θ±6).
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This stabilizes the 4-space of M(E7) stabilized by H (as well as the 6-spaces and the sum of the 12- and
10-spaces). Write Y for the stabilizer of this 4-space: since there is a unique irreducible 4-space of M(E7)
stabilized by H , Y is NAut+(G)(H)-stable by Proposition 4.3.
We apply Propositions 3.7 and 3.9 to H and Y . Since Y stabilizes a 4-space on M(E7), certainly Y
does not contain the Rudvalis simple group. Thus while H is not a maximal member of P, the results still
apply and either Y 6 NG(H) or H is strongly imprimitive. As the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H are
not stable under a field automorphism of H , if Y 6 NG(H) then Y ∼= PGL2(25) (as Out(H) has order 4,
with generators a diagonal automorphism and a field automorphism).
The eigenvalues of xˆ on L(E7) are
117, (θ±1)10, (θ±2)13, (θ±3)12, (θ±4)6, (θ±5)8, (−θ±5)3, (θ±6)4, (−θ±6)2,
so 〈H, xˆ〉 is not PGL2(25) modulo Z(G) by Corollary 6.14. Hence Y 6 NG(H) and so H is strongly
imprimitive.
Case 5: The 102,1 must split off as it has no extensions with 121,2, but the rest of the composition factors
of M(E7) ↓H can lie above 121,2, and there is a unique module
102,1 ⊕ (121,2/21, 41, 61,2, 101,2/121,2),
with u acting with Jordan blocks 510, 32, so unipotent class A4 + A2. The action of u on the direct sum of
the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H has block structure 5
8, 42, 24, and examining [22, Table 7], we see that
there are only two possible actions for u that have at least eight blocks of size 5 and at most fourteen blocks:
510, 32 and 510, 22, 12. Thus the 41 and 61,2 cannot be summands (as they both have a 4 in the action of u),
and we assume that the 21 is not a submodule, so if M(E7) ↓H is not the module above then only the 101,2
can be removed from the non-simple summand. However, the {21, 41, 61,2, 121,2}-radical of P (121,2) is
121,2/21, 41, 61,2/121,2,
but with a 61,2 quotient, which is not allowed. Thus M(E7) ↓H is as above, u lies in class A4 + A2, and in
particular the symmetric square of this has L(E7) ↓H as a summand (since S2(M(E7)) = L(E7) ⊕ L(2λ1)
by Lemma 2.1).
The composition factors of L(E7) ↓H are
16, 1521,2, 15
2
2,1, 8
2
1,2, 8
3
2,1, 3
2
1, 3
3
2, 1
2,
and u must act on L(E7) with Jordan blocks 5
26, 3 from [22, Table 8]. There are only six isomorphism types
of indecomposable module appearing as a summand of S2(M(E7) ↓H) whose composition factors appear on
the list above, and these have structures
31, 152,1, 82,1/1, 32/82,1, 152,1/82,1/1, 32/82,1/152,1, 151,2/81,2/1, 31/81,2/151,2, 32/82,1, 16/32,
with the second module appearing only once. There is only one way to assemble these summands into a
module with the right unipotent action and composition factors, and this is
(152,1/82,1/1, 32/82,1/152,1)⊕ (151,2/81,2/1, 31/81,2/151,2)⊕ (32/82,1, 16/32)⊕ 31.
In particular, this has 31 as a summand and so this is an sl2-subalgebra by Proposition 6.17, and also 32 as
a submodule and subalgebra, but not necessarily a copy of sl2. This is as described in the proposition, and
so completes the proof for a = 2.
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Finally, let a = 3. Using the traces of semisimple elements of order up to 31 there are 434 conspicuous
sets of composition factors, 146 up to field automorphism. We now use the preimage trick from the end of
Section 6.2: of these 146 sets of composition factors, for 145 of them the eigenvalues of an element of order
21 determines its class in E7, but for the last one there are two possibilities. (We have a list of all such
classes and can check this manually.)
Checking the traces of elements of order 63, we find that twelve of these sets of factors are not conspicuous
for elements of order 63. In addition, for the set of composition factors whose element of order 21 does not
belong to a single semisimple class in E7, one of those two classes is incompatible with the trace of an element
of order 63.
The remaining 134 conspicuous sets of composition factors all have preimages of order 5 · 63 = 315 that
have the same number of eigenspaces on M(E7). Elements of order 315 in G are blueprints for M(E7) by
Theorem 5.9, and therefore the elements of order 63 in H are always blueprints for M(E7), and hence H is
as well.
Theorem 6.18 requires p > 11 for E7, so just because H stabilizes an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7) does not
mean that H is contained inside a positive-dimensional subgroup of G, and this could yield a Lie primitive
subgroup of G.
In the introduction we claimed that this potential SL2(25) is Lie primitive if it exists, so we must show
that it cannot be contained in any positive-dimensional subgroup. By consideration of composition factors
and summand dimensions, it can only lie inside a D6-parabolic subgroup; then one can proceed either by
showing that the 12-dimensional factor cannot support a symmetric bilinear form, or by noting that if the
subgroup lies inside the D6-parabolic subgroup then there is another subgroup with the same composition
factors on M(E7) inside the D6-Levi subgroup, hence acting semisimply, but the action of the unipotent
element would be 58, 42, 24, which does not appear in [22, Table 7].
The next case is p = 7, where we again cannot prove that there are no maximal SL2(7)s in all cases.
Proposition 14.4 Suppose that p = 7.
(i) Let a = 1. Either H is a blueprint for M(E7), or H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7), or stabilizes a
1-space on L(E7), or the actions of H on M(E7) and L(E7) are
P (6)⊕2 ⊕ P (4)⊕ 6⊕ 4⊕2 and 7⊕5 ⊕ P (5)⊕3 ⊕ P (3)⊕3 ⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕3
respectively.
(ii) Let a = 2. Either H is a blueprint for M(E7), or H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7), or stabilizes a
1-space on L(E7).
Proof: We start with a = 1. The conspicuous sets of composition factors are
4, 226, 47, 214, 6, 49, 27, 63, 47, 25, 64, 43, 210, 65, 45, 23, 66, 4, 28, 67, 43, 2.
As the projective indecomposable modules are
P (2) = 2/4, 6/2, P (4) = 4/2, 4/4, P (6) = 6/2/6,
we look through the list above, checking to see whether we have enough 4s and 6s (three of the first or two
of the second) to cover all 2s; this leaves the sixth and eighth cases of 65, 45, 23 and 67, 43, 2 to deal with.
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Case 8: We switch to L(E7), and there is only one corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7),
namely 7, 515, 310, 121, which means that H stabilizes a line on L(E7).
Case 6: The only possible structure that does not stabilize a 2-space on M(E7) and also yields a unipotent
action from the list at the start of this section is P (6)⊕2⊕P (4)⊕ 6⊕ 4⊕2, with u lying in class E7(a5). The
factors of L(E7) ↓H aren’t uniquely determined, and can be any one of
75, 515, 32, 117, 72, 518, 35, 114, 78, 57, 312, 16, 75, 510, 315, 13.
The first three of these must stabilize a line on L(E7), but the last one could in theory not, with module
action
7⊕5 ⊕ P (5)⊕3 ⊕ P (3)⊕3 ⊕ 5⊕ 3⊕3,
this action compatible with the action of u on M(E7).
Now let a = 2, and recall that L = SL2(7). The eigenvalues of an element y of order 25 on M(E7) are
enough to determine the semisimple class of E7 to which y belongs. This allows us to apply Lemma 6.12 to
see that if there is an A1 subgroup with 24-restricted composition factors, then any subgroup H of G whose
composition factors on M(E7) match the restriction of this A1 to SL2(49) is a blueprint for M(E7).
There are 150 conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , and this is too many to analyse
one at a time, but we can eliminate those of negative 2i-pressure using Lemma 2.2. Of the 150, only 92 of
them have a corresponding set of composition factors for L(E7), and only 42 of these have either no trivial
factors or positive pressure. Of these 42, only 26 have either no 2i or positive 2i-pressure for i = 1, 2, so
we have thirteen conspicuous sets of composition factors left to deal with, up to field automorphism. Six of
these have a 21 composition factor:
652, 61,2, 4
4
2, 2
2
1, 18
2
1,2, 102,1, 41, 42, 21, 281,2, 102,1, 6
2
2, 41, 21,
141,2, 101,2, 6
2
2, 61,2, 4
3
2, 21, 182,1, 10
2
2,1, 61, 61,2, 42, 21, 142,1, 10
3
2,1, 61,2, 42, 21.
Case 1: Consider the diagonal A1 inside the A1A1 maximal subgroup of G, acting along each factor as
L(1): this acts on M(E7) as
(L(6)⊗ L(3))⊕ (L(2)⊗ L(5))⊕ (L(4)⊗ L(1)),
which has factors L(5)5, L(3)4, L(7)2, L(9), up to field automorphism the same as the first case above.
Case 4: Inside C3G2, consider an A1 subgroup X acting along the first factor as L(5) and along the second
as L(2)⊕ L(8). The action of X on M(E7) is
(L(5)/L(7)/L(5))⊕ L(3)⊕ L(11)⊕ L(13)⊕ (L(3)/L(9)/L(3)),
so the restriction to SL2(49) has composition factors 142,1, 102,1, 6
2
1, 62,1, 4
3
1, 22, up to field automorphism a
match for the fourth case.
Case 5: We note that the composition factors are the same as
22 ⊗ ((61 ⊗ 22)⊕ (51/41,2/51))⊕ 42 :
inside A1F4, let X be a copy of A1 acting along the first factor as L(7) and along the second factor as
L(12)⊕ (L(4)/L(8)/L(4)). This subgroup of F4 exists inside the A1C3 subgroup, acting irreducibly on the
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minimal modules of both subgroups as L(7) and L(5). The composition factors of M(E7) ↓X match the fifth
case.
Case 6: As in the fifth case, we note that the composition factors are the same as
22 ⊗ (71 ⊕ (51/41,2/51)⊕ 51)⊕ 42 :
inside A1F4, let X be a copy of A1 acting along the first factor as L(7) and along the second factor as
L(6) ⊕ (L(4)/L(8)/L(4))⊕ L(4). This subgroup of F4 exists inside the A1G2 subgroup, acting irreducibly
on the minimal modules of both subgroups as L(1) and L(6). The composition factors of M(E7) ↓X match
the sixth case.
Since these embeddings have factors up to L(21), in all cases H is a blueprint forM(E7) by Lemma 6.12.
Case 3: Inside C3G2, let X be an A1 subgroup acting along the C3 as L(1)⊕L(21) and acting along G2 as
L(6). The action of X on M(E7) is
L(27)⊕ (L(5)/L(7)/L(5))⊕ L(3)⊕ L(29).
Up to field automorphism, the composition factors match the third case. While these are not 24-restricted,
they are close: checking the weight spaces against the eigenvalues of the SL2(49) contained within it, all weight
spaces that have the same eigenvalues when restricted to SL2(49) are contained within the L(27) ⊕ L(29).
Thus if H is not a blueprint then H is contained in a positive-dimensional subgroup Y with composition
factors of dimension 38, 6, 6, 4, 2. Notice that therefore Y, and hence H , must lie in either C3G2 itself – and
we know from above that in that case H is a blueprint for M(E7) – or inside A1F4, but it is easily seen to
not be possible to place H inside this subgroup by the action of H on M(E7). Thus H is indeed a blueprint
for M(E7).
Case 2: Here if H is not semisimple – and hence stabilizes a 2-space of M(E7) – then the action of H on
M(E7) is
(181,2/21, 41/181,2)⊕ 102,1 ⊕ 42;
we claim that such a subgroup H must be Lie primitive, so we check the members of X (see Appendix
A). To see this, first the dimensions of the composition factors are not compatible with coming from any
maximal parabolic, so that H must be contained in a reductive maximal subgroup, where the dimensions
and multiplicities exclude A7 and A2, and it is easy to see that it doesn’t lie in the A1A1.
For H to lie in A1D6, 181,2 would have to lie in the product of a module for SL2 of dimension 2 and
a module for PSL2 of dimension 12: this is possible, but only with 21 being tensored by 21 ⊗ 62, and this
yields 62 as well, which is not in M(E7) ↓H .
If H lies in A2A5 then we must have that H acts on the natural modules along each factor as 31 and 62,
whence the module L(00)⊗ L(λ3) is (42/61,2/42)⊕ 62, which is obviously not correct.
If H lies in G2C3, then the tensor product of the two minimal modules for these groups must have
composition factors 1821,2, 4i for some i, and this is obviously impossible.
For H to lie in A1G2, 181,2 would have to be a composition factor of the tensor product of a module for
SL2(49) of dimension 4 and a module for PSL2(49) of dimension 7, but this is not possible.
We finally have H in A1F4, where H must act on the natural module as 2i for some i, yielding 4i as
a composition factor of M(E7) ↓H , and the rest of the module must be 2i ⊗M for some 26-dimensional
module M for PSL2(49), and this cannot yield 18
2
1,2, so H cannot embed in this subgroup either.
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Having proved this, we now show that the stabilizer of the 42 submodule is positive dimensional, which
yields a contradiction. There are eight elements of order 50 in a maximal torus of G squaring to y of order
25 and preserving the eigenspaces making up the 42: these eight elements generate a subgroup Z50×Z2×Z2
of order 200, and so the stabilizer of the 4-space contains H as a subgroup of index at least 4, ruling out
the possibility that it is almost simple with socle H . Thus we now apply Proposition 3.9, which states that
PSL2(49) lies in P. Hence by Proposition 3.7, the stabilizer of the 4-space is contained in a member of X ,
but then H is not Lie primitive, a contradiction.
Thus H acts semisimply on M(E7), hence stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7).
We now give the seven conspicuous sets of composition factors with no 2i in them.
1822,1, 61, 62,1, 4
2
1, 182,1, 142,1, 102,1, 62,1, 4
2
1, 421,2, 62,1, 4
2
1, 281,2, 141,2, 61, 4
2
1
1222,1, 101,2, 6
3
1,2, 41, 282,1, 122,1, 6
2
2,1, 41, 281,2, 182,1, 101,2.
Cases 1, 2: Inside A2A5, let a subgroup X of type A1 act along the two factors as L(14) and L(5)
respectively. The composition factors of M(E7) ↓X are L(21)2, L(5), L(3)2, L(9). This is the first case.
Inside C3G2, consider an A1 subgroup X acting along the first factor as L(5) and along the second as
L(14)⊕ L(8). The action of X on M(E7) is
L(19)⊕ L(13)⊕ L(11)⊕ (L(3)/L(9)/L(3)).
The composition factors of X on M(E7) match the second case.
Case 3: Inside C3G2, consider an A1 subgroup X acting along the first factor as L(5) and along the second
as L(42). The action of X on M(E7) is
L(47)⊕ (L(3)/L(9)/L(3)),
a match for the third case, but of course these are not 24-restricted, but do satisfy the second condition of
Lemma 6.12, so that H is a blueprint for M(E7).
Case 4: Inside F4A1, let X denote an A1 subgroup acting along the second factor as L(1), and along the
first factor as L(4)⊕ L(44), which exists inside the A1G2 subgroup of F4. The action of X on M(E7) is
L(43)⊕ L(45)⊕ L(5)⊕ L(3)⊕2,
so this is the fourth case. Of course, these are not 24-restricted, so we proceed as in the second case of the
previous set of composition factors, looking for elements of order 50 in G squaring to y and stabilizing the
eigenspaces the comprise the 41 in the socle. Again, we find a subgroup Z50 × Z2 × Z2, and we conclude as
before that the stabilizer of the 41 is a positive-dimensional subgroup of G.
We claim that H is a blueprint for M(E7). With the dimensions and multiplicities of the composition
factors, the only maximal positive-dimensional subgroups it can lie in are D6A1, C3G2, A1G2, A1F4 and
A1A1, with the last one clearly impossible.
If H 6 D6A1 then 141,2 ⊕ 61 ⊕ 41 is a tensor product of a 12-dimensional and a 2-dimensional module,
so must be 21⊗ (72⊕ 51). Thus H lies inside the product of the A1 and a product of two orthogonal groups,
Spin7× Spin5, and there is a unique action of an A1 subgroup inside these of acting as L(42) ⊕ L(0) and
L(42) on the two relevant modules of Spin7, and as L(3) and L(4) on the two modules of Spin5. This A1
stabilizes the same subspaces of M(E7) as H , so H is a blueprint for M(E7). The same statement holds
from above for A1F4.
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If H 6 C3G2 then a similar analysis shows that H acts on the minimal modules of the two factors as
21 ⊕ 41 and 72 respectively, and the A1 acting along each factor as L(1) ⊕ L(3) and L(42) again stabilizes
the same subspaces of M(E7) as H , so H is a blueprint for M(E7).
We are left with A1G2, where in order to find the 281,2 we must have that H acts on the two natural
modules as 21 and 72 respectively, so that the factor (L(3), L(10)) in M(E7) ↓A1G2 yields 281,2, but then the
other factor of (L(1), L(01)) yields two copies of 61,2, which is not correct. (Indeed, this is how we obtain
the sixth case above.)
Thus, whenever H is a subgroup of a positive-dimensional subgroup of G, it is a blueprint for M(E7),
as needed.
Case 5: Inside the maximal subgroupA1G2, letX be an A1 subgroup acting along the first factor as L(7) and
along the second as L(2)⊕2 ⊕ L(0): the composition factors of X on M(E7) are L(9)3, L(11), L(21), L(23)2,
matching up with the fifth case, up to field automorphism. Since they are all 24-restricted, H is a blueprint
for M(E7) by Lemma 6.12.
Case 6: Inside the same subgroup A1G2, let X instead be an A1 subgroup acting along the first factor as
L(7) and along the second as L(6): the composition factors of X on M(E7) are L(3), L(9)
2, L(17), L(27),
matching up with the sixth case, but no longer 24-restricted, but H is still a blueprint for M(E7) by Lemma
6.12(ii).
Case 7: Inside the maximal A1A1 subgroup, take a diagonal A1 as we have done before, but this time acting
as L(1) and L(7) along the two factors. The composition factors of this onM(E7) are L(27), L(13), L(37), of
course not 24-restricted, and even Lemma 6.12(ii) doesn’t work in this case. If H is contained in a positive-
dimensional subgroup other than A1A1 then the dimensions of the composition factors and multiplicities
show that it can only come from A1G2, and in order to get 281,2 appearing, H must act along A1 as 21 and
G2 as 72. However, the other factor of dimension 28 must have 61,2 as a composition factor, which is not
allowed. Thus H 6 A1A1, and so H is a blueprint for M(E7).
It remains to show that H is always contained inside a member of X . Of course, since M(E7) ↓H is
multiplicity free it is semisimple, and so the 101,2 is a submodule. As with previous cases, we find more than
one element of order 50 inG squaring to y and stabilizing the eigenspaces that comprise 101,2. The subgroup
generated by these is Z50×Z2, and we wish to apply Corollary 6.14, so we need to find an element yˆ of order
50 in this subgroup whose action on L(E7) has no (−1)-eigenspace, but this is easy: its eigenspaces are
17, (θ±2)6, (θ±4)4, (θ±5), (θ±6)2, (θ±7)3, (θ±8), (θ±9)5, (θ±11)6, (θ±13)6,
(θ±15)5, (θ±16), (θ±17)3, (θ±18)2, (θ±19)2, (θ±20)4, (θ±21), (θ±22)5, (θ±24)6,
where θ is a primitive 50th root of unity and y = yˆ2 acts on 21 with eigenvalues θ
±2.
We have thus shown that all cases are blueprints for M(E7), stabilize a 2-space on M(E7), or stabilize a
line on L(E7), as needed.
Proposition 14.5 Suppose that p = 11.
(i) Let a = 1. If H is not a blueprint for M(E7), then H stabilizes a unique 2-space on M(E7) or a line
on L(E7).
(ii) Let a = 2. If H is not a blueprint for M(E7), then H stabilizes a unique 2-space on M(E7).
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Proof: Let a = 1. As p = 11 the action of u is one of cases (xviii) to (xxi) in the list above. In the first
unipotent class, E7(a4) acting as 11
2, 10, 8, 6, 42, 2, there are single blocks of size 10, 8, 6 and 2, which must
come from simple summands of those dimensions. Since we cannot have a faithful indecomposable module of
dimension 11+4 = 15, the 4s must also come from simple summands, and soM(E7) ↓H is a single projective
plus a semisimple module. The conspicuous such sets of composition factors yield
P (10)⊕ 10⊕ 8⊕ 6⊕ 4⊕2 ⊕ 2 and P (4)⊕ 10⊕ 8⊕ 6⊕ 4⊕2 ⊕ 2.
The second of these has corresponding set of factors on L(E7) given by 9
8, 72, 57, 112, and the action of u on
L(E7) is 11
8, 9, 72, 52, 34. Blocks of size 3 come from, up to duality,
3, 7, 9/1, 3, 5, 3, 5, 7/5, 7, 9,
and so H cannot embed with these factors and this action of u. (The other set of composition factors yields
11⊕4 ⊕ P (9)⊕ P (7)⊕ 9⊕ 7⊕2 ⊕ 5⊕2 ⊕ 3⊕4.)
If u comes from class D6, acting as 11
4, 10, 12, then the 10 must come from a simple summand, and
the 12 comes from (up to duality) 6/6, 4/8 or 2/10. The sum of one of these plus its dual, a single
projective indecomposable module, and the 10, must be conspicuous. There are five such conspicuous sets
of composition factors, all of which have corresponding sets of factors on L(E7), three of them having two
different sets. The action of u on L(E7) is 11
10, 102, 13, so certainly H has a trivial summand on L(E7),
with the 102 coming from (5/5)⊕2, (3/7) ⊕ (7/3) or (1/9) ⊕ (9/1), the other 12 being either semisimple,
(9/3) ⊕ (3/9) or (5/7) ⊕ (7/5), with the rest of the module being projective. There are 937 such sets of
composition factors, and when taking the intersection of that list with those of the corresponding sets of
composition factors to our list for M(E7) ↓H , we find two members:
P (4)⊕ (10/2)⊕ (2/10)⊕ 10 and P (6)⊕ (6/6)⊕2 ⊕ 10,
with corresponding embeddings
11⊕4⊕P (5)⊕P (3)⊕ (3/9)⊕ (9/3)⊕ (3/7)⊕ (7/3)⊕ 1 and 11⊕6⊕P (5)⊕P (3)⊕ (3/7)⊕ (7/3)⊕ 1⊕3.
Of course, these stabilize a line on L(E7), as needed.
If u comes from class E6(a1) acting as 11
4, 52, 12, then the two blocks of size 5 must come from summands
of dimension 16, so (4, 6/6) ⊕ (6/4, 6), and the two 1s must come from summands of dimension 12. The
conspicuous such sets of composition factors yield
(4, 6/6)⊕ (6/4, 6)⊕ (10/2)⊕ (2/10), (4, 6/6)⊕ (6/4, 6)⊕ (4/8)⊕ (8/4), (4, 6/6)⊕ (6/4, 6)⊕ (6/6)⊕2.
Of these, only the last has a corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7), and this is 11
2, 98, 55, 114;
however, u acts as 1110, 9, 52, 3, 1 on L(E7), so we need a 3 as a summand of L(E7) ↓H , which is not possible.
Thus H does not embed with u from this class.
Finally, if u acts as 114, 10, 2, coming from E7(a3), then the 2 and 10 must come from simple summands,
so we need two projectives plus 10⊕2. There are three such conspicuous sets of composition factors, yielding
P (4)⊕2 ⊕ 10⊕ 2, P (4)⊕ P (10)⊕ 10⊕ 2, P (6)⊕ P (10)⊕ 10⊕ 2.
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Each of these has corresponding sets of composition factors on L(E7), with the third having two. However,
u acts on L(E7) with blocks 11
11, 9, 3, so L(E7) ↓H is the sum of 9 ⊕ 3 and projectives, and since we have
1111 in the action of u, the number of summands of L(E7) ↓H that are either 11s or P (1)s must be odd. In
particular, any trivial composition factors lie either in P (1)s or P (9)s. The four corresponding sets of factors
are
98, 73, 57, 112, 114, 93, 74, 53, 36, 1, 113, 92, 76, 55, 35, 112, 94, 77, 5, 36, 13;
the first and second cases need an odd number of P (1)s, and the second case can have no P (9)s as it has no
3s, leading to a contradiction. The fourth case cannot work with the unipotent class either, but the third
case yields
11⊕3 ⊕ P (7)⊕2 ⊕ P (5)⊕ P (3)⊕ 9⊕ 3.
Thus P (6)⊕ P (10)⊕ 10⊕ 2 is the only acceptable embedding of H into M(E7) with this unipotent action.
Now let a = 2, and recall that L is a copy of SL2(11) inside H . We have traces of semisimple elements
of order up to 40, and can use the preimage trick from Section 6.2 to find traces of elements of orders 60
and 120 as well. We would like that the eigenvalues of an element y in H of order 120 on M(E7) uniquely
determine the semisimple class of E7 to which y belongs. This is not true in general for all classes, but will
be true for the particular classes that arise from conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , by
a check using the preimage trick.
Suppose that u comes from class E7(a4), so that the composition factors of M(E7) ↓L are 103, 8, 6, 42, 2.
There are, up to field automorphism, twenty conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , using
semisimple elements of order up to 40; using the preimage trick, we can eliminate seven of these from
contention, as they fail the trace of an element of order either 60 or 120, leaving thirteen. Note that, for
these thirteen remaining sets of composition factors, the eigenvalues of an element y of order 120 on M(E7)
determine the semisimple class to which y belongs.
Nine of the thirteen have a 2-dimensional composition factor, and are
141,2, 10
3
2, 4
2
2, 2
2
1, 10
3
1, 81, 61, 4
2
1, 21, 22, 222,1, 18
(1)
2,1, 61, 4
2
1, 21, 222,1, 142,1, 101, 4
2
1, 21, 10
3
1, 81, 61, 62,1, 41, 21,
30
(1)
1,2, 102, 101,2, 41, 21, 221,2, 18
(1)
1,2, 101,2, 41, 21, 18
(1)
1,2, 10
2
2, 62, 61,2, 42, 21, 221,2, 18
(2)
1,2, 102, 42, 21.
(Recall that 18
(1)
i,j = 2i ⊗ 9j, 18
(2)
i,j = 3i ⊗ 6j and 30
(1)
i,j = 3i ⊗ 10j.) The simple modules with non-trivial
extensions with 21 are 102, 18
(1)
2,1 and 30
(1)
1,2, and in order for H not to stabilize a 2-space, one of these must
occur with multiplicity 2: thus all cases must stabilize a 2-space on M(E7) except for the first and eighth.
However, even in the first case the {21, 42, 102, 141,2}-radical of P (102) is simply 102/21/102, so there must
be a 21 submodule of M(E7) ↓H , so that case also stabilizes a 2-space.
For the eighth case, up to field automorphism we find this inside D6A1, by taking an A1 subgroup
acting on the natural modules for the two factors as 91 ⊕ 31 = L(8) ⊕ L(2) and 22 = L(11) respectively.
This yields 18
(1)
2,1 ⊕ 62,1 = L(19) ⊕ L(13), and for the spin module for the D6 term, we need a module
with unipotent action 112, 6, 4 (one sees this from the entry for D6(a1) in [22, Table 7]) and composition
factors 1021, 61, 41, 22 = L(9)
2, L(5), L(3), L(11) (obtained from the traces of semisimple elements). Thus the
restriction of the spin module to this A1 subgroup must be
(L(9)/L(11)/L(9))⊕ L(5)⊕ L(3),
so we apply Lemma 6.12 to see that H is a blueprint for M(E7), as needed.
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The remaining four conspicuous sets of composition factors, which have no 2-dimensional composition
factor, are
362,1, 101, 61,2, 41, 421,2, 101, 41, 222,1, 101, 102,1, 81, 61,2, 282,1, 222,1, 62,1.
For the last of these, consider a diagonal A1 inside A1G2, acting as 22 = L(11) along A1 and as 71 = L(6)
along the G2 factor. The composition factors on M(E7) are L(39), L(21), L(13), matching up with the
fourth case above, so we satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.12. Consider an A1 subgroup of G2C3, acting
as 72 = L(66) along the G2 factor and as 61 = L(5) along the C3 factor: the composition factors on M(E7)
are L(71), L(9), L(3), matching up with the second case above. Again we apply Lemma 6.12, this time the
second statement, and therefore H is a blueprint for M(E7), as claimed.
For the third case, we find an A1 subgroup Y inside D6A1 that works: consider Y acting as 21 = L(1)
along the A1 factor, and as 91 ⊕ 32 = L(8) ⊕ L(22) along the second factor. This second A1 is contained
diagonally as an irreducible subgroup inside the product of orthogonal groups Spin9× Spin3, i.e., B4A1,
so its action on the 32-dimensional half-spin module is as the tensor product of the spins. The action on
Spin3 must be as 22 = L(11), and the action on the Spin9 has unipotent factors 11, 5 and can be seen to be
111 ⊕ 51 = L(10)⊕ L(4). Thus the subgroup Y has composition factors
L(21), L(15), L(9), L(7), L(23),
and hence satisfies Lemma 6.12, with the SL2(121) inside Y having the same factors on M(E7) as the third
case.
We are left with 362,1, 101, 61,2, 41. We first note that if there is such a subgroup H then H is not
contained in a positive-dimensional subgroup of G: to see this, notice that since M(E7) ↓H is multiplicity-
free and contains a 36-dimensional composition factor, the only positive-dimensional subgroups that could
contain it are G2C3 and A1F4. If H 6 G2C3, the module (L(10), L(100)) has dimension 42, so must restrict
to H as 362,1 ⊕ 61,2. However, 362,1 = 91 ⊗ 42 is not a composition factor of any tensor product of a
6-dimensional module and a 7-dimensional module, which is a contradiction. Since A1F4 acts on M(E7)
with factors (L(1), L(0001)) and (L(3), L(0000)), we see that if H 6 A1F4 then the projection of H along
A1 must act on the natural module as 21, so that L(3) restricts to H as 41. However, again 362,1 is not a
composition factor of any tensor product of 21 and a module of dimension at most 26, so H cannot lie in
A1F4 either. Thus H cannot lie in a positive-dimensional subgroup of G.
We therefore must have that NG(H) contains SL2(121) with index at most 2 by Proposition 3.9 and the
fact that the composition factors of M(E7) ↓H are not stable under a field automorphism of H , so AutG¯(H)
can only induce a diagonal automorphism on H . Recalling that y is an element of order 120 in H , chosen
so that the eigenvalues of y on 21 are ζ
±1 for ζ a primitive 120th root of unity, we consider the elements of
order 120 in a maximal torus of G squaring to y2, noting that the ζ2- and ζ6-eigenspaces of y2 onM(E7) are
both 3-dimensional and coincide with the ζ- and ζ3-eigenspaces of y respectively. We thus look for elements
that square to y2 and preserve the ζ2- and ζ6-eigenspaces of y2; of course, y is one of these elements, and we
find four elements with 3-dimensional ζ- and ζ3-eigenspaces (and therefore four with 3-dimensional (−ζ)-
and (−ζ3)-eigenspaces), which together generate a subgroup Z120×Z2×Z2 of the torus. Thus the stabilizer
in G of the 4-dimensional submodule 41 of M(E7) contains H with index at least 4, a contradiction, and so
H doesn’t exist. This completes the proof of the proposition when u comes from class E7(a4).
Suppose that u comes from class D6, and that the composition factors ofM(E7) ↓L are 10, 67, 4: the trace
of an element of order 5 is 6, and this is enough to seriously restrict the possibilities. Using other semisimple
elements of order up to 20, we find up to field automorphism a single conspicuous set of composition factors,
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namely 101, 6
7
1, 41, and this must be semisimple as there are no non-trivial extensions between the factors.
However, this is incompatible with the action of u, so H cannot embed with this restriction to L. The other
set of composition factors are the same as for E7(a4), which we have already considered above.
Suppose that u comes from E7(a3), so that M(E7) ↓L has composition factors 103, 63, 4, 22. Checking
traces of elements of order up to 40 yields, up to field automorphism, only five conspicuous sets of composition
factors, which are
1031, 6
3
1, 41, 2
2
1, 10
3
2, 6
3
2, 42, 2
2
1, 10
3
1, 102,1, 6
2
1, 21, 22, 101, 10
2
2, 61, 6
2
2, 61,2, 21, 221,2, 102, 101,2, 6
2
2, 21.
The last two of these fail the traces of elements of order 60, so do not exist. The 21-pressures of the remaining
three are −2, 1 and −1 respectively, as only 102 from these simple modules has an extension with 21, so only
the second need not stabilize a 2-space. In this case the {21, 42, 62, 102}-radical of P (102) is 102/21/102, so
M(E7) ↓H has a 2-dimensional submodule.
We now have that p > 13, for which we only need consider a = 1. For p = 17, 19, 23 we will get an
sl2-subalgebra being a possible outcome, and for p = 19 we will also get a Serre embedding (see Definition
6.6).
We begin with p = 13.
Proposition 14.6 Suppose that p = 13 and a = 1. Then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: In all but one case, we will show that H is either a blueprint for M(E7), or H stabilizes a 2-space
on M(E7), or stabilizes a line on L(E7). In these cases, H is strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.4, 4.7
and 4.5 respectively. Thus we will show one of these three properties, except the last case, where we argue
directly.
There are three possibilities for the action of u on M(E7), namely cases (xxii), (xxiii) and (xxiv) from
the list at the start of the subsection, with the last of these being semiregular.
In the first case, u acts as 134, 14, and so M(E7) ↓H is the sum of four modules of dimension 14, which
are
2/12, 4/10, 6/8, 8/6, 10/4, 12/2.
There are only two conspicuous sets of composition factors for M(E7) ↓H consisting of dual pairs of these,
and they are
(2/12)⊕ (12/2)⊕ (4/10)⊕ (10/4) and (4/10)⊕ (10/4)⊕ (6/8)⊕ (8/6).
Neither of these has a corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7), so H does not embed in G with
u coming from class E6.
If u comes from class E7(a3) then it acts as 13
2, 12, 10, 6, 2. The single block of size 2 must come from a
self-dual indecomposable module of dimension congruent to 2 modulo 13, and the two of these are 2 itself –
so H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) – or a 28-dimensional module 6, 8/6, 8; from here, the blocks of sizes 6
and 10 must come from simple summands and the 12 comes either from a 12 or a 6/6, yielding two possible
sets of composition factors, neither of which is conspicuous, having trace −1 for an element of order 3. If H
stabilizes more than a single 2, then we must also have P (2), and the block of size 12 comes from either a
simple 12 or a 6/6. In either case, again the trace of an element of order 3 is −1, so H stabilizes a unique
2-space on M(E7). This completes the proof for the second action of u.
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The final unipotent class to consider is the semiregular E7(a2), acting with Jordan blocks 13
4, 4 on the
minimal module. The single block of size 4 comes either from a summand 4 or from the indecomposable
module 4, 6, 8, 10/4, 6, 8, 10, which is conspicuous, but we saw above that it has no corresponding set of
factors for L(E7). Hence M(E7) ↓H has a 4 as a summand, with two projective indecomposable summands.
The conspicuous such sets of composition factors yield
P (2)⊕ P (4)⊕ 4, P (12)⊕ P (10)⊕ 4, P (10)⊕ P (8)⊕ 4, P (6)⊕ P (4)⊕ 4.
The first and second of these cannot occur because they do not have corresponding factors on L(E7).
In the fourth case we again switch to L(E7), and find two corresponding sets of composition factors,
namely
13, 11, 92, 79, 53, 34, 1, 113, 93, 75, 54, 36.
The action of u on L(E7) must be 13
10, 3, and the single 3 in this action comes from a summand isomorphic
to either 3 or 5, 7, 9/5, 7, 9. The first case cannot occur as the single 1 must lie in a P (11), but this cannot
occur. In the second case, the lack of trivial factors means there can be no P (11)s, so we must have P (3)⊕3
in L(E7) ↓H . In this case, there are then no 3s or 9s remaining, so the summand contributing the 3 to the
action of u cannot occur, which is a contradiction. Thus H cannot embed with these factors either.
In the third case, there are again two corresponding sets of composition factors on L(E7), namely
13, 113, 92, 77, 5, 34, 13, 115, 93, 73, 52, 36, 12.
In the first of these, the single 5 means one has no P (5) and at most one P (7), but these are the only two
projectives containing 7, so we cannot use up the seven 7s. The second case does have a unique possibility,
however, of
P (11)⊕2 ⊕ P (9)⊕ P (7)⊕ P (3)⊕ 3.
Although it has 3 as a summand, the presence of a P (3) means that we cannot guarantee that it is an
sl2-subalgebra of L(E7) using Proposition 6.17, although the 3 ⊕ 3 in the socle of L(E7) ↓H does form a
subalgebra.
Let x denote an element of order 14 in H and let ζ be a primitive 14th root of unity, arranged so that
the eigenvalues of x on 4 are ζ±1, ζ±3. The eigenvalues of x on M(E7) are
(−1)8, (ζ±1)9, (ζ±3)8, (ζ±5)7.
Let θ denote a primitive 28th root of unity with θ2 = ζ. Looking through the eigenvalues of elements of
order 28 in G, we find xˆ ∈ G such that xˆ2 = x and xˆ has eigenvalues
(±i)4, (θ±1)9, (θ±3)8, (θ±5)5, (−θ±5)2
on M(E7). This stabilizes the eigenspaces intersecting the 4, and so xˆ stabilizes the 4-space stabilized by H .
Let K = 〈H, xˆ〉. Since H is a maximal member of P by Proposition 3.9, we wish to apply Proposition
3.7. Thus either K 6 NG(H) or H is strongly imprimitive, since H and K stabilize a unique 4-space on
M(E7) and so is NAut+(G)(H)-stable. Since Aut(H) ∼= PGL2(13), if we show that K 6= PGL2(13) then we
are done.
The action of xˆ on L(E7) has eigenvalues
(1)21, (θ±2)18, (−θ±2), (θ±4)14, (−θ±4)4, (θ±6)13, (−θ±6)6.
In particular, xˆ has no eigenvalue −1 on L(E7), so K 6∼= PGL2(13) by Corollary 6.14. Hence K 6 NG(H),
so H is strongly imprimitive.
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Proposition 14.7 If p = 17 and a = 1, then H is strongly imprimitive.
Proof: Note that if H is a blueprint for M(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 4.4. We will
show that this is the case, or will argue directly that H is strongly imprimitive.
There are two non-generic unipotent classes, cases (xxv) and (xxvi) above, where there are single Jordan
blocks of sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 16. Apart from the simple modules of dimension congruent to 4, 6, 8, 10, 16 modulo
17, the self-dual indecomposable modules congruent to those dimensions have dimensions 72, 108, 144, 114
and 16 respectively, so only the 16 might not come from a simple summand.
For u belonging to class E7(a2), so acting as 17
2, 10, 8, 4, we therefore have a single projective plus
10⊕ 8⊕ 4. Applying the traces of semisimple elements yields two possibilities:
P (16)⊕ 10⊕ 8⊕ 4 and P (10)⊕ 10⊕ 8⊕ 4.
The second of these does not yield an action on L(E7) as the traces do not match up, but the first of these
has a unique set of composition factors on L(E7) which yields
17⊕ P (15)⊕ P (11)⊕ 15⊕ 11⊕ 9⊕ 7⊕ 3⊕2.
The subspace 3⊕2 is an H-invariant Lie subalgebra of L(E7), but we proceed as in the case of p = 13, finding
an element of order 36 that preserves the 4-dimensional submodule.
Let x be an element of H of order 18 and ζ be a primitive 18th root of unity, arranging our choices so
that the eigenvalues of x on 4 are ζ±1 and ζ±3. The eigenvalues of x on M(E7) are
(−1)6, (ζ±1)6, (ζ±3)7, (ζ±5)6, (ζ±7)6.
Letting θ denote a primitive 36th root of unity squaring to ζ, we find an element xˆ of order 36 in G with
xˆ2 = x and with eigenvalues on M(E7) given by
(±i)3, (θ±1)6, (θ±3)7, (θ±5)5,−θ±5, (θ±7)4, (−θ±7)2.
We see immediately that xˆ preserves the 4-space stabilized by H , and we proceed exactly as in the proof of
Proposition 14.6.
The eigenvalues of xˆ on L(E7) are
(1)15, (θ±2)14, (−θ±2), (θ±4)12, (−θ±4)3, (θ±6)11, (−θ±2)3, (θ±8)8, (−θ±8)7.
Again, this has no eigenvalue −1, so K = 〈H, xˆ〉 is not PGL2(17) modulo Z(G). Thus K is strongly
imprimitive since H is a maximal member of P, by Proposition 3.9, and hence H is strongly imprimitive
by Proposition 3.7.
For u belonging to class E7(a1), so acting on M(E7) with Jordan blocks 17
2, 16, 6, the 6 must come from
a simple summand, but the 16 comes from either a simple summand or 8/8. Thus our embedding of H is
either a single projective plus (8/8)⊕ 6 or a single projective plus 16⊕ 6. Using traces, the two options are
P (12)⊕ 16⊕ 6 and P (4)⊕ 16⊕ 6.
The second of these has no corresponding set of composition factors on L(E7), but the first has a unique
set, which implies that L(E7) ↓H is
17⊕ P (15)⊕ P (11)⊕ P (7)⊕ 11⊕ 3,
and so the 3 is an sl2-subalgebra by Proposition 6.17. We complete the proof that H is strongly imprimitive
using Corollary 6.19.
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Proposition 14.8 Suppose that p = 19 and a = 1. If H is not a blueprint for M(E7) then H stabilizes a
unique 3-space on L(E7) that is an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7), or H is a Serre embedding.
Proof: When p = 19, there are two non-generic unipotent classes, E7(a1) and E7, cases (xxvii) and (xxviii)
above. As p ≡ 3 mod 4 there is a unique self-dual indecomposable module congruent to any given integer
modulo p. For E7(a1) the 12 and 6 in the action of u must therefore come from simple summands, leaving a
single projective module of dimension 38. Only two possibilities yield conspicuous sets of composition factors,
namely P (16) ⊕ 12 ⊕ 6 and P (4) ⊕ 12 ⊕ 6. The second of these has no corresponding set of composition
factors on L(E7), with the first of these yielding the unique action
P (15)⊕ P (11)⊕ 19⊕ 17⊕ 11⊕ 7⊕ 3,
with the 3 being an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7) by Proposition 6.17.
The remaining case is u coming from the regular class, where as with the E7(a1) case the 10 from the
action of u must yield a simple summand, with the rest projective. There are again two conspicuous sets of
composition factors for M(E7) ↓H , coming from P (4)⊕ 18 and P (10)⊕ 18. The first has no corresponding
set of composition factors on L(E7), and the second has a single set, which since u is projective on L(E7),
must be arranged so that L(E7) ↓H is
19⊕ P (15)⊕ P (11)⊕ P (3).
While the 3-dimensional submodule is a subalgebra of L(E7), it is not obviously an sl2-subalgebra because
we cannot apply Proposition 6.17. This is a Serre embedding as defined in Definition 6.6, as needed.
The last case is p = 23 and the regular unipotent class, to conclude this section.
Proposition 14.9 Suppose that p = 23 and a = 1. If H is not a blueprint for M(E7) then H stabilizes a
unique 3-space on L(E7) that is an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7).
Proof: The only non-generic unipotent class for p = 23 and M(E7) is the regular class, with Jordan blocks
232, 10, case (xxix) above. The 10 in the action of u must come from a simple summand, leaving a single
projective module of dimension 46. Only two possibilities yield conspicuous sets of composition factors,
namely 20, 18, 10, 42 and 182, 10, 6, 4. The first of these has no corresponding set of composition factors on
L(E7), and the second of these yields the unique action
P (19)⊕ P (11)⊕ 23⊕ 15⊕ 3,
with the 3 being an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7) by Proposition 6.17.
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 1.4. We start by showing that if p is an odd prime with pa 6= 7, 25
then H = SL2(p
a) with Z(G) = Z(H) then H is strongly imprimitive.
If pa > 150 then H is a blueprint for M(E7), whence we are done by Proposition 4.4. For p = 3, we
have a = 2, 3, 4. If a = 2 then H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) by [17, Proposition 6.2], so we are done by
Proposition 4.7. If a = 3 then H is strongly imprimitive by Proposition 14.1, and if a = 4 then H is strongly
imprimitive by Proposition 14.2. This needs Proposition 4.4 if H is a blueprint for M(E7), and Proposition
4.3 if H stabilizes a unique 18-space.
Thus p > 5. If p = 5 then Proposition 14.3 shows that H stabilizes a 2-space on M(E7) for a = 1, is
a blueprint for M(E7) if a = 3, and is therefore strongly imprimitive by Propositions 4.7 and 4.4. If a = 2
then H is strongly imprimitive except for one specific action on M(E7) and L(E7).
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If p = 7 then by Proposition 14.4, if a = 2 then H is a blueprint for M(E7), or H stabilizes a 2-space
on M(E7) or a line on L(E7). The first two possibilities yield strong imprimitivity as we have seen above,
and stabilizing a line yields strong imprimitivity by Proposition 4.5. For a = 1, one of these three conditions
hold – and hence H is strongly imprimitive – or M(E7) ↓H and L(E7) ↓H have a specific action.
For p = 11, Proposition 14.5 shows that again, H is either a blueprint for M(E7), stabilizes a 2-space
on M(E7) or a line on L(E7), and hence is strongly imprimitive. For p = 13, 17, Propositions 14.6 and 14.7
states directly that H is strongly imprimitive.
For p = 19, if H is a blueprint for M(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive as we have seen above, and if
H stabilizes a unique 3-space that is an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7) then H is strongly imprimitive by Corollary
6.19. The other alternative is that H is a Serre embedding, as stated in Theorem 1.4. Finally, if p = 23 then
H is either a blueprint for M(E7) or stabilizes a unique 3-space that is an sl2-subalgebra of L(E7), so again
H is strongly imprimitive.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.4. Suppose that H ∼= PSL2(pa) is a subgroup of the simple
groupG = E7(p
b) such that NG¯(H) is maximal in an almost simple group G¯ with socle G. The corresponding
subgroup (PSL2(2
a) if p = 2, and PSL2(p
a) × 2 or SL2(pa) for p odd) of the (simply connected) algebraic
group G is either strongly imprimitive or not strongly imprimitive. If it is not strongly imprimitive then
pa is one of 7, 8 and 25, as we have seen in the summaries of this and the previous two sections. Thus we
may assume that H is strongly imprimitive. Since it is maximal, this means that H is the fixed points Hσ
of a Frobenius endomorphism of a positive-dimensional subgroup H of G. By [33, Corollary 2], H is either
maximal rank, a maximal parabolic (which is obviously impossible), (22 × D4) · Sym(3) (again, obviously
impossible) or appears in [33, Table 1].
If H is maximal-rank then we examine [27, Table 5.1], and the result holds. If H appears in [33, Table 1]
then H must be a product of type A1 subgroups. There are two subgroups A1, which appear in Theorem 1.4,
and one subgroup A1A1. However, as we see from [33, Table 10.2], the two A1 factors are not interchangeable
(they have different actions onM(E7)) and so a Frobenius endomorphism cannot have fixed points PSL2(p
a)
on this subgroup, only a product of PSL2 subgroups.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4, and therefore concludes the whole proof.
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A Actions of maximal positive-dimensional subgroups on minimal
and adjoint modules
In this appendix we collate information on the actions of the reductive and parabolic maximal subgroups of
positive dimension on the minimal and adjoint modules for the algebraic groups F4, E6 and E7 that we have
used in the text, other than those in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. These have been documented in many places, but
we give them here as well for ease of reference.
We need information for F4 and E6 in characteristic 3, and for E6 in characteristics 7 and 11. We
list the composition factors of every maximal closed, connected subgroup of positive dimension in these
characteristics, taken from [33], on M(G), and L(G) for G = F4. We list the reductive subgroups first, and
then the parabolics. Write M± to mean both a module M and its dual M∗ are composition factors.
We begin with the table for F4 in characteristic 3.
Subgroup of F4 for p = 3 Factors on M(F4) Factors on L(F4)
B4 1000, 0001 0100, 0001
A˜1C3 (1, 100), (0, 010) (2, 000), (0, 200), (1, 001)
A2A˜2 (10, 10), (01, 01), (00, 11) (11, 00), (00, 11), (10, 02), (01, 20), (00, 00)
2
A1G2 (2, 10), (4, 00) (2, 00), (0, 01), (0, 10)
2, (4, 10)
B3 100, 001
2, 0002 1002, 010, 0012, 000
C3 100
2, 010 200, 0012, 0003
A2A˜1
(10, 1)±, (10, 0)±, (11, 0), (10, 2)±, (10, 1)±, (10, 0)±,
(00, 2), (00, 1)2 (00, 2), (00, 1)2, (00, 0)2
A˜2A1 (10, 1)
±, (10, 0)±, (11, 0)
(20, 1)±, (20, 0)±, (11, 0),
(00, 2), (00, 1)2, (00, 0)2
Next, the subgroups of E6 in characteristic 3.
Subgroup of E6 for p = 3 Factors on M(E6)
A5A1 (λ4, 0), (λ1, 1)
A2A2A2 (10, 01, 00), (00, 10, 01), (01, 00, 10)
F4 0001, 0000
2
C4 0100
G2A2 (10, 10), (00, 02)
G2 (2 classes) 20
D5 λ1, λ4, 0
A5 λ
2
1, λ4
A4A1 (1000, 1), (0001, 0), (0010, 0), (0000, 1)
A2A2A1 (10, 01, 0), (01, 00, 1), (00, 10, 1), (01, 00, 0), (00, 10, 0)
Finally, the subgroups of E7 in characteristics 7 and 11.
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Subgroup of E7 for p = 7, 11 Factors on M(E7)
D6A1 (λ1, 1), (λ5, 0)
A7 λ
±
2
A5A2 (λ1, 10)
±, (λ3, 00)
C3G2 (001, 00), (100, 10)
G2A1 (01, 1), (10, 3)
F4A1 (0001, 1), (3, 0000)
A2 60
±
A1A1 (6, 3), (4, 1), (2, 5)
E6 λ
±
1 , 0
2
D6 λ
2
1, λ5
A6 λ
±
1 , λ
±
2
A5A1 (λ1, 1)
±, (λ1, 0)
±, (λ3, 0)
A4A2 (10, 1000)
±, (10, 0000)±, (00, 0100)±
A3A2A1 (000, 10, 1)
±, (010, 00, 1), (100, 10, 0)±, (100, 00, 0)±
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B Traces of small-order semisimple elements
We use the traces of semisimple elements on M(G) and L(G), of fairly large order compared with many
similar papers in the literature. In this section we give a few tables for the real elements of orders at most 5
for G = F4, E6, E7 and M(G) and L(G). For elements of order 4, we write the trace of the element followed
by that of its square. Write ω for the sum of a 5th root of unity and its inverse. We only list traces of
elements of order 5 up to algebraic conjugacy.
For E6, by Proposition 6.9, all real semisimple elements lie in F4, so we list the class in F4, its trace
on M(F4), L(F4) and L(E6) in the first table. The trace on M(E6) is that on M(F4) plus 1. For p = 3,
subtract 1 from the trace on M(F4) and L(E6). For E7, we simply list the class on M(E7) and L(E7) in the
second table.
Order Trace on M(F4) Trace on L(F4) Trace on L(E6)
2 2 −4 −2
−6 20 14
3 8 7 15
−1 7 6
−1 −2 −3
4 14, 2 20,−4 34,−2
6,−6 8, 20 14, 14
2, 2 0,−4 2,−2
−2, 2 4,−4 2,−2
−2,−6 0, 20 −2, 14
5 1 2 3
ω − 1 −2ω + 1 −ω
7ω + 7 ω + 15 8ω + 22
6ω + 14 13ω + 21 19ω + 35
3ω + 5 4ω + 4 7ω + 9
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Order Trace on M(E7) Trace on L(E7)
2 8 5
−8 5
−56 133
3 20 34
2 7
2 −2
−7 7
−25 52
4 32, 8 65, 5
16,−8 29, 5
8, 8 9, 5
0, 8 1, 5
0,−8 5, 5
0,−8 −3, 5
0,−56 25, 133
0,−56 −7, 133
−8, 8 9, 5
−16,−8 29, 5
−32, 8 65, 5
5 6 8
26ω − 1 −27ω + 52
14ω + 18 22ω + 39
14ω − 7 −28ω + 14
12ω + 32 31ω + 66
8ω + 5 4ω + 15
7ω − 8 −9ω + 21
6ω + 14 13ω + 22
5ω − 4 −10ω + 3
2ω + 2 ω + 1
ω − 1 −2ω + 2
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